Anthropology
The Ayal{u00E1}n cemetery: a late integration period burial site on the south coast of Ecuador.
AYAL{U00E1}N CEMETERY SITE (ECUADOR).
A dictionary of non-scientific names of freshwater crayfishes (Astacoidea and Parastacoidea), including other words and phrases incorporating crayfish names.


Web Accessible Resource.

COLORADO -- ANTIQUITIES.

ZINACANTÉN (MEXICO) -- RELIGION.

Skeletal biology of human remains from La Tolita, Esmeraldas Province, Ecuador.
ESMERALDAS (ECUADOR : PROVINCE) -- ANTIQUITIES.

Women ethnographers and native women storytellers : relational science, ethnographic collaboration, and tribal community.
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA.

Indigenous visions : rediscovering the world of Franz Boas.
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/ FAST/970256.

The lost black scholar : resurrecting Allison Davis in American social thought.
SOCIAL SCIENCE / SOCIOLOGY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Trends in biological anthropology. proceedings of the British Association for Biological Anthropology and Osteoarchaeology 13th and 14th Annual Conferences in Edinburgh (2nd-4th September 2011) and Bournemouth (14th- 16th September 2012).
PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY -- CONGRESSES.

When science sheds light on history : forensic science and anthropology.
FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY -- CASE STUDIES.
An analysis of forensic anthropology cases submitted to the Smithsonian Institution by the Federal Bureau of Investigation from 1962 to 1994.
UNITED STATES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204155.


**BONE AND BONES -- CHEMISTRY. HTTPS://ID.NLM.NIH.GOV/MESH/ D001842Q000737.**


**HUMAN EVOLUTION.**


**ETHNOLOGY -- PHILOSOPHY.**


**SOCIAL EVOLUTION.**


**ETHNOPHILOSOPHY.**


**MYTHOLOGY.**


**HUMAN BEHAVIOR.**


**NOMADS -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS.**


**PREHISTORIC PEOPLES -- CASE STUDIES.**

**Full Catalog Record. GN419.15.B68 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
HUMAN BODY -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Semiotics of cities, selves, and cultures: explorations in semiotic anthropology.
CITIES AND TOWNS -- INDIA.

Missionary impositions conversion, resistance, and other challenges to objectivity in religious ethnography.
ETHNOLOGY -- FIELDWORK.

Full Catalog Record. GN484.47.V574 2016eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Virgin envy: the cultural (in)significance of the hymen.
Regina, Saskatchewan: University of Regina Press, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
HYMEN (GYNECOLOGY).

Applying anthropology to gender-based violence: global responses, local practices.
FAMILY VIOLENCE -- CROSS-CULTURAL STUDIES.

Ethnicity and aboriginality: case studies in ethnonationalism.
NATIONALISM -- CONGRESSES.

Full Catalog Record. GN495.6eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of the sociology of racial and ethnic relations.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
SOCIAL STRUCTURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1123372.

Figured worlds: ontological obstacles in intercultural relations.
ONTOLOGY.

Slings & slingstones: the forgotten weapons of Oceania and the Americas.
Kent, Ohio: The Kent State University Press, 2011. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2011.
AMERICA -- HISTORY.

Fundamental questions in cross-cultural psychology.
ETHNOPSYCHOLOGY.

The Spanish Arcadia: sheep herding, pastoral discourse, and ethnicity in early modern Spain.
Raising the dust: tracking traditional medicine in the south of Malawi.
Singapore: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
SOCIAL SCIENCES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1122877.

Kitava: a linguistic and aesthetic analysis of visual art in Melanesia.
KITAVA (PAPUA NEW GUINEA) -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

Anuta: Polynesian lifeways for the 21st century.
Kent, Ohio: The Kent State University Press, 2011. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2011.
ANUTA ISLAND (SOLOMON ISLANDS) -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

Engaged anthropology: politics beyond the text.
Oakland, California: University of California Press, [2018].
PAPUA NEW GUINEA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1212610.

Dorothy Garrod and the Progress of the Palaeolithic: studies in the Prehistoric Archaeology of the Near East and Europe.
EUROPE -- ANTIQUITIES.

Full Catalog Record. GN772.4.A53eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The emergence of the Acheulean in East Africa and beyond: contributions in honor of Jean Chavaillon.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
AFRICA, EAST. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/12739511.

Life and death in the mesolithic of Sweden.
PREHISTORIC PEOPLES -- SWEDEN.

Full Catalog Record. GN776.2.C6_N635 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Dwelling on the edge of the Neolithic: investigating human behaviour through the spatial analysis of Corded Ware settlement material in the Dutch coastal wetlands (2900-2300 calBc).
Groningen, [Netherlands]: Barkhuis Publishing & University of Groningen Library, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
NETHERLANDS -- ANTIQUITIES.

Painting pots, painting people: late Neolithic ceramics in ancient Mesopotamia.
IRAQ -- HISTORY -- TO 634.

Movement, exchange and identity in Europe in the 2nd and 1st millennia BC: beyond frontiers.
ENGLISH CHANNEL REGION -- HISTORY -- TO 1500.
Fashion myths : a cultural critique.
Bielefeld : Transcript, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013.
FASHION AND SOCIETY. BICSSC.

Fashion : a Canadian perspective.
CLOTHING TRADE -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Lingerie.
FASHION DESIGNERS.

[Temptis].
MEN'S UNDERWEAR -- HISTORY.

[Temptis].
LINGERIE -- HISTORY.

The art of the shoe.
SHOES -- HISTORY.

Not just for show : the archaeology of beads, beadwork and personal ornaments.
SOCIAL ARCHAEOLOGY.

Make the night hideous : four English Canadian charivaris, 1881-1940.
CANADA -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

The book of tea.
JAPANESE TEA CEREMONY.

Returning the gift : modernism and the thought of exchange.
GIFTS IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/942663.

Engaging with the dead : exploring changing human beliefs about death, mortality and the human body.
Art & Architecture

Multilingual glossary for art librarians: English with indexes in Dutch, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Swedish.

Munich, [Germany]: K. G. Saur, 1996. IMPRINT = {u00A9}1996.
ART LIBRARIES -- TERMINOLOGY.

Multilingual glossary for art librarians: English with indexes in Dutch, French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Swedish.

DIGITAL LIBRARIES -- UNITED STATES -- CONGRESSES.

How to study art worlds: on the societal functioning of aesthetic values.
[Amsterdam]: Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2009.
ART, ARCHITECTURE & APPLIED ARTS. HILCC.

Contemporary culture: new directions in arts and humanities research.
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2013.
CIVILIZATION, MODERN. FAST (OCOLC)FST00863073.

Editing the image: strategies in the production and reception of the visual: including papers given at the thirty-ninth annual Conference on Editorial Problems, University of Toronto, 7-8 November 2003.
ART -- CONGRESSES.

Images of the art museum: connecting gaze and discourse in the history of museology.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
MUSEUM TECHNIQUES.

Multiculturalism in art museums today.
ART MUSEUMS -- EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS.

Stewards of the nation's art: contested cultural authority, 1890-1939.
ARISTOCRACY (SOCIAL CLASS) -- GREAT BRITAIN -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Drama education in the lives of girls: imagining possibilities.
TEENAGE GIRLS -- EDUCATION.

**Full Catalog Record. N5345eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A companion to ancient Near Eastern art.
MIDDLE EAST. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1241586.

Historical dictionary of Rococo art.
ARTISTS -- BIOGRAPHY -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. N6450eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A companion to nineteenth-century art.
ART / HISTORY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Antimodernism and artistic experience: policing the boundaries of modernity.
ART, CANADIAN -- 20TH CENTURY.

Historical dictionary of Romantic art and architecture.
ROMANTICISM IN ARCHITECTURE -- DICTIONARIES.

International yearbook of futurism studies.
Berlin, Germany ; Boston, [Massachusetts] : De Gruyter, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
FUTURISM (LITERARY MOVEMENT) -- PERIODICALS.

Economies of collaboration in performance: more than the sum of the parts.
PERFORMANCE ART. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1057852.

Cybernethisms: Aldo Giorgini's computer art legacy.
West Lafayette, Indiana : Purdue University Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
COMPUTER ART -- UNITED STATES.

Public art in Canada: critical perspectives.
ARTISTS -- CANADA.

Art and architecture in Canada: a bibliography and guide to the literature to 1981.
ARTISTS -- CANADA -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Biographical index of artists in Canada.
ARTISTS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY -- INDEXES.

Blake in our time: essays in honour of G.E. Bentley Jr.
BLAKE, WILLIAM, 1757-1827 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

[Perfect square].
D{u00FC}RER, ALBRECHT, 1471-1528.

Michelangelo.
MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI, 1475-1564 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Antonio L{u00FC}pez Garc{u00ED}a's everyday urban worlds: a philosophy of painting.
CITY AND TOWN LIFE -- PHILOSOPHY.

Central Asian art.
ART, CENTRAL ASIAN.

The arts of India from prehistoric to modern times.
ART -- INDIA -- HISTORY.

Art and its uses: the visual image and modern Jewish society.
JEWS -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

Il riposo.
SCULPTORS -- ITALY.

Paul Klee.
KLEE, PAUL, 1879-1940.
Neo-liberalism and the architecture of the post professional era.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.

Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}[2015].

Passive house design : planning and design of energy-efficient buildings.

Details for passive houses : renovation : a catalogue of ecologically rated constructions.

Forms of aid : architectures of humanitarian space.
Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.

New waterscapes : planning, building and designing with water.

Architectural scale models in the digital age : design, representation and manufacturing.

Design as research : positions, arguments, perspectives.
Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}userE4}user, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.

The art of building in the classical world vision, craftsmanship, and linear perspective in Greek and Roman architecture.

Perfect scale : architektonisches Entwerfen und Konstruieren.
Light spaces.
Basel, [Switzerland] : Birkh{"u00E4}user, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
DRYWALL CONSTRUCTION.

Full Catalog Record. NA3765eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The world underfoot : mosaics and metaphor in the Greek symposium.
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

Failed stone problems and solutions with concrete and masonry.
Basel; Boston : Birkh{"u00E4}user, 2007.
BUILDING FAILURES.

Building with bamboo : design and technology of a sustainable architecture.
Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{"u00E4}user, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
BAMBOO -- UTILIZATION -- PICTORIAL WORKS.

American Catholics and the Church of tomorrow : building churches for the future, 1925-1975.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Una etapa en la construcci{u00F3}n de la catedral de M{u00E9}xico, alrededor de 1585.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F. : El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico : El Colegio Nacional, 1995.
MEXICO -- MEXICO CITY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01206137.

The allegory of the Church : romanesque portals and their verse inscriptions.
ALLEGROES.

St Paul's Cathedral : archaeology and history.
EXCAVATIONS (ARCHAEOLOGY) -- ENGLAND -- LONDON.

Le Corbusier : the chapel at Ronchamp.
Paris ; Basel, Switzerland : Fondation Le Corbusier : Birkh{"u00E4}user, 2008. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2008.
RONCHAMP (FRANCE) -- BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, ETC.

Early Christian chapels in the west : decoration, function and patronage.
ARCHITECTURE, MEDIEVAL -- ITALY.

Monumental tombs of the Hellenistic age : a study of selected tombs from the pre-classical to the early imperial era.
ARCHITECTURE -- MEDITERRANEAN REGION.

**Full Catalog Record. NA6751 .N49 2016eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
New laboratories : historical and critical perspectives on contemporary developments.
SPACE (ARCHITECTURE).

**Full Catalog Record. NA7115 .P44 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Residential buildings : a typology.
Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user Verlag, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
ARCHITECTURE.

**Full Catalog Record. NA7195.A4eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Housing design for an increasingly older population : redefining assisted living for the mentally and physically frail.
ARCHITECTURE / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. NA7241 .E563 1998eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Homeplace : the making of the Canadian dwelling over three centuries.
ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIETY -- CANADA.

**Full Catalog Record. NA7328 .T36 2010eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Architectural identities : domesticity, literature and the Victorian middle classes.
ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC, IN LITERATURE.

Le Corbusier : les villas la Roche-Jeanneret.
PARIS (FRANCE) -- BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, ETC.

**Full Catalog Record. NA7449.T55 .H47 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Tibetan houses : vernacular architecture of the Himalayas and environs.
Basel, [Switzerland] : Birkh{u00E4}user user, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE -- HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS REGION -- DESIGNS AND PLANS.

Hanok : the Korean house.
Tokyo, [Japan] ; Rutland, Vermont ; Singapore : Tuttle Publishing, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.
KOREA (SOUTH) -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

**Full Catalog Record. NA7591.P65 .S2613 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Le Corbusier : l'Unit{u00E9} d'habitation de Marseille et les autres unit{u00E9}s d'habitation {u00E0} Rez{u00E9}-les-Nantes, Berlin, Briey en For{u00E9}t et Firminy = Unit{u00E9} d'habitation in Marseilles and the four other unit{u00E9}s blocks in Rez{u00E9}-les-Nantes, Berlin, Briey en For{u00E9}t and Firminy.
PARIS (FRANCE) -- BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, ETC.

Boundaries of the city : the architecture of western urbanism.
URBANIZATION -- EUROPE -- HISTORY.

Governing the post-communist city : institutions and democratic development in Prague.
PRAGUE (CZECH REPUBLIC) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

The art of 3D drawing : an illustrated and photographic guide to creating art with three-dimensional realism.
OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.

Drawing funny : a guide to making your terrible little cartoons funnier.
Victoria, Australia : Black Inc., 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
DRAWING -- TECHNIQUE.

The complete book of poses for artists : a comprehensive photographic and illustrated reference book for learning to draw more than 500 poses.
Lake Forest, California : Walter Foster, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
HUMAN FIGURE IN ART.

Beginning pastel : tips and techniques for learning to paint in pastel.
PASTEL DRAWING -- TECHNIQUE.

101 textures in graphite & charcoal.
DRAWING -- TECHNIQUE.
German painting: from the middle ages to new objectivity.
PAINTING, GERMAN.

Art and the German bourgeoisie: Alfred Lichtwark and modern painting in Hamburg, 1886-1914.
ART AND THE MIDDLE CLASS -- GERMANY -- HAMBURG.

The lives of paintings: presence, agency and likeness in Venetian art of the sixteenth century.
IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
VENICE (ITALY) -- CIVILIZATION.

Caravaggio.
CARAVAGGIO, MICHELANGELO MERISI DA, 1573-1610.

Titian.
New York : Parkstone International, [2016].
PAINTING, RENAISSANCE.

Bosch.
CHRISTIAN ART AND SYMBOLISM -- NETHERLANDS -- RENAISSANCE, 1450-1600.

Wassily Kandinsky.
KANDINSKY, WASSILY, 1866-1944.

Vela{u00E1}zquez and his times.
VELA{U00E1}ZQUEZ, DIEGO, 1599-1660.
Images of the Canton factories 1760-1822: reading history in art.
Hong Kong, [China]: HKU Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
GUANGZHOU (CHINA) -- COMMERCE -- HISTORY -- 18TH CENTURY.

Ukiyo-e.
UKIYOE -- EXHIBITIONS.

Hokusai.
KATSUSHIKA, HOKUSAI, 1760-1849.

The Figino, or, On the purpose of painting : art theory in the late Renaissance.
ARTS -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

The logic of ecstasy : Canadian mystical painting, 1920-1940.
MYSTICISM AND ART -- CANADA.

Color : a practical guide to color and its uses in art.
PAINTING -- TECHNIQUE.

Oil & acrylic workshop : classic and contemporary techniques for painting expressive works of art.
Lake Forest, California : Walter Foster Jr., 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ACRYLIC PAINTING -- TECHNIQUE.

Folk art fusion : learn to paint colorful contemporary folk art in acrylic.
FOLK ART.

Modern watercolor.
WATERCOLOR PAINTING.

Encaustic art.
PAPER, HANDMADE.

Impressions of Ukiyo-e.
New York : Parkstone International, [2016].
COLOR PRINTS, JAPANESE -- HISTORY.

Hiroshige.
ANDO, HIROSHIGE, 1797-1858 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

1000 masterpieces of decorative art.
DECORATIVE ARTS -- HISTORY.

De-signing design : cartographies of theory and practice.
ART AND DESIGN.

Colour : design principles, planning strategies, visual communication.
COLORS.

Ancient egyptian furniture.
FURNITURE, ANCIENT -- EGYPT.

Amphora stamps from Thasos.
GREECE -- COMMERCE -- HISTORY -- TO 1500.

Dolls of Canada : a reference guide.
DOLLMAKERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

{u00C9}mile Gall{u00E9}.
GALL{U00E9}, EMILE, 1846-1904 -- CORRESPONDENCE.

Fables in ivory : Japanese netsuke and their legends.
NETSUKE.

Full Catalog Record. NK8438 .R87 2003eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A heritage of light : lamps and lighting in the early Canadian home.
CANADA -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS.
The other futurism : futurist activity in Venice, Padua, and Verona.
ARTS, ITALIAN -- ITALY -- VENETO -- 20TH CENTURY.

Automatic for the masses : the death of the author and the birth of Socialist realism.
MODERNISM (ART) -- SOVIET UNION.

A vision of the Orient : texts, intertexts, and contexts of Madame Butterfly.
LONG, JOHN LUTHER, 1861-1927. MADAMA BUTTERFLY.

Factories.
FACTORIES.

More than meets the eye : special effects and the fantastic transmedia franchise.
MASS MEDIA. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85081863.
Boston, Massachusetts ; Berlin, [Germany] : De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017. IMAGE FILES -- HISTORY.

**Full Catalog Record. TR897.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Experimental and expanded animation : new perspectives and practices.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan 2018.
PHOTOGRAPHY / TECHNIQUES / CINEMATOGRAPHY & VIDEOGRAPHY. BISACSH.

Asian Studies

**Full Catalog Record. B5295.5D54 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
No exit : Arab existentialism, Jean-Paul Sartre, and decolonization.
ARAB COUNTRIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1240128.

**Full Catalog Record. BL783.A665 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Apollodorianism : ancient myths, new crossroads ; studies in honour of Francesc J. Cuartero.
MYTHOLOGY, GREEK -- CONGRESSES.

**Full Catalog Record. BL795.P57 F67 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The seer and the city : religion, politics, and colonial ideology in ancient Greece.
Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2017].
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

**Full Catalog Record. BL1105.L664 2011eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Historical dictionary of Hinduism.
HINDUISM -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. BL1138.26eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Freud's Mahâyâna bhûtadharma.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2018].
RELIGION / COMPARATIVE RELIGION. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. BL1216.I584 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Inventing and reinventing the goddess : contemporary iterations of Hindu deities on the move.
HINDUSIM -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

**Full Catalog Record. BL1923.D477 2011eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Women in Daoism.
TAOIST WOMEN -- HISTORY.

**Full Catalog Record. BL1943.135.L75 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The transformation of Yiguan Dao in Taiwan : adapting to a changing religious economy.
TAIWAN -- RELIGION.

**Full Catalog Record. BL2001.3.I85 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Islam, Judaism, and Zoroastrianism.
INDIA -- RELIGIOUS LIFE AND CUSTOMS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/ SUBJECTS/SH2008115447.
Japanese culture: the religious and philosophical foundations.
Tokyo, [Japan] ; Rutland, Vermont ; Singapore: Tuttle Publishing, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
BUDDHISM -- JAPAN.

Voice of the Buddha: Buddhaghosa on the immeasurable words.
THERAVIDA BUDDHISM. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1149721.

Mandala and history: Bidia Dandarovich Dandaron and Buryat Buddhism.
Brno, [Czech Republic]: Faculty of Arts, Masaryk University, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
MANDALA (BUDDHISM).

Full Catalog Record. BQ4040eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Object relations, Buddhism, and relationality in womanist practical theology.
RELIGION / COMPARATIVE RELIGION. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. BQ4570.P76eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The psychology of emotions and humour in Buddhism.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Pivot, [2018].
RELIGION / COMPARATIVE RELIGION. BISACSH.

Ethics without self, dharma without atman: Western and Buddhist philosophical traditions in dialogue.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
METAPHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1018304.

The prayer and complaint of the ploweman unto Christe.
REFORMATION -- SOURCES.

A proper dyaloge betwene a gentillman and an husbandman.
CHURCH PROPERTY -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

Twilight of the Renaissance: the life of Juan de Vald{u00E9}s.
PAPAL STATES -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 16TH CENTURY.

GREAT BRITAIN -- CHURCH HISTORY -- 16TH CENTURY.

Religion and American politics : from the colonial period to the 1980s.

Catholicism and the shaping of 19th century America.

Christianity and ethnicity in Canada.

Church and sect in Canada.

Rethinking church, state, and modernity : Canada between Europe and America.

Borderland religion : the emergence of an English-Canadian identity, 1792-1852.

Historical dictionary of the Mongol world empire.

Mobilizing labour for the global coffee market : profits from an unfree work regime in colonial Java.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2015].

Wellhausen and Kaufmann : ancient Israel and its religious history in the works of Julius Wellhausen and Yehezkel Kaufmann.
An ox of one's own : royal wives and religion at the court of the third dynasty of Ur. Berlin, [Germany] ; Boston, [Massachusetts] : De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017. UR (EXTINCT CITY) -- CIVILIZATION.


ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT -- 1993- -- PEACE.

CIVIL-MILITARY RELATION -- ISRAEL.

ISRAEL AND THE DIASPORA.

JEWISH DIASPORA.

NEW YORK (N.Y.) -- BIOGRAPHY.

HASIDIM -- POLAND.

ITALY -- ETHNIC RELATIONS.

ITALY. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204565.

{U2117}{U0141}{U207A}{U0453}OD{U207A}{U0453}Z (POLAND) -- BIOGRAPHY.

New directions in the history of the Jews in the Polish lands.
This cannot happen here: integration and Jewish resistance in the Netherlands, 1940-1945.
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2013.
NETHERLANDS. FAST (OCLC)FST01204034.

Beyond sambation: selected essays and editorials 1928-1955.
CANADA -- ETHNIC RELATIONS.

Jewish-Christian difference and modern Jewish identity: seven twentieth-century converts.
CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS -- JUDAISM.

Contemporary antisemitism: Canada and the world.
ANTISEMITISM -- CONGRESSES.

Antisemitism in the German military community and the Jewish response, 1914-1938.
GERMANY -- ETHNIC RELATIONS.

Gendered violence: Jewish women in the pogroms of 1917 to 1921.
GENOCIDE & ETHNIC CLEANSING BICSSC.

Philosematism in history.
JEWISH DIASPORA.

The A to Z of Zionism.
ISRAEL -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Full Catalog Record. **DS149.5.I75 T48 2009eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
The dark side of Zionism Israel's quest for security through dominance.
ISRAEL -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 21ST CENTURY.

Hebrew fascism in Palestine, 1922-1942.
MIDDLE EAST. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1241586.
Christian Zionism and English national identity, 1600-1850.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].

Cultural policy in Jordan : system, process, and policy.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
JORDAN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1205669.

A wayside shrine in Northern Moab : excavations in the Wadi Ath-thamad.
MOAB (KINGDOM) -- ANTIQUITIES.

Polis expansion and elite power in Hellenistic Karia.
Lanham, Maryland : Lexington Books, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
CARIA -- CIVILIZATION.

Canada and the Far East, 1940-1953.
EAST ASIA -- RELATIONS -- CANADA.

The Armenian massacres of 1915-1916 a hundred years later : open questions and tentative answers in international law.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer; [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
TURKEY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208963.

Beyond the Islamic revolution : perceptions of modernity and tradition in Iran before and after 1979.

Central Asian cultures, arts, and architecture.
ASIA, CENTRAL -- CIVILIZATION.

State, society, and minorities in South and Southeast Asia.
SOUTHEAST ASIA -- ETHNIC RELATIONS.
Sri Lanka's secrets: how the Rajapaksa regime gets away with murder.

Jacob Schiff and the art of risk: American financing of Japan's war with Russia (1904-1905).
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.

Southeast Asia: a very short introduction.

Ambivalent engagement: the United States and regional security in Southeast Asia after the Cold War.
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Full Catalog Record. HF5415.127eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Market segmentation analysis: understanding it, doing it, and making it useful.
MARKET SEGMENTATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1010139.

Leveraging constraints for innovation: new product development essentials from the PDMA.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR. BISACSH.

Developing new products and services learning, differentiation, and innovation.
BUSINESS VALUATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.32 .S93 2019eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Social media data mining and analytics.
Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, [2019].
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.32 .P79 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Psychological ownership and consumer behavior.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1122816.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.32 .R64 2009eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Children, consumerism, and the common good.
CHILD LABOR.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.32 .A73 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Parametric and nonparametric statistics for sample surveys and customer satisfaction data.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
CONSUMERS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/876410.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.32 .M555 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The inscrutable shopper consumer resistance in retail.
CONSUMER BOYCOTTS.

Full Catalog Record. HF5415.33.U6 M33 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Better safe than sorry : how consumers navigate exposure to everyday toxics.
Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2018].
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Full Catalog Record. HF5438.35eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Integrated business planning : how to integrate planning processes, organizational structures and capabilities, and leverage SAP IBP technology.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SELLING -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1111999.

Full Catalog Record. HF5438.4 .P274 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A guide to sales management : a practitioner's view of trade sales organizations.
CUSTOMER SERVICE.

11 secrets of time management for salespeople : gain the competitive edge and make every second count.
TIME MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008107295.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.32eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008107882.

Full Catalog Record. HF5548.32 .S563 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Localization strategies for global e-business.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5548.32.M687 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.
E-commerce.
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES -- COMPUTER NETWORKS -- SECURITY MEASURES.

Multilingual dictionary of IT security : English, German, French, Spanish, Italian.
DICTIONARIES, POLYGLOT.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5548.4.M523eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018. 
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS -- COMPUTER PROGRAMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012130.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5548.4.M5265eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Mastering Microsoft Teams : end user guide to practical usage, collaboration, and governance.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5548.4.M525 M47 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Beginning Office 365 collaboration apps : working in the Microsoft cloud.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: GENERAL ISSUES. BICSSC.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5549eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A different approach to work discipline : models, manifestations and methods of behaviour modification.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
WORK ETHIC. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1180301.

IntheFlow.
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT -- DECISION MAKING.

9 powerful practices of really great bosses.
MANAGEMENT -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5549.15.G35 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
PHR and SPHR : human resources certification complete : review guide 2018 exams.
Indianapolis, IN : John Wiley and Sons, Inc. : Sybex, 2018.
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1058797.

101 great answers to the toughest interview questions.
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWING.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5549.5.P35 .B877 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Performance management REBOOT : fresh perspectives for the changing world of work.
PERFORMANCE -- MANAGEMENT.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5549.5.M63 .E475 2016eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Employee engagement in a South African context : a scientific approach to context-specific measurement.
EMPLOYEES -- ATTITUDES.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5549.5.J63 G46 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Psychological empowerment and job satisfaction in the banking sector.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
SUCCESS IN BUSINESS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1137062.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5549.5.E43 B76 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Dying on the job murder and mayhem in the American workplace.
MASS MURDER -- UNITED STATES.

Financial accounting : introduction to German GAAP with exercises.
ACCOUNTING -- GERMANY.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5636 .T664 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Effective accounting for small businesses : a guide to business and personal financial success.
SMALL BUSINESS -- ACCOUNTING.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5657.4 .C46 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The changing role of the management accountants : becoming a business partner.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1007320.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5661 .K538 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Klausurtraining für Bilanzierung und Finanzwirtschaft.
FINANCE -- EXAMINATIONS, QUESTIONS, ETC.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5667 .G826 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Guide to audit data analytics.
AUDITING -- DATA PROCESSING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/821171.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5681.G55 A36 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Corporate financial distress : going concern evaluation in both international and U.S. contexts.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
BANKRUPTCY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/826826.

**Full Catalog Record. HF5691eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Convex duality and financial mathematics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / SKILLS. BISACSH.

PROBLEM-SOLUTION PATTERN.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5823eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in advertising research IX : power to consumers. Wiesbaden, Germany : Springer Gabler, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
ADVERTISING -- RESEARCH. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/797745.

ADVERTISING -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF5827.85 .I27 2013eb. Web Accessible Resource.
SOCIALISM -- BALKAN PENINSULA.

**Full Catalog Record.** HF6146.T42 .R884 1995eb. Web Accessible Resource.
TELEVISION ADVERTISING.

BANKS AND BANKING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/826867.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG173 .F563 2013eb. Web Accessible Resource.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

FINANCE, PERSONAL -- SOUTH AFRICA.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG187.4eb. Web Accessible Resource.
ISLAMIC COUNTRIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1244130.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG195eb. Web Accessible Resource.
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01242969.
Beginning Blockchain: a beginner's guide to building Blockchain solutions.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision a history of the early years, 1974-1997.
BANKS AND BANKING -- STATE SUPERVISION.

Organizaci{u00F3}n de las sociedades de cr{u00E9}dito ejidal de La Laguna.
M{u00E9}xico: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, Centro de Estudios Sociol{u00F3}gicos, 1974.
MEXICO -- SONORA (STATE) FAST (OCOLC)FST01330176.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG2974eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Banking and monetary policy from the perspective of Austrian economics.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / FINANCE. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG2974.F5635 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Financial elites and European banking: historical perspectives.
EUROPE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245064.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG3368.A6 H3845 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Islamic finance: ethical underpinnings, products, and institutions.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
BANKS AND BANKING -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- ISLAM. FAST HTTP://
ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/826975.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG3755.H284 2014eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Confessions of a credit junkie: everything you need to know to avoid the mistakes I made.
FINANCE, PERSONAL.

Loan sharks: the birth of predatory lending.
FINANCE -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG3851eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Planet Forex: currency trading in the digital age.
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / FINANCE. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG3881.G56 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Global approaches in financial economics, banking, and finance.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/976945.

**Full Catalog Record.** HG3881.5.158.J69 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The IMF and global financial crises Phoenix rising?
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
COMMERCIAL CRIMES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/869469.

Stories of capitalism : inside the role of financial analysts.
SCHWEIZ. GND.

INVESTMENTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/978234.

Full Catalog Record. HG4751eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Crowdfunding : lessons from Japan's approach.
JAPAN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204082.

Private equity compliance : analyzing conflicts, fees, and risks.
LAW / ADMINISTRATIVE LAW & REGULATORY PRACTICE. BISACSH.

Blue skies and boiler rooms : buying and selling securities in Canada, 1870-1940.
SECURITIES INDUSTRY -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record. HG5432eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Women, literature and finance in Victorian Britain : cultures of investment.
LITERATURE: HISTORY & CRITICISM. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. HG5993eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Emerging markets megatrends.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1242969.

Credit default swaps : mechanics and empirical evidence on benefits, costs, and inter-market relations.
SWAPS (FINANCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1139946.

Insurance as governance.
INSURANCE -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

The appeal of insurance.
Fairness in taxation : exploring the principles.
PROGRESSIVE TAXATION -- ONTARIO.

The economic and social environment for tax reform.
TAXATION -- ONTARIO.

State-building and tax regimes in Central America.
CENTRAL AMERICA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 1979-

Advances in the practice of public investment management : portfolio modelling, performance attribution and governance.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
INVESTMENT OF PUBLIC FUNDS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/978212.

Trillion dollar baby : how Norway beat the oil giants and won a lasting fortune.
NORWAY -- ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.

The success of English land tax administration 1643-1733.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
ENGLAND. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1219920.

The Online Advertising Tax : a digital policy innovation.
PUBLIC SERVICE INTERNET.

Customs administration in Canada : an essay in tariff technology.
CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION -- CANADA.

What we owe : truths, myths, and lies about public debt.
DEBTS, PUBLIC.

The $13 trillion question : how America manages its debt.
MONETARY POLICY -- UNITED STATES.
The global debt crisis: haunting U.S. and European federalism.
EUROPE -- ECONOMIC POLICY.

Sovereign debt crises and negotiations in Brazil and Mexico, 1888-1914: governments versus bankers.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/976891.

The public wealth of cities: how to unlock hidden assets to boost growth and prosperity.
URBAN ECONOMICS.

Wiley GAAP for governments 2018: interpretation and application of generally accepted accounting principles for state and local governments.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

NATURAL COMPUTATION. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008004861.

The making of a new science: a personal journey through the early years of theoretical computer science.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
COMPUTERS / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

(ISC){u00B2} CISSP certified information systems security professional official study guide.
Indianapolis, Indiana: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.: Sybex, [2018].
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL -- CERTIFICATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/907100.

CWNA Certified Wireless Network Administrator Study Guide.
Indianapolis, IN: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 2018.
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL -- CERTIFICATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/907100.

Advanced techniques for power, energy, and thermal management for clustered manycores.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
MULTIPROCESSORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1029068.
Full Catalog Record. QA76.575eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Online social media content delivery : a data-driven approach.
COMPUTERS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

MediaSync : handbook on multimedia synchronization.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1028920.

Cham : Springer, 2018.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1078704.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.58 .I87 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of parallel computing.
PARALLEL PROCESSING (ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS).

It's all about coordination : essays to celebrate the lifelong scientific achievements of Farhad Arbab.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
PARALLEL PROCESSING (ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG /FAST/1052928.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.58eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Parallel problem solving from nature -- PPSN XV : 15th International Conference, Coimbra, Portugal, September 8-12, 2018, Proceedings.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. BICSSC.

CCNA Cloud complete study guide : exam 210-451 and exam 210-455.
Indianapolis, Indiana : Sybex, a Wiley brand, [2018].
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING PERSONNEL -- CERTIFICATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/907100.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.585eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Deep learning with Azure : building and deploying artificial intelligence solutions on the Microsoft AI platform.
MICROSOFT PROGRAMMING. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.59eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Location privacy in mobile applications.
PRIVACY & DATA PROTECTION. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.5915eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
INTERNET OF THINGS HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2013000266 -- SECURITY
LOGIC PROGRAMMING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1002056.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.63 .I47 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. BICSSC.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.64 .N632 2004eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
INTERNET PROGRAMMING -- CONGRESSES.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.642eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Thread and data mapping for multicore systems : improving communication and memory accesses.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
THREADS (COMPUTER PROGRAMS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1150298.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.7 .L35 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Software languages : syntax, semantics, and metaprogramming.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1078704.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.F25eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Introduction to programming with Fortran.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
FORTRAN (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85050987.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.C154eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
C {u266F} 7 quick syntax reference : a pocket guide to the language, APIs and library.
COMPUTERS / PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES / C{U266F}. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.S62eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
SQL Server advanced data types : JSON, XML, and beyond.
DATABASES. BICSSC.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.F235 M48 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Modern Fortran explained : incorporating Fortran 2018.
FORTRAN (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 919336.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.J39eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Getting to Know Vue.js : learn to build single page applications in Vue from scratch.
COMPUTERS / PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES / JAVASCRIPT. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.S67eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
SQL primer: an accelerated introduction to SQL basics.
SQL (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1102869.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.J38eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of Java programming.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
JAVA (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/ SUBJECTS/SH95008574.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.C153 K695 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Real-Time C++: efficient object-oriented and template microcontroller programming.
MICROPROGRAMMING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1020033.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.P98eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Learn to program with Python 3: a step-by-step guide to programming.
PYTHON (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1084736.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.73.A73eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Connecting Arduino to the web: front end development using JavaScript.
[Berkeley, California?]: Apress, [2018].
COMPUTER SCIENCE / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.754eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of software culture.
COMPUTERS / SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.758.F34 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Designing usable and secure software with IRIS and CAIRIS.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
USER INTERFACES (COMPUTER SYSTEMS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1163191.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.758.E88 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The essence of software engineering.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1007271.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.758eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Information and software technologies: 24th International Conference, ICIST 2018, Vilnius, Lithuania, October 4-6, 2018, Proceedings.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER NETWORKING & COMMUNICATIONS. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.758.E24 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER-AIDED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 872722.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.I58eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Engineering multi-agent systems: 5th international workshop, EMAS 2017, Sao Paulo, Brazil, May 8-9, 2017, revised selected papers.


Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.S46eb, Web Accessible Resource. How open source ate software : understand the open source movement and so much more. [Place of publication not identified] : Apress, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. COMPUTERS / SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.76.I59eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Interactive media for sustainability.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
SUSTAINABILITY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1747391.

Beyond BIOS : developing with the Unified Extensible Firmware Interface.
OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.774.U64eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Beginning modern Unix : learn to live comfortably in a modern Unix environment.
COMPUTERS / OPERATING SYSTEMS / UNIX. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.774.146eb, Web Accessible Resource.
[Place of publication not identified] : Apress, [2018].
COMPUTERS -- PROGRAMMING -- MOBILE DEVICES. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.774.M55eb, Web Accessible Resource.
MCSA Windows Server 2016 : complete study guide exam 70-740, 70-741, 70- 742.
MICROSOFT SOFTWARE -- EXAMINATIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1020090.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.774.167eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Pro iOS security and forensics : enterprise iPhone and iPad safety.
COMPUTERS / SECURITY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.8.1677eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Practical Contiki-NG : programming for wireless sensor networks.
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1746575.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.8.7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Neural networks and deep learning : a textbook.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.88 .I83 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1046280.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.88eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/ AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008105591.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.M35eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Imaginary mathematics for computer science.

Data privacy games.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1007271.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D32eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT -- CONGRESSSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008102037.

Smart data analytics: Zusammen{u00E4}h{u00F6}ngen erkennen, Potentiale nutzen, Big Data verstehen.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -- MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D35eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Information and communications security: 19th International Conference, ICICS 2017, Beijing, China, December 6-8, 2017, proceedings.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
DATA STRUCTURES (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 887978.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D338eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Measuring the data universe: data integration using statistical data and metadata exchange.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
DATA INTEGRATION (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1763872.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.C65eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Principles of modeling: essays dedicated to Edward A. Lee on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
COOPERATING OBJECTS (COMPUTER SYSTEMS) HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2012002854.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A43eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Computational thinking: first algorithms, then code.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER ALGORITHMS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/ SH91000149.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
DATABASES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/888065.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A94eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
VIRTUAL REALITY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1167688.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/888037.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A73eb. Web Accessible Resource.
System and architecture : proceedings of CSI 2015.
COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/872026.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.S88eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Designing for a digital and globalized world : 13th International Conference, DESRIST 2018, Chennai, India, June 3?
6, 2018, Proceedings.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/ SH2008112429.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D348eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Beginning backup and restore for SQL Server : data loss management and prevention techniques.
SQL (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1102869.

Clinical text mining : secondary use of electronic patient records.
Cham, Switzerland : SpringerOpen, [2018].
DATA MINING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/887946.

Database management system.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT -- CONGRESSES.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A96eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Interactive theorem proving : 9th International Conference, ITP 2018, held as part of the Federated Logic Conference,
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
AUTOMATIC THEOREM PROVING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/822777.

Visualizing document processing : innovations in communication patterns and textual forms.
COMPUTER VISION.

Database and expert systems applications : 29th International Conference, DEXA 2018, Regensburg, Germany,
September 3-6, 2018, Proceedings.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
LOGIC, SYMBOLIC AND MATHEMATICAL. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1002068.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.N38eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cognitively inspired natural language processing : an investigation based on eye-tracking.
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://
ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1034365.

Database management systems.
Russian contributions to analytical chemistry.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].

Introduction to multivariate calibration : a practical approach.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

Advanced LC-MS applications in bioanalysis.

Inverse problems of vibrational spectroscopy.
Utrecht, the Netherlands : VSP, 1999.

Progress reports on impedance spectroscopy : measurements, modeling, and application.

Inorganic substances bibliography 2016.

Inorganic syntheses.

Rare earth elements : analytics.


Crystallization modalities in polymer melt processing.
Cham : Springer, 2018.

Modern ylide chemistry : applications in ligand design, organic and catalytic transformations.
SICILY (ITALY) -- CIVILIZATION.

The convergence of civilizations: constructing a Mediterranean region.
MEDITERRANEAN REGION -- HISTORY -- 1945-

Belonging and isolation in the Hellenistic world.
GREECE -- CIVILIZATION -- TO 146 B.C.

City and empire in the age of the successors: urbanization and social response in the making of the Hellenistic kingdoms.
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

Festivals and legends: the formation of Greek cities in the light of public ritual.
GREECE -- RELIGIOUS LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

The realness of things past: ancient Greece and ontological history.
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

Beyond thalassocracies: understanding processes of minoanisation and mycenaeanisation in the Aegean.
CIVILIZATION, MYCENAEAN.

The emergence of civilisation: the Cyclades and the Aegean in the third millennium BC.
AEGEAN SEA REGION -- ANTIQUITIES.

Alexander the Great and Hernán Cortés: ambiguous legacies of leadership.
MEXICO -- HISTORY -- CONQUEST, 1519-1540.

Tombs, burials, and commemoration in Corinth's northern cemetery.
CORINTH (GREECE) -- RELIGIOUS LIFE AND CUSTOMS.

Sinews of empire: networks in the Roman Near East and beyond.
ROME -- CIVILIZATION -- MIDDLE EASTERN INFLUENCES.

Historical dictionary of the Etruscans.
ITALY -- ANTIQUITIES -- DICTIONARIES.

Etruscology.
Boston : De Gruyter, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
ETRUSCANS -- STUDY AND TEACHING.

Augustus introduction to the life of an emperor.
ROME -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 30 B.C.-68 A.D.

The Italian in modernity.
ITALY -- CIVILIZATION.

Italian cultural lineages.
ITALY -- CIVILIZATION.

The culture of profession in late Renaissance Italy.
PROFESSIONS -- ITALY -- HISTORY -- 16TH CENTURY.

Civilization and democracy: the Salvemini anthology of Cattaneo's writings.
ITALY -- CIVILIZATION -- 1789-1900.

Broken time, fragmented space: a cultural map for postwar Italy.
ITALY -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS -- 1945-

Italy and early medieval Europe: papers for Chris Wickham.
ITALY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204565.
FLORENCE (ITALY) -- FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Merchant writers : Florentine memoirs from the Middle Ages and Renaissance.

FLORENCE (ITALY) -- BIOGRAPHY.

A Jew at the Medici Court : the letters of Benedetto Blanis, Hebreo (1615-1621).

FLORENCE (ITALY) -- HISTORY -- 17TH CENTURY.

Roads and ruins : the symbolic landscape of fascist Rome.

ROME (ITALY) -- HISTORY -- 1870-1945.

Historical essay on the Neapolitan Revolution of 1799.

NAPLES (KINGDOM) -- HISTORY -- 1735-1816.

MALALAS, JOHN, APPROXIMATELY 491-APPROXIMATELY 578.

The phonological interpretation of Ancient Greek : a pandialectal analysis.
GREEK LANGUAGE -- PHONOLOGY.

Full Catalog Record. PA2057 .L38 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Latinitatis rationes : descriptive and historical accounts for the Latin language.
Berlin : De Gruyter, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
LATIN LANGUAGE -- SYNTAX.

Full Catalog Record. PA3009 .R48 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The returning hero : nostoi and traditions of Mediterranean settlement.
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

Full Catalog Record. PA3013 .R4 1941eb, Web Accessible Resource.
La cr{u00ED}tica en la edad ateniense (600 a 300 A.C.).
[M{u00E9}xico] : El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, [1941].
ATHEN. SWD.

Full Catalog Record. PA3014.S47eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Masculine Plural: queer classics, sex, and education.
SEX IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1114464.

Splendid mendax: rethinking fakes and forgeries in classical, late antique, and early Christian literature.
Groningen, [The Netherlands]: Barkhuis, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, EARLY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Philosophy and the ancient novel.
PHILOSOPHY, ANCIENT -- CONGRESSES.

Holy men and charlatans in the ancient novel.
SWINDLERS AND SWINDLING IN LITERATURE -- CONGRESSES.

Xenophon's Ephesiaca: a paraliterary love-story from the ancient world.
Groningen, [The Netherlands]: Barkhuis: Groningen University Library, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
GREEK FICTION, HELLENISTIC -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Perceptions of the Second Sophistic and its times.
RHETORIC, ANCIENT.

Tombs of the ancient poets: between literary reception and material culture.
LATIN POETRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/993373.

Early Greek epic fragments. antiquarian and genealogical epic.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK.

Full Catalog Record. PA3238eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Diversifying Greek tragedy on the contemporary US stage.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Broken laughter: select fragments of Greek comedy.
GREEK DRAMA (COMEDY) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.
Aeschylus' Oresteia : a literary commentary.
TRAGEDY.

Aeschylus : the earlier plays and related studies.
TRAGEDY.

Aristophanes and the poetics of competition.
GREEK DRAMA (COMEDY) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Pseudo-Euripides, Rhesus.
CLASSICAL DRAMA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The music of tragedy : performance and imagination in Euripidean theater.
LITERARY CRITICISM / ANCIENT & CLASSICAL. BISACSH.

Poetry in fragments : studies on the Hesiodic corpus and its afterlife.
GREEK POETRY.

Homer's Iliad. the Basel commentary.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK.

Homer's Iliad. The Basel commentary.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Homer and the question of strife from Erasmus to Hobbes.
HOMER -- TRANSLATIONS.

A referential commentary and lexicon to Iliad VIII.
TROJAN WAR -- LITERATURE AND THE WAR.
Women of substance in Homeric epic: objects, gender, agency.
WOMEN IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1177912.

Homer's Iliad. The Basel commentary.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2015.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK.

A Penelopean poetics: reweaving the feminine in Homer's Odyssey.
WOMEN AND LITERATURE -- GREECE.

Nonnus of Panopolis in context: poetry and cultural milieu in Late Antiquity with a section on Nonnus and the modern world.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2014.
NONNUS, OF PANOPOLIS -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION -- CONGRESSES.

The Socratic way of life: Xenophon's Memorabilia.
PHILOSOPHY / HISTORY & SURVEYS / ANCIENT & CLASSICAL. BISACSH.

Latin poets and Italian gods.
RELIGION AND LITERATURE -- ROME.

Roman literary cultures: domestic politics, revolutionary poetics, civic spectacle.
LATIN LITERATURE -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

In the image of the ancestors: narratives of kinship in Flavian epic.
ROME -- HISTORY -- FLAVIANS, 69-96.

Justin and Pompeius Trogus: a study of the language of Justin's Epitome of Trogus.
GREECE -- HISTORY -- MACEDONIAN EXPANSION, 359-323 B.C. -- HISTORIOGRAPHY.
Reading and variant in Petronius : studies in the French humanists and their manuscript sources.
FRANCE -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE -- 16TH CENTURY.

Barbarian play : Plautus' Roman comedy.
PLAUTUS, TITUS MACCIUS -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Full Catalog Record. PA6646eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Propertius, Greek myth, and Virgil : rivalry, allegory, and polemic.
MYTHOLOGY, GREEK, IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1031814.

The manuscript tradition of Propertius.
ROME -- IN LITERATURE.

Full Catalog Record. PA6697.A43eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The fragility of power : Statius, Domitian and the politics of the Thebaid.
POLITICS AND LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1069960.

Berlin : De Gruyter, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013.
EPIC POETRY, LATIN -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The letters of Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln.
THEOLOGIANS -- GREAT BRITAIN -- CORRESPONDENCE.

Hrotsvit of Gandersheim : contexts, identities, affinities, and performances.
WOMEN AND LITERATURE -- GERMANY -- HISTORY -- TO 1500.

Full Catalog Record. PA8340eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Las ocho leyendas.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F. : El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 1999.
LEGENDS.

Contemporaries of Erasmus. a biographical register of the renaissance and reformation.
Controversies.
ERASMUS, DESIDERIUS, -1536 -- TRANSLATIONS INTO ENGLISH.

Colloquies.
DIDACTIC LITERATURE, LATIN (MEDIEVAL AND MODERN) -- TRANSLATIONS INTO ENGLISH.

Communication
The intelligent international negotiator.
WIN-WIN.

Mindfulness in the academy : practices and perspectives from scholars.
HIGHER & FURTHER EDUCATION, TERTIARY EDUCATION. BICSSC.

The five golden rules of negotiation.
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL.

The latte years : a story of beyond losses, gains the after and photo.
Collingwood, Victoria : Nero, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
CONDUCT OF LIFE.

A scientific search for altruism : do we care only about ourselves?
PSYCHOLOGY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Extreme forgiveness.
FORGIVENESS.

The philosophical foundations of management thought.
MANAGEMENT -- PHILOSOPHY.

IT management : the art of managing IT based on a solid framework leveraging the company's political ecosystem.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1007271.

Full Catalog Record. HD30.2eb. Web Accessible Resource.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

Entrepreneurial strategic management.

VALUE PERCEPTION.

The Palgrave encyclopedia of strategic management.
London, United Kingdom : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
ORGANIZATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1047777.

Strategic management : a practical guide.
STRATEGIC PLANNING.

A manager's guide to building a successful business.

MOTIVATING EMPLOYEES.

Full Catalog Record. HD30.28eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Strategic management accounting.
STRATEGIC PLANNING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1134371.

Persuasive business presentations : using the problem-solution method to influence decision makers to take action.
PROBLEM-SOLUTION PATTERN.

Lingerie.
FASHION DESIGNERS.

[Temptis].
MEN'S UNDERWEAR -- HISTORY.

[Temptis].
LINGERIE -- HISTORY.

The art of the shoe.
SHOES -- HISTORY.

Not just for show : the archaeology of beads, beadwork and personal ornaments.
SCANDINAVIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01242804.

McLuhan in space : a cultural geography.
SPACE AND TIME IN ART.

Marginal Man.
ECONOMISTS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

History and communications : Harold Innis, Marshall McLuhan, the interpretation of history.
MCLUHAN, MARSHALL, 1911-1980.

McLuhan, or modernism in reverse.
POSTMODERNISM.

Mass moralizing : marketing and moral storytelling.
MARKETING.

Black/Africana communication theory.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
AFRICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1239509.

Children, young people and the press in a transitioning society : representations, reactions and criminalisation.

Appearance, discrimination and the media : portraying facial disfigurement fairly in the news.
FACIAL DISFIGUREMENT.

Digital passages : migrant youth 2.0 : diaspora, gender and youth cultural intersections.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
YOUTH CULTURE.

Imagining the global : transnational media and popular culture beyond East and West.
De la imprenta a la Internet: la lengua española y los medios de comunicación masiva.

Beyond new media: discourse and critique in a polymediated age.

The future of audiences: a foresight analysis of interfaces and engagement.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].

The criticism of didactic poetry: essays on Lucretius, Virgil, and Ovid.

Printed voices: the Renaissance culture of dialogue.

Performing arts as high-impact practice.

Considering ethics in dance, theatre and performance.
Embodying transformation : transcultural performance.
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN THE PERFORMING ARTS.

Rainbow Jews : Jewish and gay identity in the performing arts.
JEWISH DRAMA -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Myth performance in the African diasporas : ritual, theatre, and dance.
AFRICA -- INFLUENCE.

Intermedial performance and politics in the public sphere.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PERFORMING ARTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1057887.

Court Revels 1485-1559.
PAGEANTS -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- 16TH CENTURY.

When television was young : primetime Canada 1952-1967.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Television, social media, and fan culture.
FANS (PERSONS) -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

The talent industry : television, cultural intermediaries and new digital pathways.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PERFORMING ARTS / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Platform power and policy in transforming television markets.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
CULTURE -- STUDY AND TEACHING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 885086.

Reading Mystery science theater 3000 critical approaches.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS.

Politik in Fernsehserien : Analysen und Fallstudien zu House of Cards, Borgen & Co.

MOTION PICTURES -- TAIWAN -- HISTORY.

COMMUNISM -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

Habsburg's last war: the filmic memory (1918 to the present): cinematic and TV productions in the neighboring countries and successor states of the Danube monarchy: Austria, Czechia-Slovakia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovenia.
[New Orleans, Louisiana]: University of New Orleans Press, [2018].
EUROPE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01245064.

UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

MOTION PICTURES -- ITALY.

WOMEN IN MOTION PICTURES.

MOTION PICTURES -- NEW ZEALAND -- DICTIONARIES.

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- INDIA -- BOMBAY.

Full Catalog Record. PN1993.5.L3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
LATIN AMERICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245945.

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- GOVERNMENT POLICY -- CANADA.

Take one's Essential guide to Canadian film.
MOTION PICTURES -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY -- DICTIONARIES.

Early film theories in Italy, 1896-1922.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2017.
SOCIAL IMPACT OF CINEMA.

Post-9/11 cinema through a lens darkly.
SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001 -- INFLUENCE.

Historical dictionary of British cinema.
MOTION PICTURES -- GREAT BRITAIN -- DICTIONARIES.

The precarious in cinemas of the Americas.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
LATIN AMERICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245945.

Cinema and semiotic : Peirce and film aesthetics, narration, and representation.
MOTION PICTURES -- AESTHETICS.

What philosophy wants from images.
MOTION PICTURES -- SOCIAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1027384.

Machiavelli goes to the movies : understanding the prince through television and film.
PHILOSOPHY IN MOTION PICTURES.

Masters of two arts : re-creation of European literatures in Italian cinema.
EUROPEAN LITERATURE -- FILM ADAPTATIONS.

Miracles & sacrilege : Roberto Rossellini, the Church and film censorship in Hollywood.
MOTION PICTURES -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- CATHOLIC CHURCH.

French musical culture and the coming of sound cinema.
MOTION PICTURE MUSIC HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85088056 -- FRANCE
HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/NAMES/N79006404 -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.
HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH99001187.

Toward a philosophy of the documentarian : a prolegomenon.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1060777.

Cinematic representations of Alzheimer's Disease.
FILMS, CINEMA. BICSSC.

Postcolonialism, diaspora, and alternative histories : the cinema of Evans Chan.
Hong Kong : Hong Kong University Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
MOTION PICTURES -- CHINA -- HONG KONG.

Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2018].
LATIN AMERICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245945.

Black on Black urban youth films and the multicultural audience.
YOUTH IN MOTION PICTURES.

UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Reelpolitik ideologies in American political film.
MOTION PICTURES -- POLITICAL ASPECTS.

Audiences : defining and researching screen entertainment reception.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2012]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2012.
MOTION PICTURE AUDIENCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01027116.

African Americans and the Oscar : decades of struggle and achievement.
AFRICAN AMERICANS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Wonderful design : glamour in the Hollywood musical.

Soul of the documentary: framing, expression, ethics. Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.


Discourses of domination: racial bias in the Canadian English-language press

Victorian periodicals and Victorian society

Periodicals of Queen Victoria's empire: an exploration

Marriage or celibacy?: the Daily telegraph on a Victorian dilemma

The making of an avant-garde: Tel quel

Split signals: television and politics in the Soviet Union

Spanish female writers and the freethinking press, 1879-1926

China ink: the changing face of Chinese journalism

Cosmopolitanism, nationalism, and individualism in modern China: the Chenbao fukan and the new cultural era, 1918-1928

Reading graphic novels: genre and narration. Berlin; Boston: De Gruyter, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016. LITERARY FORM.


Drawing new color lines: transnational Asian American graphic narratives. Hong Kong: HKU Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. GRAPHIC NOVELS -- ASIA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Dramatic Arts

Full Catalog Record. PN1584eb. Web Accessible Resource.


Full Catalog Record. PN1590.P64.158 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Intermedial performance and politics in the public sphere.
When television was young: primetime Canada 1952-1967.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Television, social media, and fan culture.
FANS (PERSONS) -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

The talent industry: television, cultural intermediaries and new digital pathways.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PERFORMING ARTS / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Platform power and policy in transforming television markets.
Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
CULTURE -- STUDY AND TEACHING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 885086.

Reading Mystery science theater 3000 critical approaches.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS.

Politik in Fernsehserien: Analysen und Fallstudien zu House of Cards, Borgen & Co.
Bielefeld: transcript-Verlag, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9} 2018.
TELEVISION SERIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01720041.

Television westerns six decades of sagebrush sheriffs, scalawags, and sidewinders.
WESTERN TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- UNITED STATES.

Star trek and the politics of globalization.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9} 2018.
GLOBALIZATION -- POLITICAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 943538.

Critical approaches to Welcome to Night Vale: podcasting between weather and the void.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Pivot, [2018].
LITERARY CRITICISM / AMERICAN / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. PN1993eb, Web Accessible Resource.
On replacement: cultural, social and psychological representations.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PSYCHOANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1081235.

Full Catalog Record. PN1993 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
Imagenofagia.
Buenos Aires, Argentina: Asociaci{u00F3}n Argentina de Estudios de Cine y Audiovisual, 2010-
MOTION PICTURES -- PERIODICALS.

Historical dictionary of Australian and New Zealand cinema. Lanham, Md. : Scarecrow, 2005. MOTION PICTURES -- NEW ZEALAND -- DICTIONARIES.


Early film theories in Italy, 1896-1922. Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2017. SOCIAL IMPACT OF CINEMA.


Historical dictionary of British cinema. Lanham, Md. : Scarecrow Press, c2013. MOTION PICTURES -- GREAT BRITAIN -- DICTIONARIES.


Cinema and semiotic : Peirce and film aesthetics, narration, and representation.
What philosophy wants from images.
MOTION PICTURES -- SOCIAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1027384.

Machiavelli goes to the movies : understanding the prince through television and film.
PHILOSOPHY IN MOTION PICTURES.

Masters of two arts : re-creation of European literatures in Italian cinema.
EUROPEAN LITERATURE -- FILM ADAPTATIONS.

Miracles & sacrilege : Roberto Rossellini, the Church and film censorship in Hollywood.
MOTION PICTURES -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- CATHOLIC CHURCH.

French musical culture and the coming of sound cinema.

Toward a philosophy of the documentarian : a prolegomenon.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1060777.

Cinematic representations of Alzheimer's Disease.
FILMS, CINEMA. BICSSC.

Postcolonialism, diaspora, and alternative histories : the cinema of Evans Chan.
Hong Kong : Hong Kong University Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
MOTION PICTURES -- CHINA -- HONG KONG.

Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2018].
LATIN AMERICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245945.
Black on Black urban youth films and the multicultural audience.

**YOUTH IN MOTION PICTURES.**

UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Reelpolitik ideologies in American political film.
MOTION PICTURES -- POLITICAL ASPECTS.

Audiences : defining and researching screen entertainment reception.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2012]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2012.
MOTION PICTURE AUDIENCES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01027116.

African Americans and the Oscar : decades of struggle and achievement.
AFRICAN AMERICANS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Wonderful design : glamour in the Hollywood musical.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Screen Jesus : portrayals of Christ in television and film.
JESUS CHRIST -- IN MOTION PICTURES.

ANIMATED FILMS -- JAPAN -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Adultery and the female star.
MOTION PICTURES -- MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://
ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1027344.

People like ourselves portrayals of mental illness in the movies.
MENTAL ILLNESS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Reel women an international directory of contemporary feature films about women.
WOMEN IN MOTION PICTURES -- CATALOGS.

Memories of resistance and the Holocaust on film.
WAR AND MOTION PICTURES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1919878.

UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Home/land/security what we learn about Arab communities from action-adventure films.
ACTION AND ADVENTURE FILMS -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Historical dictionary of film noir.
CRIME FILMS -- DICTIONARIES.

Sex, politics, and religion in Star wars an anthology.
RELIGION IN MOTION PICTURES.

An investigative cinema : politics and modernization in Italian, French, and American film.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
MOTION PICTURES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1027285.

Soul of the documentary : framing, expression, ethics.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
DOKUMENT{U00E4}RFILM. SFIT.

Film in the anthropocene : philosophy, ecology, and cybernetics.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
NATURE IN MOTION PICTURES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1034682.

The optical vacuum : spectatorship and modernized American theater architecture.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Screenplay and narrative theory : the screenplectics model of complex narrative systems.
NARRATION (RHETORIC).

Atom Egoyan's The adjuster.

MOTION PICTURES -- CANADA.


THEATER -- SEMIOTICS.


THEATER -- SEMIOTICS.


Collective encounters documentary theatre in English Canada. Toronto; Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, c1987.

THEATER -- CANADA -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.


REED in review : essays in celebration of the first twenty-five years.  
IMPRINT = {u00A9}2006. 

PERFORMING ARTS -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- SOURCES.

Dramatic texts and records of Britain : a chronological toponography to 1558.  
IMPRINT = {u00A9}1984. 
GREAT BRITAIN -- ANTIQUITIES.

Playing God : medieval mysteries on the modern stage.  
IMPRINT = {u00A9}1989. 
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Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
CONTACT MECHANICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/876505.

Mathematical models in contact mechanics.
MECHANICS, APPLIED -- MATHEMATICAL MODELS.

Fluid mechanics : a geometrical point of view.
FLUID MECHANICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/927999.

Engineering fluid mechanics.
FLUID MECHANICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/927999.

Particle image velocimetry : a practical guide.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
PARTICLE IMAGE VELOCIMETRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1054095.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
NANOSTRUCTURED MATERIALS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1032630.

Materials that move: smart materials, intelligent design.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
SMART MATERIALS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1121551.

Advanced timber structures: architectural designs and digital dimensioning.
TIMBER.

Canadian woods: their properties and uses.
FOREST PRODUCTS INDUSTRY -- CANADA.

Full Catalog Record. TA455.P58 (INTERNET). Web Accessible Resource.
Advanced Industrial and Engineering Polymer Research.
[Amsterdam]: Production and Hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co., Ltd., 2018-POLYMERS -- PERIODICALS.

Full Catalog Record. TA460eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Mechanical properties and working of metals and alloys.
METALS -- MECHANICAL PROPERTIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1018159.

Full Catalog Record. TA473eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Monotonic and ultra-low-cycle fatigue behaviour of pipeline steels: experimental and numerical approaches.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TA483eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Corrosion and stress corrosion testing of aerospace vehicle structural alloys.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
ALLOYS -- TESTING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/805742.

Surveying.
ARPENTAGE.

Full Catalog Record. TA645eb. Web Accessible Resource.
An introduction to structural mechanics for architects.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (ENGINEERING) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1135602.

Optimal structural design: contact problems and high-speed penetration.
Berlin, Germany; Boston, Massachusetts: De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INTERFACES (PHYSICAL SCIENCES).
Full Catalog Record, TA654eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Structural analysis 1 : statically determinate structures.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1135648.

Full Catalog Record, TA654.15 .I58 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Dynamics of coupled structures. proceedings of the 36th IMAC, a Conference and Exposition on Structural Dynamics 2018.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1135648.

Full Catalog Record, TA654.6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Optical phenomenology and applications : health monitoring for infrastructure materials and the environment.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
MATERIALS -- TESTING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1011882.

Full Catalog Record, TA656.44 .H45 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Analysis procedure for earthquake resistant structures.
Singapore : Springer, [2018].
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/900877.

Frei Otto : forschen, bauen, inspirieren = a life of research, construction and inspiration.
ARCHITECTURE -- GERMANY -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Full Catalog Record, TA664eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Composite structures of steel and concrete : beams, slabs, columns and frames for buildings.
Hoboken, NJ, USA : Wiley, [2018].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CIVIL / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Tall wood buildings : design, construction and performance.
TALL BUILDINGS.

Full Catalog Record, TA683.S.B3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Shear strengthening of T-beam with GFRP : a systematic approach.
SHEAR (MECHANICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1115422.

Full Catalog Record, TA703.Seb, Web Accessible Resource.
Proceedings of China-Europe Conference on Geotechnical Engineering.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.

Full Catalog Record, TA706eb, Web Accessible Resource.
ROCK MECHANICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1099183.

Proceedings of GeoShanghai 2018 International Conference : multi-physics processes in soil mechanics and advances
in geotechnical testing.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.


GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.

Permafrost in Canada : its influence on Northern development.
CIVIL ENGINEERING -- CANADA.

Full Catalog Record. TA1225eb. Web Accessible Resource.
On combinatorial optimization and mechanism design problems arising at container ports.
CONTAINERIZATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/876538.

Nanophotonics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1112198.

Full Catalog Record. TA1560eb. Web Accessible Resource.
2.5D printing : bridging the gap between 2D and 3D applications.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TA1630eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fundamentals of optical computing technology : forward the next generation supercomputer.
SUPERCOMPUTERS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1138790.

Full Catalog Record. TA1634eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
USER INTERFACES (COMPUTER SYSTEMS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1163191.

Full Catalog Record. TA1637eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Digital image processing : practical approach.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
IMAGE PROCESSING. BICSSC.

IMAGE PROCESSING -- DIGITAL TECHNIQUES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/ FAST/967508.

Full Catalog Record. TA1637.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A semidiscrete version of the Citti-Petitot-Sarti model as a plausible model for anthropomorphic image reconstruction and pattern recognition.
Full Catalog Record. TA483eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Corrosion and stress corrosion testing of aerospace vehicle structural alloys.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ALLOYS -- TESTING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/805742.

Full Catalog Record. TN275eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Coring methods and systems.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1078282.

The gold crusades : a social history of gold rushes, 1849-1929.
GOLD MINES AND MINING -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Full Catalog Record. TN605eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
METALS TECHNOLOGY / METALLURGY. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. TN665eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Kinetics of metallurgical processes.
METALLURGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1018005.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/953953.

Full Catalog Record. TN695eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Field-assisted sintering : science and applications.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
MATERIALS SCIENCE. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record. TN710eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Physical metallurgy of cast irons.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

Full Catalog Record. TN870.54_G739 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Upgrading oilsands bitumen and heavy oil.
Alberta, Canada : Pica Pica Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
BITUMEN -- REFINING.

Full Catalog Record. TN871.2eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Lost circulation and wellbore strengthening.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
OIL WELL DRILLING -- LOST CIRCULATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/ FAST/1044869.

Full Catalog Record. TN871.35eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Measurement while drilling: signal analysis, optimization and design.
WELLS -- FLUID DYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1173737.

**Full Catalog Record.** TN871.5.H45 2011eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Metallurgy and corrosion control in oil and gas production.
OIL FIELDS -- EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1044586.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP150.S24 B69 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Bow ties in risk management: a concept book for process safety.
IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP150.S24eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Game theory for managing security in chemical industrial areas.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
GAME THEORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/937501.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP155.2.T45 K39 2012eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Statistical thermodynamics and stochastic kinetics an introduction for engineers.
MOLUCLAR DYNAMICS -- SIMULATION METHODS.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP155.2.E58eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Green chemistry in environmental sustainability and chemical education: proceedings of ICGC 2016, New Delhi.
GREEN CHEMISTRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/912867.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP156.C57eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Polymer coatings: a guide to chemistry, characterization, and selected application.
POLYMERS -- INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1070623.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP156.F5 M35 2012eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Filtering complex turbulent systems.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP156.M3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Modeling of column apparatus processes.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING -- EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/852904.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP156.F4eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Principles and applications of fermentation technology.
Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley, [2018].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record.** TP245.H9eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Hydrogen storage technologies.
Polymer engineering.
Berlin, [Germany] ; Boston, [Massachusetts] : De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017. POLYMERS.

**Full Catalog Record. TP1180.P53eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Acetylene and its polymers : 150+ years of history.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CHEMICAL & BIOCHEMICAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. TP1180.B55 153 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Industrial applications of poly(lactic acid).
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
POLYMER CHEMISTRY. BICSSC.

**Engineering (Civil)**
**Full Catalog Record. TA545 .K46 1988eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Surveying.
ARPENTAGE.

**Full Catalog Record. TA645eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
An introduction to structural mechanics for architects.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (ENGINEERING) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1135602.

**Full Catalog Record. TA645 .B365 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Optimal structural design : contact problems and high-speed penetration.
INTERFACES (PHYSICAL SCIENCES).

**Full Catalog Record. TA654eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Structural analysis 1 : statically determinate structures.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1135648.

**Full Catalog Record. TA654.15 .I58 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Dynamics of coupled structures. proceedings of the 36th IMAC, a Conference and Exposition on Structural Dynamics 2018.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1135648.

**Full Catalog Record. TA656.6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Optical phenomenology and applications : health monitoring for infrastructure materials and the environment.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
MATERIALS -- TESTING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1011882.

**Full Catalog Record. TA658.44 .H45 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Analysis procedure for earthquake resistant structures.
Singapore : Springer, [2018].
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/900877.

**Full Catalog Record. TA663 .M457 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Frei Otto : forschens, bauen, inspirieren = a life of research, construction and inspiration.
ARCHITECTURE -- GERMANY -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Full Catalog Record. TA664eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Composite structures of steel and concrete : beams, slabs, columns and frames for buildings.
Hoboken, NJ, USA : Wiley, [2018].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CIVIL / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Tall wood buildings : design, construction and performance.
TALL BUILDINGS.

Full Catalog Record. TA683.5.B3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Shear strengthening of T-beam with GFRP : a systematic approach.
SHEAR (MECHANICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1115422.

Full Catalog Record. TA703.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Proceedings of China-Europe Conference on Geotechnical Engineering.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.

Full Catalog Record. TA706eb, Web Accessible Resource.
ROCK MECHANICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1099183.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893896.

Permafrost in Canada : its influence on Northern development.
CIVIL ENGINEERING -- CANADA.

Full Catalog Record. TA1225eb, Web Accessible Resource.
On combinatorial optimization and mechanism design problems arising at container ports.
CONTAINERIZATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/876538.

Full Catalog Record. TC375.L544 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Lighthouses.
Lighthouses -- PICTORIAL WORKS.
Floods in a changing climate.
CLIMATIC CHANGES -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS.

Chinese water systems.
Cham : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
CHINA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1206073.

Riverine ecosystem management : science for governing towards a sustainable future.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Open, 2018.
WATERSHED MANAGEMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1172716.

Environmental risk analysis for Asian-oriented, risk-based watershed management : Japan and Malaysia.
MALAYSIA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204590.

Building the St. Helena II : rebirth of a nineteenth-century canal boat.
CANALS -- OHIO -- HISTORY.

Underwater robots.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
REMOTE SUBMERSIBLES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1094503.

Intelligent city evaluation system.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / CITY PLANNING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT. BISACSH.

Environmental pollution control.
POLLUTION.

Environmental biotechnology : basic concepts and applications.
BIOREMEDIATION -- TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.

Mycoremediation and environmental sustainability.
Cham : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / ENVIRONMENTAL / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Environmental chemistry.
ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY -- TECHNIQUE.

Full Catalog Record. TD195.W3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Climate resilient water resources management.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT -- ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1171977.

Environmental nanotechnology.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

ECOLOGICAL HOUSES -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Water resources of Jordan : political, social and economic implications of scarce water resources.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
JORDAN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1205669.

Full Catalog Record. TD345eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A technology portfolio of nature based solutions : innovations in water management.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
WATER-SUPPLY -- MANAGEMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1172390.

Dealing with the complex interrelation of intermittent supply and water losses.
WATER-SUPPLY ENGINEERING.

Full Catalog Record. TD365eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Water management and the environment : case studies.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
WATER-SUPPLY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1172350.

Groundwater pollution risk control from an industrial economics perspective : a case study on the Jilin section of the Songhua River.
WATER -- POLLUTION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1171279.

Advanced oxidation processes for water treatment : fundamentals and applications.
SEWAGE -- PURIFICATION -- OXIDATION.

Full Catalog Record. TD745eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Carbon nanotubes for clean water.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SEWAGE -- PURIFICATION -- TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1113849.
The belt and road: the global strategy of China high-speed railway.
TRANSPORTATION / RAILROADS / PICTORIAL. BISACSH.

Bridges.
BRIDGES -- PICTORIAL WORKS.

A better way to build a history of the Pankow companies.
West Lafayette, Ind.: Purdue University Press, c2013.
BUILDING.

Making better buildings: a comparative guide to sustainable construction for homeowners and contractors.
SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Active house: smart nearly zero energy buildings.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1139731.

Reinventing green building: why certification systems aren't working and what we can do about it.
GREEN TECHNOLOGY.

Light earth building: a handbook for building with wood and earth.
EARTH CONSTRUCTION.

Building with earth design and technology of a sustainable architecture.
BUILDINGS -- ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING.

Glass construction manual.
ARCHITECTURE, MODERN -- 20TH CENTURY.

Modern construction case studies: emerging innovation in building techniques.
EXTERIOR WALLS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Wood and wood joints: building traditions of Europe, Japan and China.
Basel, Switzerland: Birkh{u00E4}user, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
TIMBER JOINTS.
Roof construction manual : pitched roofs.
ROOFS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Sanierung.
SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE.

Small interventions : new ways of living in post-war modernism.
Basel, Switzerland : Birkh{"u00E4}user, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
APARTMENT HOUSES -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Essential sustainable home design : a complete guide to goals, options, and the design process.
DWELLINGS -- ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING.

Full Catalog Record. **TH6024eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of energy systems in green buildings.
SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1139729.

Solar cooling handbook : a guide to solar assisted cooling and dehumidification processes.
SOLAR AIR CONDITIONING.

Fundamentals of lighting.
LIGHTING.

Essential building science : understanding energy and moisture in high performance house design.
DWELLINGS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Full Catalog Record. **TH9537eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Governing future emergencies : lived relations to risk in the UK fire and rescue service.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204623.

Prosper : a voyage at sea.
SEAMANSHIP.

Engineering (Electrical)

**Full Catalog Record. TK5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK454.4.M3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK1001eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK1087eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK1087.C457 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK2785.P37 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK2933.S65eb.** Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. TK2945.L58 R43 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Recycling of lithium-ion batteries : the LithoRec way. Cham : Springer, 2018. TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- MECHANICAL. BISACSH.


**Full Catalog Record. TK2945.L58eb.** Web Accessible Resource.


Full Catalog Record. **TK5102.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource. Signals and systems. Cham, Switzerland : Birkh\{u00E4\}user, 2018. SIGNAL THEORY (TELECOMMUNICATION) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1118306.


Characterization of the electrical environment.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

Principles of spread-spectrum communication systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

Light propagation in gain media optical amplifiers.

Secure networked inference with unreliable data sources.

AWS certified advanced networking : official study guide specialty exam.
Indianapolis, Indiana : Sybex, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.

Communication systems principles using MATLAB.

Secure networked inference with unreliable data sources.
High performance loudspeakers: optimising high fidelity loudspeaker systems.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK6548.G7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
From Analogue to Digital Radio: Competition and Cooperation in the UK Radio Industry.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK6565.D4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Radio monitoring: automated systems and their components.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
RADIO -- PACKET TRANSMISSION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1087116.

Full Catalog Record. TK6570.M6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
NETWORK HARDWARE. BICSSC.

Cham: Springer, 2018.
MOTOR VEHICLES -- AUTOMATIC CONTROL. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1027725.

The TVs of tomorrow: how RCA’s flat-screen dreams led to the first LCDs.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING -- MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK6679.3 A66 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham: Springer, [2018].
COMPUTERS -- HARDWARE -- GENERAL. BISACSH.

Electronics engineering.
ELECTRONICS -- TEXTBOOKS.

An introduction to electronics.
ELECTRONICS -- SAFETY MEASURES.

Full Catalog Record. TK7867.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Computational method in electromagnetic compatibility: antenna theory approach versus transmission line models.
ELECTROMAGNETISM -- MATHEMATICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 906600.

Prognostics and health management of electronics.
Advanced packaging and manufacturing technology based on adhesion engineering: wafer-level transfer packaging and fabrication techniques using interface energy control method.

Cham: Springer International Publishing, [2018].

TRIBOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1156503.

Uniaxial stress technique and investigations of correlated electron systems.

Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.

SEMICONDUCTORS -- ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1112200.

Electron and nuclear spin dynamics in semiconductor nanostructures.


SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1112198.

Principles of Solar Cells, LEDs and Related Devices: The Role of the PN Junction.


SEMICONDUCTORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1112198.

Sigma-delta converters: practical design guide.


METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTORS, COMPLEMENTARY -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1017641.

Smart electronic systems: heterogeneous integration of silicon and printed electronics.


SILICON -- ELECTRIC PROPERTIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1118637.

Ferroelectric materials for energy applications.


FERROELECTRIC DEVICES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/923113.


Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.

MULTISENSOR DATA FUSION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1029095.

Advances in lead-free piezoelectric materials.


TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.
Electronic and magnetic excitations in correlated and topological materials.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SUPERCONDUCTORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1138834.

Full Catalog Record. TK7874.885eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Thermodynamics and synchronization in open quantum systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer International Publishing, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
QUANTUM SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/537821.

A guide to hands-on MEMS design and prototyping.
MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS.

Full Catalog Record. TK7877eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Terahertz wave detection and imaging with a hot Rydberg vapour.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SUBMILLIMETER WAVES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1136678.

Audio source separation and speech enhancement.
COMPUTERS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Cham : Springer, 2018.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. BICSSC.

Flat panel display manufacturing.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. TK7895.M4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Inside solid state drives (SSDs).
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/872634.

Field programmable gate arrays and applications.
FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAYS -- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

Introduction to subsurface imaging.
IMAGING SYSTEMS.

Full Catalog Record. TK9152eb, Web Accessible Resource.
International cooperation for enhancing nuclear safety, security, safeguards and non-proliferation -- 60 Years of IAEA and EURATOM : proceedings of the XX Edoardo Amaldi Conference, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome, Italy, October 9-10, 2017.
Canada's flying heritage.
AERONAUTICS -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record. TL570.3 .H58 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The encyclopedia of aerodynamics.
AERODYNAMICS -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

Full Catalog Record. TL671.6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Long-life design and test technology of typical aircraft structures.
AIRFRAMES -- FATIGUE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/802916.

Full Catalog Record. TL709eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Physics of turbulent jet ignition : mechanisms and dynamics of ultra-lean combustion.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
JET ENGINES -- COMBUSTION CHAMBERS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1765643.
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From a metaphorical point of view : a multidisciplinary approach to the cognitive content of metaphor.
METAPHOR.

Changing the terms : translating in the postcolonial era.
TRANSLATING AND INTERPRETING -- SOCIAL ASPECTS. FAST (OCOLC)FST01154811.

Full Catalog Record. PN491.5 .H76 2009eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Translating pain : immigrant suffering in literature and culture.
AVANT-GARDE (AESTHETICS) -- EUROPE -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.


**Full Catalog Record. PN1083.A5 M34 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource. The figure of the animal in modern and contemporary poetry.
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION IN THE PERFORMING ARTS.

Rainbow Jews : Jewish and gay identity in the performing arts. 
JEWISH DRAMA -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Myth performance in the African diasporas : ritual, theatre, and dance. 
AFRICA -- INFLUENCE.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1590.P64 158 2018eb**, Web Accessible Resource. 
Intermedial performance and politics in the public sphere. 
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. 
PERFORMING ARTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1057887.

Court Revels 1485-1559. 
PAGEANTS -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- 16TH CENTURY.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1692 .W58 2012eb**, Web Accessible Resource. 
Metatheater and modernity baroque and neobaroque. 
DRAMA -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Establishing our boundaries : English-Canadian theatre criticism. 
DRAMATIC CRITICISM -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Performance degree zero : Roland Barthes and theatre. 
THEATER.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1851 .M64 1998eb**, Web Accessible Resource. 
Modernism in European drama : Ibsen, Strindberg, Pirandello, Beckett : essays from Modern drama. 
MODERNISM (LITERATURE) -- EUROPE.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1861.M634 2003eb**, Web Accessible Resource. 
Modern drama : defining the field. 
DRAMA -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1861.2 .O377 2017eb**, Web Accessible Resource. 
Of precariousness : vulnerabilities, responsibilities, communities in 21st-century British drama and theatre.
DRAMA -- 21ST CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record. PN1922eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The punk turn in comedy : masks of anarchy.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PUNK CULTURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1084152.

Full Catalog Record. PN1929.17 S76 2011eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Irony and the modern theatre.
DRAMA -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS.

When television was young : primetime Canada 1952-1967.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Television, social media, and fan culture.
FANS (PERSONS) -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

The talent industry : television, cultural intermediaries and new digital pathways.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PERFORMING ARTS / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Platform power and policy in transforming television markets.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
CULTURE -- STUDY AND TEACHING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 885086.

Reading Mystery science theater 3000 critical approaches.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS.

Politik in Fernsehserien : Analysen und Fallstudien zu House of Cards, Borgen & Co.
Bielefeld : transcript-Verlag, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
TELEVISION SERIES. FAST (OCOLC)FST01720041.

Television westerns six decades of sagebrush sheriffs, scalawags, and sidewinders.
WESTERN TELEVISION PROGRAMS -- UNITED STATES.

Star trek and the politics of globalism.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
GLOBALIZATION -- POLITICAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 943538.
Critical approaches to Welcome to Night Vale: podcasting between weather and the void.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Pivot, [2018].
LITERARY CRITICISM / AMERICAN / GENERAL. BISACSH.

On replacement: cultural, social and psychological representations.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PSYCHOANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1081235.

Imagofagia.
Buenos Aires, Argentina: Asociación Argentina de Estudios de Cine y Audiovisual, 2010-
MOTION PICTURES -- PERIODICALS.

The sensuous cinema of Wong Kar-Wai: film poetics and the aesthetic of disturbance.
MOTION PICTURES -- ASIA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Brokerage and production in the American and French entertainment industries: invisible hands in cultural markets.
MOTION PICTURES -- PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION -- FRANCE -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Historical dictionary of South American cinema.
MOTION PICTURES -- SOUTH AMERICA -- DICTIONARIES.

Fascism and millennial American cinema.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

The magic screen: a history of Regent Street Cinema.
ENGLAND -- LONDON. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204271.

Transnational representations: the state of Taiwan film in the 1960s and 1970s.
MOTION PICTURES -- TAIWAN -- HISTORY.

Communism in Hollywood: the moral paradoxes of testimony, silence, and betrayal.
COMMUNISM -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

Habsburg's last war: the filmic memory (1918 to the present): cinematic and TV productions in the neighbouring countries and successor states of the Danube monarchy: Austria, Czechia-Slovakia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovenia.
Cinema's military industrial complex.
Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2018].
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Dante, cinema, and television.
MOTION PICTURES -- ITALY.

Hong Kong, [China] : Hong Kong University Press, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
WOMEN IN MOTION PICTURES.

Historical dictionary of Australian and New Zealand cinema.
MOTION PICTURES -- NEW ZEALAND -- DICTIONARIES.

Conjugations marriage and form in new Bollywood cinema.
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- INDIA -- BOMBAY.

Globalization and Latin American cinema : towards a new critical paradigm.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan [2018].
LATIN AMERICA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245945.

So close to the State/s : the emergence of Canadian feature film policy.
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- GOVERNMENT POLICY -- CANADA.

Take one's Essential guide to Canadian film.
MOTION PICTURES -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY -- DICTIONARIES.

Early film theories in Italy, 1896-1922.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2017.
SOCIAL IMPACT OF CINEMA.

Post-9/11 cinema through a lens darkly.
SEPTEMBER 11 TERRORIST ATTACKS, 2001 -- INFLUENCE.


NATURE IN MOTION PICTURES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1034682.

The optical vacuum : spectatorship and modernized American theater architecture.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1996 .V376 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Screenplay and narrative theory : the seamplectics model of complex narrative systems.
NARRATION (RHETORIC).

Atom Egoyan's The adjuster.
ADJUSTER (MOTION PICTURE).

Race under reconstruction in German cinema : Robert Stemmle's Toxi.
RACE RELATIONS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Tsui Hark's Peking opera blues.
Hong Kong : HKU Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A92016.
TSUI, HARK, 1951- PEKING OPERA BLUES -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Allan King's : a married couple.
MARRIED COUPLE (MOTION PICTURE).

Joyce Wieland's The far shore.
FAR SHORE (MOTION PICTURE).

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.F7442 F64 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Alfred Hitchcock's frenzy the last masterpiece.
FRENZY (MOTION PICTURE).

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.5 .D63 2010eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The A to Z of animation and cartoons.
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.85 .T33 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
De l'{u00E9}crit {u00E2} l'{u00E9}cran : les {u00E9}critures filmiques du roman africain francophone.

The optical vacuum : spectatorship and modernized American theater architecture.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1996 .V376 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Screenplay and narrative theory : the seamplectics model of complex narrative systems.
NARRATION (RHETORIC).

Atom Egoyan's The adjuster.
ADJUSTER (MOTION PICTURE).

Race under reconstruction in German cinema : Robert Stemmle's Toxi.
RACE RELATIONS IN MOTION PICTURES.

Tsui Hark's Peking opera blues.
Hong Kong : HKU Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A92016.
TSUI, HARK, 1951- PEKING OPERA BLUES -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Allan King's : a married couple.
MARRIED COUPLE (MOTION PICTURE).

Joyce Wieland's The far shore.
FAR SHORE (MOTION PICTURE).

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.F7442 F64 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Alfred Hitchcock's frenzy the last masterpiece.
FRENZY (MOTION PICTURE).

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.5 .D63 2010eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The A to Z of animation and cartoons.
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1997.85 .T33 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
De l'{u00E9}crit {u00E2} l'{u00E9}cran : les {u00E9}critures filmiques du roman africain francophone.
AFRICA, FRENCH-SPEAKING. FAST (OCOLC)FST01692677.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1998.2.G463 1999eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Gendering the nation : Canadian women's cinema.
FEMINIST FILMS -- CANADA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Giuseppe De Santis and postwar Italian cinema.
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS -- ITALY -- BIOGRAPHY.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1998.3.F365 P3613 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Farocki/Godard : film as theory.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, [2015].
FILM{U00E4}STHETIK GND.

Between stage and screen : Ingmar Bergman directs.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}1995.
FILMS. GTT.

The girl from God's country : Nell Shipman and the silent cinema.
SHIPMAN, NELL, 1892-1970 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Marco Bellocchio : the cinematic I in the political sphere.
BELLOCCHIO, MARCO, 1939- -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1998.3.H58 W35 2005eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Hitchcock's motifs.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, 2005.
MULTI-USER.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1998.3.F45 .F434 2002eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Federico Fellini : contemporary perspectives.
FELLINI, FEDERICO -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Peter Greenaway's postmodern/poststructuralist cinema.
GREENAWAY, PETER -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

**Full Catalog Record. PN1998.3.R54 H56 2000eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The films of Leni Riefenstahl.
When fiction feels real: representation and the reading mind.
REALISM IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1091237.

Narrative perspective in fiction: a phenomenological mediation of reader, text, and world.
PHENOMENOLOGY AND LITERATURE.

Rhythm in the novel.
[Toronto, Ontario]: University of Toronto Press, 1963. IMPRINT = {u00A9}1950.
FICTION -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Women's fiction and post-9/11 contexts.
FICTION -- 21ST CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Historical dictionary of science fiction in literature.
SCIENCE FICTION -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Arabic science fiction.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
SCIENCE FICTION, ARABIC. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1108646.

Relativism, alternate history, and the forgetful reader: reading science fiction and historiography.
ALTERNATIVE HISTORIES (FICTION) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Rockets and ray guns: the sci-fi science of the Cold War.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE FICTION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1108566.

Historical dictionary of Gothic literature.
GOTHIC REVIVAL (LITERATURE) -- DICTIONARIES.

Fashion in the fairy tale tradition: what Cinderella wore.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/999953.

Autofiction in English.
Marriage or celibacy? : the Daily telegraph on a Victorian dilemma.

The making of an avant-garde : Tel quel.

Split signals : television and politics in the Soviet Union.

Spanish female writers and the freethinking press, 1879-1926.

China ink : the changing face of Chinese journalism.

Cosmopolitanism, nationalism, and individualism in modern China : the Chenbao fukan and the new cultural era, 1918-1928.

Newsmaking cultures in Africa : normative trends in the dynamics of socio-political & economic struggles.

Fitting sentences : identity in nineteenth-and twentieth-century prison narratives.

The yellow wallpaper.

Medieval conduct literature : an anthology of vernacular guides to behaviour for youths, with English translations.
CIVILIZATION, MEDIEVAL.

Full Catalog Record. PN6142,P344 2007eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The filled pen : selected non-fiction.
ESSAYS -- 20TH CENTURY.

Apophthegmata.
QUOTATIONS, LATIN -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

Full Catalog Record. PN6311,M27 2013eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Of mottos and morals simple words for complex virtues.
TERMS AND PHRASES -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Literature in the light of the emblem : structural parallels between the emblem and literature in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
ENGLISH LITERATURE -- EARLY MODERN, 1500-1700 -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Emblematic structures in Renaissance French culture.
EMBLEM BOOKS, FRENCH -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record. PN6714,H48 2016eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Reading graphic novels : genre and narration.
Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
LITERARY FORM.

Full Catalog Record. PN6725,E9 2013eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Examining Lois Lane : the scoop on Superman's sweetheart.
SUPERMAN (FICTITIOUS CHARACTER).

Full Catalog Record. PN6728,X2,D376 2014eb. Web Accessible Resource.
X-Men and the Mutant Metaphor : Race and Gender in the Comic Books.
COMIC BOOKS, STRIPS, ETC. -- UNITED STATES.

Full Catalog Record. PN6790,A78 D73 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Drawing new color lines : transnational Asian American graphic narratives.
Hong Kong : HKU Press, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
GRAPHIC NOVELS -- ASIA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.
New international voices in ecocriticism.
ECOCRITICISM.

Ecocriticism of the global South.
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES -- ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS.

Explorations in ecocriticism : advocacy, bioregionalism, and visual design.
ECOCRITICISM.

Bastard or playmate? : adapting theatre, mutating media and the contemporary performing arts.
Amsterdam : Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2012.
DRAMA. HILCC.

Professing English : a life of Roy Daniells.
VANCOUVER (B.C.) -- BIOGRAPHY.

Sister souls : the power of personal narrative in the poetic works of Antonia Pozzi and Vittorio Sereni.
ENGLISH LITERATURE -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

British women's writing from Brontë to Bloomsbury.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204623.

Rethinking women's collaborative writing : power, difference, property.
AUTHORSHIP -- COLLABORATION.

ENGLISH LITERATURE -- FOREIGN AUTHORS -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The classical tradition in operation : Chaucer / Virgil, Shakespeare / Plautus, Pope / Horace, Tennyson / Lucretius, Pound / Propertius.
ROME -- IN LITERATURE.

The French tradition and the literature of medieval England.
CIVILIZATION, MEDIEVAL, IN LITERATURE.

Come, bright improvement! : the literary societies of nineteenth-century Ontario.
ONTARIO -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE -- 19TH CENTURY.

Space, place and poetry in English and German, 1960-1975.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
SPACE AND TIME IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1127645.

Translating Orient : between ideology and Utopia.
ORIENT -- IN LITERATURE.

Old English studies in honour of John C. Pope.
CIVILIZATION, MEDIEVAL, IN LITERATURE.

Latin learning and English lore. studies in Anglo-Saxon literature for Michael Lapidge.
LATIN LITERATURE, MEDIEVAL AND MODERN -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Source of wisdom : Old English and early medieval Latin studies in honour of Thomas D. Hill.
LATIN LITERATURE, MEDIEVAL AND MODERN -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Traditional subjectivities : the Old English poetics of mentality.
EMOTIONS IN LITERATURE.

Verse and virtuosity : the adaptation of Latin rhetoric in Old English poetry.
ENGLISH POETRY -- CLASSICAL INFLUENCES.
On the aesthetics of Beowulf and other Old English poems.

The Old English verse saints' lives: a study in direct discourse and the iconography of style.

Sincerity in medieval English language and literature.

Interstices: studies in late Middle English and Anglo-Latin texts in honour of A.G. Rigg.

From lawmen to plowmen: Anglo-Saxon legal tradition and the School of Langland.

Thinking medieval romance.

Wounds and words: childhood and family trauma in romantic and postmodern fiction.

Strangers in blood: relocating race in the Renaissance.

In the anteroom of divinity: the reformation of the angels from Colet to Milton.

Utopia, carnival, and commonwealth in Renaissance England.
{u00A9}2005.
ENGLISH LITERATURE -- 18TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record. PR468.L65 R53 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.
In darkest London the gothic cityscape in Victorian literature.
LONDON (ENGLAND) -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE.

Romantic sustainability : endurance and the natural world, 1780-1830.
Lanham, Maryland : Lexington Books, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
NATURAL HISTORY IN LITERATURE.

Sanity, madness, transformation : the psyche in Romanticism.
ENGLISH POETRY -- 19TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Modernist goods : primitivism, the market, and the gift.
POLITICS AND LITERATURE.

Personal modernisms : anarchist networks and the later avant-gardes.
AVANT-GARDE (AESTHETICS).

Oedipus against Freud : myth and the end(s) of humanism in twentieth-century British literature.
HUMANISM IN LITERATURE.

Mirror of minds : changing psychological beliefs in English poetry.
PSYCHOLOGY IN LITERATURE.

Full Catalog Record. PR521_P38 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Poetry and vision in early modern England.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
LITERATURE -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1000005.

Full Catalog Record. PR531_E545 1998eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The English emblem tradition.
EMBLEMS -- ENGLAND -- POETRY -- INDEXES.

Full Catalog Record. PR531_E545 1993eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The English emblem tradition.
EMBLEMS -- ENGLAND -- POETRY -- INDEXES.

The English emblem tradition.
ENGLISH POETRY -- EARLY MODERN, 1500-1700 -- INDEXES.

The English emblem tradition.
EMBLEMS -- ENGLAND -- POETRY -- INDEXES.

Fair copies : reproducing the English lyric from Tottel to Shakespeare.
ENGLAND -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE -- 16TH CENTURY.

Architectonics of imitation in Spenser, Daniel, and Drayton.
HISTORICAL POETRY, ENGLISH -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Chamber music : Elizabethan sonnet-sequences and the pleasure of criticism.
SONNETS, ENGLISH -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The ovidian vogue : literary fashion and imitative practice in late Elizabethan England.
ENGLISH POETRY -- EARLY MODERN, 1500-1700 -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Reading, desire, and the Eucharist in early modern religious poetry.
GOD IN LITERATURE.

Full Catalog Record. PR581eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Fossil poetry : Anglo-Saxon and linguistic nativism in nineteenth- century poetry.
ENGLISH POETRY -- OLD ENGLISH. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1710965.

Saints and the audience in Middle English biblical drama.
CHRISTIAN SAINTS IN LITERATURE.


Representations of the body in Middle English Biblical drama.

Recycling the cycle : the city of Chester and its Whitsun plays.

CHESTER (ENGLAND) -- HISTORY.

Dissembling disability in early modern English drama.

Disassembling disability in early modern English drama.

Against reproduction : where Renaissance texts come from.

ENGLISH DRAMA -- 17TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.


Wanton words : rhetoric and sexuality in English Renaissance drama.

WANTON WORDS : Rhetoric and Sexuality in English Renaissance Drama.


LONDON (ENGLAND) -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS.

PRIVATE INTERESTS -- WOMEN, PORTRAITURE, AND THE VISUAL CULTURE OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL -- LITERATURE AND THE REVOLUTION.


FRANCE -- HISTORY -- REVOLUTION, 1789-1799 -- LITERATURE AND THE REVOLUTION.

The family, marriage, and radicalism in British women's novels of the 1790s public affection and private affliction. Lanham, Md.: Bucknell University Press, c2012.

MARRIAGE IN LITERATURE.


WOMEN IN LITERATURE.


LAW IN LITERATURE.


STAGECOACH ROBBERIES.


PLACE (PHILOSOPHY) IN LITERATURE.

Be a good soldier: children's grief in English modernist novels.
A.M. Klein. complete poems.  
ENGLISH POETRY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Preaching the converted: the style and rhetoric of the Vercelli Book Homilies.  
SERMONS, ENGLISH (OLD) -- CRITICISM, TEXTUAL.

The long arm of coincidence: the frustrated connection between Beowulf and Grettis saga.  
MYTHOLOGY, NORSE, IN LITERATURE.

The narrative pulse of Beowulf: arrivals and departures.  
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS, NARRATIVE.

The dating of Beowulf.  
MIDDLE AGES -- CHRONOLOGY.
The cultural world in Beowulf.
CULTURE IN LITERATURE.

Say what I am called : the Old English riddles of the Exeter Book and the Anglo-Latin riddle tradition.
RIDDLES IN LITERATURE.

Chaucerotics : uncloaking the language of sex in The Canterbury tales and Troilus and Criseyde.
HUMAN BODY IN LITERATURE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1899762.

Chaucer and his French contemporaries : natural music in the fourteenth century.
ENGLISH POETRY -- FRENCH INFLUENCES.

In search of Chaucer.
CHAUCER, GEOFFREY, -1400.

The legacy of Apollo : antiquity, authority and Chaucerian poetics.
ENGLAND -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE -- 1066-1485.

Sacred and profane in Chaucer and late medieval literature : essays in honour of John V. Fleming.
SECULARISM IN LITERATURE.

Chaucer's queer poetics : rereading the dream trio.
HOMOSEXUALITY AND LITERATURE -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- TO 1500.

Essays on Chaucerian irony.
IRONY IN LITERATURE.
The Southern Version of Cursor Mundi, Vol. II.
LITERATURE: HISTORY AND CRITICISM. BICSSC.

The Southern Version of Cursor Mundi, Vol. I.
LITERATURE: HISTORY AND CRITICISM. BICSSC.

Testament of love.
LONDON (ENGLAND) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

A Mirror for magistrates and the De casibus tradition.
ENGLISH POETRY -- EARLY MODERN, 1500-1700 -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

ENGLISH POETRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/912278.

The poetry of immanence : sacrament in Donne and Herbert.
SACRAMENTS IN LITERATURE.

The making of Sir Philip Sidney.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN LITERATURE.

Spenser's supreme fiction : Platonic natural philosophy and The faerie queene.

The Spenser encyclopedia.
GREAT BRITAIN -- CIVILIZATION -- 16TH CENTURY -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

Full Catalog Record. PR2364eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Northrop Frye's notebooks on Renaissance literature.
FRYE, NORTHROP -- NOTEBOOKS, SKETCHBOOKS, ETC.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
DRAMA -- SHAKESPEARE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. PR2976eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Thinking about Shakespeare.
DRAMA / ENGLISH, IRISH, SCOTTISH, WELSH. BISACSH.

Shakespeare dwelling : designs for the theater of life.
DRAMA -- ENGLISH, IRISH, SCOTTISH, WELSH. BISACSH.

Northrop Frye's writings on Shakespeare and the Renaissance.
EUROPEAN LITERATURE -- RENAISSANCE, 1450-1600 -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Shakespeare's comedies of love : essays in honour of Alexander Leggatt.
SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM, 1564-1616 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

The myth of deliverance : reflections on Shakespeare's problem comedies.
COMEDY.

Shakespeare's comic commonwealths.
COMEDY.

Searching Shakespeare : studies in culture and authority.
TRAGEDY.

The Cambridge Shakespeare guide.
ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Fathers and sons in Shakespeare : the debt never promised.
FATHERS AND SONS IN LITERATURE.
'Full of all knowledg' : George Herbert's Country parson and early modern social discourse.
RURAL CLERGY -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- 17TH CENTURY.

Equivocal predication : George Herbert's way to God.
CHRISTIANITY AND LITERATURE -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- 17TH CENTURY.

Between worlds : the rhetorical universe of Paradise Lost.
MILTON, JOHN, 1608-1674 -- LITERARY STYLE.

Exiled from light : divine law, morality, and violence in Milton's Samson Agonistes.
BIBLE AND LAW.

Northrop Frye on Milton and Blake.
BLAKE, WILLIAM, 1757-1827 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Milton and the rise of Russian satanism.
MILTON, JOHN, 1608-1674 -- INFLUENCE.

Milton and the climates of reading : essays.
MILTON, JOHN, 1608-1674 -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

Milton and the Puritan dilemma, 1641-1660.
MILTON, JOHN, 1608-1674 -- POLITICAL AND SOCIAL VIEWS.

SPEECH ACTS (LINGUISTICS).

Passion and virtue : essays on the novels of Samuel Richardson.
VIRTUE IN LITERATURE.

Horace Walpole's letters masculinity and friendship in the eighteenth century.
MASCULINITY -- ENGLAND -- HISTORY -- 18TH CENTURY.

Mansfield park.
ENGLAND -- SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS -- 19TH CENTURY -- FICTION.

The measure of the rule.
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Comprehensive environmental studies.
HUMAN ECOLOGY -- STUDY AND TEACHING.

Full Catalog Record. GE140 .W663 2005eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The next world war : tribes, cities, nations and ecological decline.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- SOURCES.

Environmental justice and activism in Indianapolis.
INDIANAPOLIS (IND.) -- ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.

Full Catalog Record. GE300 .A33 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Adapting institutions governance, complexity and social-ecological resilience.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS.

Denaturalizing ecological politics : alienation from nature from Rousseau to the Frankfurt School and beyond.
NATURE -- POLITICAL ASPECTS.

The nature of design : ecology, culture, and human intention.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE.

Looking for old Ontario : two centuries of landscape change.
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY -- ONTARIO, SOUTHERN.

Nicolas-Louis de la Caille, astronomer and geodesist.
GEODESISTS -- FRANCE -- BIOGRAPHY.

Galileo Galilei : at the threshold of the scientific age.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SCIENCE / HISTORY. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QB44.3 .N678 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Observing the solar system the modern astronomer's guide.
SOLAR SYSTEM -- OBSERVERS' MANUALS.

Full Catalog Record. QB44.3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Wacky and wonderful misconceptions about our universe.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ASTRONOMY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/819673.
Stargazing under suburban skies: a star-hopper's guide.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
STARS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1131648.

Making time: astronomical time measurement in Tokugawa Japan.
JAPAN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204082.

Inertial navigation systems with geodetic applications.
EARTH (PLANET) -- FIGURE -- MEASUREMENT.

Handbook of mathematical geodesy: functional analytic and potential theoretic methods.
Cham: Birkh{u00E4}user, 2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CARTOGRAPHY. BISACSH.

Tools of radio astronomy -- problems and solutions.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
ASTRONOMY, SPACE & TIME. BICSSC.

Millimeter astronomy: Saas-Fee advanced course 38.
Berlin, Germany: Springer, [2018].
MILLIMETER ASTRONOMY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1021813.

Outer Solar System: prospective energy and material resources.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
OUTER SPACE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1243437.

The Cambridge photographic moon atlas.
MOON -- OBSERVATIONS.

Granite skyscrapers: how rock shaped earth and other worlds.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / EARTH SCIENCES / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Search for dark matter with the ATLAS Detector: probing final states of missing energy and an energetic jet or top quarks.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
DARK MATTER (ASTRONOMY) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/887854.

Astrometry for astrophysics methods, models, and applications.
The scientific correspondence of H.A. Lorentz.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

The methodological heritage of Newton.
SCIENCE -- PHILOSOPHY.

Invariant differential operators.
DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS.

Inverse problems of mathematical physics.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

Full Catalog Record. QC20.7.D5 R64 2002eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Investigation methods for inverse problems.
Utrecht ; Boston : VSP, 2002.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

Inverse problems for kinetic and other evolution equations.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

The role of topology in materials.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
TOPOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1152692.

Full Catalog Record. QC20.7.S8 V58 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Theory and simulation of random phenomena : mathematical foundations and physical applications.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
STATISTICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1132103.

Inverse problems for partial differential equations.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

Full Catalog Record. QC24.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Do colors exist? : and other profound physics questions.
Cham, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user, 2018.
PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1063025.

Full Catalog Record. QC73.8.C6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The role of exergy in energy and the environment.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / MECHANICS / SOLIDS. BISACSH.
PLASMONS (PHYSICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1066408.

Electrical properties of materials.
SOLIDS -- ELECTRIC PROPERTIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1125511.

X-ray nanochemistry : concepts and development.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
X-RAYS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1181857.

Full Catalog Record. QC177.E74 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Ether and modernity : the recalcitrance of an epistemic object in the early twentieth century.
ETHER (SPACE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/915803.

Full Catalog Record. QC179eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Control of the gravitational wave interferometric detector advanced Virgo.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QC225.7.S68 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Sound analysis and synthesis with R.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SOUND. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1126935.

Full Catalog Record. QC318.T47eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / MECHANICS / THERMODYNAMICS. BISACSH.

The road to Maxwell's demon.
STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS.

Buoyancy-driven flow in fluid-saturated porous media near a bounding surface.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QC433eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Ellipsometry of functional organic surfaces and films.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
SURFACES (TECHNOLOGY) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1139278.

Full Catalog Record. QC462eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Enhancing the light output of solid-state emitters.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1125449.

Full Catalog Record. QC451eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Spectrally resolved detector arrays for multiplexed biomedical fluorescence imaging.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].

**SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1129108.**

**Full Catalog Record. QC482.S3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Helium nano-bubble formation in tungsten: measurement with grazing-incidence small angle x-ray scattering.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
TUNGSTEN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1158887.

**Full Catalog Record. QC527.2 A874 2011eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
L'électricité - The Electric Age.
[Place of publication not identified]: University of Ottawa Press/Les Presses de l'Université d'Ottawa, 2011.
SOCIOLOGY.

**Full Catalog Record. QC611.6.Q36 K57 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Semiconductor quantum optics.
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS.

**Full Catalog Record. QC611.6.O6 L88 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Spectroscopy of semiconductors: numerical analysis bridging quantum mechanics and experiments.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1129108.

**Full Catalog Record. QC611.8.S5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of porous silicon.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
SOLID STATE PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1125456.

**Full Catalog Record. QC631eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Classical electrodynamics: a modern perspective.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. BICSSC.

Inverse problems for Maxwell's equations.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

**Full Catalog Record. QC680eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Real-time quantum dynamics of electron-phonon systems.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1085098.

**Full Catalog Record. QC688 .F74 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Principles of free electron lasers.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
FREE ELECTRON LASERS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/933860.

**Full Catalog Record. QC702.7.S3eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Ion tracks in apatite and quartz: and their behaviour with temperature and pressure.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
SMALL-ANGLE SCATTERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1121500.

**Full Catalog Record. QC718 .G467 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Basic plasma physics.
PLASMA (IONIZED GASES).

Full Catalog Record. QC718.5.L3eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Resonance enhancement in laser-produced plasmas : concepts and applications.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QC718.5.E66eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Theory of one-dimensional Vlasov-Maxwell equilibria : with applications to collisionless current sheets and flux tubes.
Cham : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
COLLISIONLESS PLASMAS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/868302.

Full Catalog Record. QC760.4.P54 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Solved problems in classical electromagnetism : analytical and numerical solutions with comments.
ELECTROMAGNETISM -- MATHEMATICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/906600.

Full Catalog Record. QC760.4.M37eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Nonlinear and Inverse Problems in Electromagnetics : PIERS 2017, St. Petersburg, Russia, May 22-25.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / ELECTROMAGNETISM. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QC760.4.M37_A87 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Mathematical foundations of computational electromagnetism.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / ELECTROMAGNETISM. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. QC761.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Dynamic spin fluctuation theory of metallic magnetism.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
METALS -- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1018155.

Full Catalog Record. QC762.5.M627 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Modern magnetic resonance.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
MATERIALS SCIENCE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1011957.

Full Catalog Record. QC766.M36eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Convection in ferro-nanofluids : experiments and theory : physical mechanisms, flow patterns, and heat transfer.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
NANOFLOUIDS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1742557.

Full Catalog Record. QC773eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The age of innocence : nuclear physics between the first and second world wars.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1040386.

Full Catalog Record. QC793eb, Web Accessible Resource.
PARTICLES (NUCLEAR PHYSICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1054130.
International encyclopedia of abbreviations and acronyms in science and technology.
EARTH SCIENCES -- DICTIONARIES.

Geology : a very short introduction.
GEOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/940627.

Appalachian tectonics.
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS.

Atlas of the textural patterns of basic and ultrabasic rocks and their genetic significance.
PETROFABRIC ANALYSIS.

The Aln{u00F6} Carbonatite Complex, central Sweden.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
NATURE CONSERVATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1034632.

Non-traditional stable isotopes.
STABLE ISOTOPES.

Stable isotope geochemistry.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ISOTOPE GEOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/980223.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].

Highly siderophile and strongly chalcophile elements in high-temperature geochemistry and cosmochemistry.
Chantilly, Virginia : Mineralogical Society of America, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
COSMOCHEMISTRY.

Full Catalog Record. QE522eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Observing the volcano world : volcano crisis communication.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Open, 2018.
VOLCANOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1747139.
**Health Sciences**

**Full Catalog Record. SK36.7 .S74 2012eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Poachers were my prey eighteen years as an undercover Wildlife Officer. Kent, OH : Black Squirrel Books, c2012. WILDLIFE CONSERVATION.


**Full Catalog Record. GV351.C876 2017eb**, Web Accessible Resource.

**Full Catalog Record. GV351.C56 2011eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Big-time sports in American universities. Cambridge ; New York : Cambridge University Press, 2011. COLLEGE SPORTS -- UNITED STATES.


**Full Catalog Record. GV583.F73 2010eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Crossing sidelines, crossing cultures sport and Asian Pacific American cultural citizenship. Lanham, MD : University Press of America, 2010. PACIFIC ISLANDER AMERICANS -- SPORTS -- HISTORY.

The sportswriter who punched Sam McDowell : and other sports stories. Kent, Ohio : The Kent State University Press, 2010. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2010. SPORTS -- OHIO -- CLEVELAND -- HISTORY.

**Full Catalog Record. GV705.B38 2013eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
College sports traditions : picking up Butch, Silent Night, and hundreds of others. Lanham, Maryland : Scarecrow Press, Inc., [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013. COLLEGE SPORTS -- MISCELLANEA.

**Full Catalog Record. GV706.35.A534 2015eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
The politics and culture of modern sports. Lanham, Maryland : Lexington Books, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. SPORTS -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS.

**Full Catalog Record. GV706.35.S66 2013eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Sport policy in Canada.
The rites of men: manhood, politics, and the culture of sport.

Fair play: how LGBT athletes are claiming their rightful place in sports.

Fostering innovative cultures in sport: leadership, innovation and change.

Contesting constructed Indianness the intersection of the frontier, masculinity, and whiteness in native American mascot representations.

The Palgrave handbook on the economics of manipulation in sport.

Brand platform in the professional sport industry: sustaining growth through innovation.

Idleness, water, and a canoe: reflections on paddling for pleasure.

Freshwater saga: memoirs of a lifetime of wilderness canoeing in Canada.

Competitive swimming.
Day by day in Cleveland Indians history.
New York : Leisure Press, {u00A9}1983.
CLEVELAND INDIANS (BASEBALL TEAM) -- STATISTICS.

Full Catalog Record. GV956.C6 G695 2017, 3rd Floor Special Collections Cleveland.

So you think you're a Cleveland Browns fan? : stars, stats, records, and memories for true diehards.
CLEVELAND BROWNS (FOOTBALL TEAM : 1999- ) -- HISTORY.


Historical dictionary of tennis.
TENNIS -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Full Catalog Record. GV1019.5.U6 ,M686 2014eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Motor sports and American culture : from demolition derbies to NASCAR.
AUTOMOBILE RACING -- SOCIAL ASPECTS -- UNITED STATES.

Indy dreams and urban nightmares : speed merchants, spectacle, and the struggle over public space in the world-class city.
SPORTS AND TOURISM -- BRITISH COLUMBIA -- VANCOUVER.

AUTOMOBILE RALLIES -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

The ride to modernity : the bicycle in Canada, 1869-1900.
BICYCLE INDUSTRY -- CANADA -- HISTORY -- 19TH CENTURY.

Full Catalog Record. GV1060.5 ,M363 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Historical dictionary of track and field.
ATHLETICS -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Boxing : a concise history of the sweet science.
BOXING -- SOCIAL ASPECTS -- HISTORY.

Historical dictionary of wrestling.
WRESTLING -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

DANCE -- PHILOSOPHY.

Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
MEXICO. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1211700.

Full Catalog Record. GV1782.5 .M33 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Choreography and verbatim theatre : dancing words.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
DANCE -- RESEARCH. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/887461.

UNITED STATES -- RELATIONS -- SOVIET UNION.

The history of morris dancing, 1438-1750.
MORRIS DANCE -- HISTORY.

Sultan Qaboos University medical journal.
[Muscat] : Sultan Qaboos University, [2006]-OMAN.

Medical Laboratory Journal.
S.l. : Golestan University of Medical Sciences, 2013-
MEDICINE -- PERIODICALS.

Revista habanera de ciencias m{u00E9}dicas.
[Havana, Cuba] : Instituto Superior de Ciencias M{u00E9}dicas de La Habana, [2002]-MEDICINE.

Annals of Saudi medicine.
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia : King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre and King Saud University College of Medicine.
MEDICINE -- SAUDI ARABIA -- PERIODICALS.

Selected papers of Charles H. Best.
MEDICINE.

New horizons in patient safety : understanding communication : case studies for physicians.
COMMUNICATION IN MEDICINE.
Healthcare management strategy, communication, and development challenges and solutions in developing countries. Lanham, Maryland : Lexington Books, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014. COMMUNICATION IN MEDICINE -- DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

Current and emerging mHealth technologies : adoption, implementation, and use. Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018. MEDICAL / OSTEOPATHY. BISACSH.


Using knowledge and evidence in health care: multidisciplinary perspectives.

Rethinking health care ethics.

Philosophical perspectives on bioethics.

Eye of the heart: knowing the human good in the euthanasia debate.

End-of-life decisions in medical care principles and policies for regulating the dying process.

Chronic pain, loss, and suffering.

Sickness work: personal reflections of a sociologist.

Formulation in action: applying psychological theory to clinical practice.

Emerging vectors of narratology.


The short textbook of medical laboratory for technicians. New Delhi, [India]: Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS.


Time and life management for medical students and residents. Stuttgart: Thieme, [2017]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017. RESIDENTS (MEDICINE) -- TIME MANAGEMENT.


Doing medicine together: Germany and Russia between the wars. Toronto, [Ontario]; Buffalo, [New York]; London, [England]: University of Toronto Press, 2006. IMPRINT =
Biomedical engineering systems and technologies: 10th International Joint Conference, BIOSTEC 2017, Porto, Portugal, February 21-23, 2017, revised selected papers.
Cham: Springer, 2018.

Metallomics: the science of biometals.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.

Computational Approaches in Biomedical Nano-Engineering.

Nanotechnological characterization tools for biosensing and medical diagnosis.

Osteochondral tissue engineering: challenges, current strategies, and technological advances.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.

Nanomedicine: gene delivery, imaging and evaluation systems.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.

Functional hydrogels as biomaterials.

Bioactive polysaccharide materials for modern wound healing.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].

Label-free biosensing : advanced materials, devices and applications.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
BIOSENSORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/832703.

Clinical OCT angiography atlas.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
EYE -- DISEASES -- DIAGNOSIS -- ATLASES.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
WELL-BEING HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2006001941 -- CONGRESSES.
HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH99001533.

Full Catalog Record. R858eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Health informatics on FHIR : how HL7's new API is transforming healthcare.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

Full Catalog Record. R858eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Handbook of healthcare analytics : theoretical minimum for conducting 21st century research on healthcare operations.
MEDICAL / OSTEOPATHY. BISACSH.

Nuclear medicine companion : a case-based practical reference for daily use.
Cham : Springer, [2018].
NUCLEAR MEDICINE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1040348.

Historical dictionary of the World Health Organization.
PUBLIC HEALTH -- INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION.

Cries of crisis : rethinking the health care debate.
HEALTH CARE REFORM -- UNITED STATES.

Health care, entitlement, and citizenship.
CITIZENSHIP -- CANADA.

Medicare meltdown how Wall Street and Washington are ruining Medicare and how to fix it.
MEDICINE -- UNITED STATES.

The fiscal sustainability of health care in Canada.

The governance of health care in Canada.

Changing health care in Canada.

The myths of modern medicine: the alarming truth about American health care.

Unequal coverage: the experience of health care reform in the United States.

Health care practitioners: an Ontario case study in policy making.

Baby boomer health dynamics: how are we aging?

Value driven healthcare and geriatric medicine: implications for today's changing health system.

What's in, what's out: designing benefits for universal health coverage.


Essential public health theory and practice. Cambridge ; New York : Cambridge University Press, c2012. COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES.


Access to primary care and preventative health services of migrants. Cham : Springer, 2018. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. PRIMARY CARE (MEDICINE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1076319.

The role of emotions in preventative health communication. Lanham : Lexington Books, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. MEDICINE, PREVENTIVE.


Millions Saved : new cases of proven success in global health. Baltimore, Maryland : Brookings Institution Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016. WORLD HEALTH.

Global health collaboration : challenges and lessons. Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. PUBLIC HEALTH & PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. BICSSC.

Access to primary care and preventative health services of migrants. Cham : Springer, 2018. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. PRIMARY CARE (MEDICINE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1076319.

The role of emotions in preventative health communication. Lanham : Lexington Books, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. MEDICINE, PREVENTIVE.
Facilitating daily life integration of technologies for active and healthy aging: understanding demands of older adults in health technology design.

Wiesbaden: Springer Vieweg, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
OLDER PEOPLE -- HEALTH AND HYGIENE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1199538.

Las mujeres y la salud.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, Programa Interdisciplinario de Estudios de la Mujer, 1995.
MEXICO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01211700.

La condici{u00F3}n de la mujer en el espacio de la salud.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 1998.
MUJERES SALUD E HIGIENE M{U00E9}XICO.

Homelessness & health in Canada.
CANADA.

Caring for lesbian and gay people: a clinical guide.
LESBIANS -- HEALTH AND HYGIENE.

Full Catalog Record. RA566.3.D38 2013eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Rise of the U.S. environmental health movement.
ENVIRONMENTALISM -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

Introduction to global food-safety law and regulation.
FOOD ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION -- LAW AND LEGISLATION.

Full Catalog Record. RA624eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The ethics of cryonics: is it immoral to be immortal?
CRYOPRESERVATION -- ETHICS. HTTPS://ID.NLM.NIH.GOV/MESH/ D015925Q000941.

Full Catalog Record. RA638eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Vaccines: are they worth a shot?
Cham, Switzerland: Copernicus Books: Springer, [2018].
VACCINES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1163573.

Infectious diseases and arthropods.
Cham: Humana Press, 2018.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/869883.

Full Catalog Record. RA643.86.S6 M386 2011eb. Web Accessible Resource.
AIDS, politics, and music in South Africa.
MUSIC -- SOUTH AFRICA.

Molecular dynamics analyses of prion protein structures : the resistance to prion diseases down under.
MEDICAL / INTERNAL MEDICINE. BISACSH.

Tuberculosis prevention.
TUBERCULOSIS -- PREVENTION -- CONGRESSES.

Mujer y sida.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F. : Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 1992.
MEXICO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01211700.

Contesting illness : processes and practices.
CHRONICALLY ILL -- CARE.

Disease and discrimination : poverty and pestilence in Colonial Atlantic America.
PUBLIC HEALTH -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

A compendium of effective, evidence-based best practices in prevention of neurotrauma.
ACCIDENTS -- PREVENTION.

Valuing care work : comparative perspectives.
MEDICAL CARE.

Almost home : reforming home and community care in Ontario.
LONG-TERM CARE OF THE SICK -- GOVERNMENT POLICY -- ONTARIO.

Full Catalog Record. RA645.5 .R33 2009eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Bioethics catastrophic events in a time of terror.
BIOETHICS.

Full Catalog Record. RA761eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Antiseptic stewardship : biocide resistance and clinical implications.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
ANTISEPTICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/810792.

Healthcare-associated infection control and biocides.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.
MICROBIAL CONTAMINATION -- PREVENTION.

Rural women's sexuality, reproductive health, and illiteracy : a critical perspective on development.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS -- DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

Managing motherhood : a new wellness perspective.
MOTHERS -- HEALTH AND HYGIENE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1026965.

Surgical management in snoring and sleep-disordered breathing.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
SLEEP APNEA SYNDROMES -- SURGERY.

Mental disorder in Canada : an epidemiological perspective.
MENTAL HEALTH POLICY -- CANADA.

Shifting the paradigm in community mental health : towards empowerment and community.
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES.

Against-medical-advice discharges from the hospital : optimizing prevention and management to promote high quality, patient-centered care.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
HOSPITALS -- ADMISSION AND DISCHARGE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/961202.

The integrated case management manual : assisting complex patients regain physical and mental health.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
POLITICAL SCIENCE / PUBLIC POLICY / SOCIAL SERVICES & WELFARE. BISACSH.

Making rapid response real change management and organizational learning in critical patient care.
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION -- UNITED STATES.
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MEDICINE -- PERIODICALS.

Sports dentistry : principles and practice.
SPORTS MEDICINE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1130709.

Career paths in oral health.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
MEDICAL / SURGERY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

A dentist and a gentleman : gender and the rise of dentistry in Ontario.
WOMEN DENTISTS -- ONTARIO -- HISTORY.

Oral and maxillofacial imaging techniques.
JAWS -- IMAGING.

Full Catalog Record. RK309 (INTERNET). Web Accessible Resource.
Journal of oral and maxillofacial radiology.
Mumbai : Medknow Publications And Media Pvt. Ltd., 2013-
MOUTH -- RADIOGRAPHY -- PERIODICALS.

Textbook of operative dentistry.
DENTISTRY, OPERATIVE.

Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
PERIODONTAL DISEASE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1058123.

Goodheart's photoguide to common pediatric and adult skin disorders : diagnosis and management.
SKIN -- DISEASES -- TREATMENT.

Full Catalog Record. RL71eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Occupational and environmental skin disorders : epidemiology, current knowledge and perspectives for novel therapies.
SKIN -- DISEASES -- TREATMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1120086.

Full Catalog Record. RL73.W65eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Gender and dermatology.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SKIN DISEASES. HTTPS://ID.NLM.NIH.GOV/MESH/D012871.

Color atlas of clinical dermatology.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
SKIN -- DISEASES -- ATLASES.

Color atlas of differential diagnosis in dermatopathology.
SKIN -- DISEASES -- ATLASES.

Full Catalog Record. RL81eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Pigmented ethnic skin and imported dermatoses : a text-atlas.
Cham : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
SKIN -- DISEASES -- DIAGNOSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1120073.

Laser and light source treatments for the skin.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd., 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.
LASERS IN MEDICINE.

Acne.
New Delhi, India : Jaypee Brothers Medical Publishers (P) Ltd., 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.

**ACNE.**

**Full Catalog Record. RL155.5eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Alopecia areata: a clinician's guide.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
HAIR -- CARE AND HYGIENE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/950363.

**Full Catalog Record. RL243. A383 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Advances in the management of atopic dermatitis.
ATOPIC DERMATITIS -- TREATMENT.

**Full Catalog Record. RL675 .S35 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Science and practice of pressure ulcer management.
BEDSORES -- TREATMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/829539.

**Full Catalog Record. RM1121eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Therapy as discourse: practice and research.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/894932.

**Full Catalog Record. RM171.T73 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Transfusion management of the obstetrical patient: a clinical casebook.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
OBSTETRICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1042994.

**Full Catalog Record. RM267.A585 2015eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Antibiotic essentials.
ANTIBIOTICS -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

**Full Catalog Record. RM296.S44 T47 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Testosterone action, deficiency, substitution.
TESTOSTERONE -- PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT.

**Full Catalog Record. RM301.L27eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Early drug development: bringing a preclinical candidate to the clinic.
HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION IN MEDICINE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 963042.

**Full Catalog Record. RM301.3.G45eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
MEDICAL GENETICS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85082937.

**Full Catalog Record. RM301.3.G45 P348 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Personalized medicine: empowered patients in the 21st century.
MEDICAL / PHARMACOLOGY. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. RM301.4.S736 2016eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Biologics in orthopaedic surgery.
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS -- THERAPEUTIC USE.

**Full Catalog Record. RM302.7eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The behavioral neuroscience of drug discrimination.
Clinical psychopharmacology for neurologists: a practical guide.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1081659.

Cardiac drugs.
New Delhi, [India]: Jaypee, The Health Sciences Publisher, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
HEART -- DISEASES -- CHEMOTHERAPY.

Full Catalog Record, RM735.A1 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
The open journal of occupational therapy.
[Kalamazoo, MI]: Department of Occupational Therapy at Western Michigan University, [2012]-
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY.

Full Catalog Record, RM930eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Rehabilitation science in context.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
NEUROLOGY & CLINICAL NEUROPHYSIOLOGY. BICSSC.

Full Catalog Record, RS1.M43 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
Medical herbalism.
Portland, OR: Botanical Medicine Institute, {u00A9}1989-
MEDICINAL PLANTS -- PERIODICALS.

Full Catalog Record, RS164.A582 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Anticancer plants: natural products and biotechnological implements.
Singapore: Springer, [2018].
ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/810595.

Anticancer plants: mechanisms and molecular interactions.
ANTINEOPLASTIC AGENTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/810595.

Full Catalog Record, RS189eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Biopharmaceutical applied statistics symposium.
MEDICAL / SURGERY / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, RS199.5eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A Review of Biomaterials and Their Applications in Drug Delivery.
DRUG DELIVERY SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/898667.

Full Catalog Record, RS210eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Nanofibres in drug delivery.
NANOFIBERS.

Full Catalog Record, RS420eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Bioinformatics techniques for drug discovery: applications for complex diseases.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.

**PHARMACY INFORMATICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1762772.**

**Full Catalog Record. RS431.A64eb,** Web Accessible Resource.
Small molecules in hematology.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
HEMATOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/954904.

**Full Catalog Record. RS1220.S5eb,** Web Accessible Resource.
Alpine skiing injuries : prevention and management.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SKIING INJURIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1120021.

**Hispanic Studies**

**History**

Rumors that changed the world : a history of violence and discrimination.
RUMOR -- HISTORY.

Eurocentrism and the politics of global history.
WORLD HISTORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1181345.

Chronicle of the Pulitzer Prizes for history : discussions, decisions and documents.
HISTORIOGRAPHY -- UNITED STATES.

Our man elsewhere : in search of Alan Moorehead.
JOURNALISTS -- AUSTRALIA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Past futures : the impossible necessity of history.
HISTORIOGRAPHY.

Telling it like it wasn't : the counterfactual imagination in history and fiction.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY. BISACSH.

Writing history in the digital age.
HISTORY - GENERAL. HILCC.

A companion to public history.
HISTORY / SOCIAL HISTORY. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record. D16.25eb,** Web Accessible Resource.
Teaching the discipline of history in an age of standards.
AUSTRALIA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204543.

Teaching history in the digital age.
Ann Arbor : The University of Michigan Press, [2013].
DATORST{U00F6}DD UNDERVISNING. SAO.

Multicultural dynamics and the ends of history : exploring Kant, Hegel, and Marx.
PHILOSOPHY -- POLITICAL. BISACH.

Being a historian an introduction to the professional world of history.
HISTORY -- PHILOSOPHY.

**Full Catalog Record.** D16.8 .T456 2008eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Thinking impossibilities : the intellectual legacy of Amos Funkenstein.
EUROPE -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE.

Understanding history : an introduction to analytical philosophy of history.
ANALYTISCHE FILOSOFIE. GTT.

**Full Catalog Record.** D16.9 .T69 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
History, empathy and conflict : heroes, victims and victimisers.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Pivot, 2018.
WAR VICTIMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1170689.

Between history and histories : the making of silences and commemorations.
HISTORY -- CONGRESSES.

**Full Catalog Record.** D25eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The myriad legacies of 1917 : a year of war and revolution.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
WORLD POLITICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1181381.

**Full Catalog Record.** D28.35.H6eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Gender, family, and politics : the Howard women, 1485-1558.
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204623.

**Full Catalog Record.** D31 .D847 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
SECESSION -- EUROPEAN UNION COUNTRIES.

**Full Catalog Record.** D65 .G67 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Prehistory : a very short introduction.
HISTORY, ANCIENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/958352.

The race of time : three lectures on Renaissance historiography.


Memorials in Berlin and Buenos Aires: balancing memory, architecture, and tourism. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. BUENOS AIRES (ARGENTINA) -- BUILDINGS, STRUCTURES, ETC.


The labyrinth of dangerous hours: a memoir of the Second World War.
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 -- UNDERGROUND MOVEMENTS -- POLAND.

My stripes were earned in hell: a French resistance fighter's memoir of survival in a Nazi prison camp.

Relief work as pilgrimage: "Mademoiselle Miss Elsie" in Southern France, 1945-1948.
LAVERCANTI\{U00E8\}RE (FRANCE) -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Armies of peace: Canada and the UNRRA years.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Cargo of lies: the true story of a Nazi double agent in Canada.
SPIES -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

The Jewish emergence from powerlessness.
ZIONISM -- HISTORY.

The science of war: Canadian scientists and Allied military technology during the Second World War.
WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 -- CANADA.

Escape into danger: the true story of a Kievan girl in World War II.

Warriors of the 106th: the last infantry division of world war II.
WORLD WAR II MEMORIAL (WASHINGTON, D.C.).

Cold war counterfeit spies: tales of espion; genuine or bogus?
COLD WAR.

The cold war: the 45-year struggle against communism.

Divided dreamworlds?: the cultural Cold War in East and West.
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2012. KULTUR GND.
How capitalism underdeveloped black America: problems in race, political economy, and society.

The Alabama Knights of Pythias of North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia a brief history.
Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, c2012.

Michelle Obama's impact on African American women and girls.
[Cham, Switzerland]: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].

Rethinking racial justice.
New York, NY, United States of America: Oxford University Press, [2018].

Cosmopolitanism in the fictive imagination of W.E.B. Du Bois: toward the humanization of a revolutionary art.

Cultures in conflict: the Seven Years' War in North America.

American Revolution people and perspectives.
Santa Barbara, Calif.: ABC-CLIO, 2008.

Moses Hazen and the Canadian refugees in the American Revolution.

The great triumvirate: Webster, Clay, and Calhoun.

What would Madison do?: the Father of the Constitution meets modern American politics.

Lion in the Bay: the British invasion of the Chesapeake, 1813-14.
Annapolis, Maryland: Naval Institute Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.

Horace Greeley and the politics of reform in nineteenth-century America.
UNITED STATES -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 1849-1877.

**Full Catalog Record.** E441 D249 1986eb, Web Accessible Resource.
From homicide to slavery : studies in American culture.
WEST (U.S.) -- CIVILIZATION.

**Full Catalog Record.** E441 G39 2011eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fatal self-deception slaveholding paternalism in the Old South.
WHITES -- SOUTHERN STATES -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS -- 19TH CENTURY.

**Full Catalog Record.** E449 W46 A298 1980eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Passionate liberator : Theodore Dwight Weld and the dilemma of reform.
UNITED STATES -- SOCIAL CONDITIONS -- TO 1865.

**Full Catalog Record.** E449 N66 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Abolitionism : a very short introduction.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

**Full Catalog Record.** E449 F743 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Frederick Douglass in Brooklyn.
DOUGLASS, FREDERICK, 1818-1895 -- POLITICAL AND SOCIAL VIEWS.

**Full Catalog Record.** E458 S736 1980eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The imperiled union : essays on the background of the Civil War.
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865 -- CAUSES.

**Full Catalog Record.** E468 L9513 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Five lectures on the American Civil War (1861-1865).
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865.

**Full Catalog Record.** E468 9 H8 2007eb, Web Accessible Resource. LOCATION = Web Accessible Resource.
A house divided during the Civil War era.
Santa Barbara, Calif. : ABC-CLIO, c2007.
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865.

**Full Catalog Record.** E475 53 S66 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
My Gettysburg : meditations on history and place.
Kent, Ohio : The Kent State University Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
GETTYSBURG, BATTLE OF, GETTYSBURG, PA., 1863.

**Full Catalog Record.** E476 85 F75 2004eb, Web Accessible Resource.
West wind, flood tide : the Battle of Mobile Bay.
MOBILE BAY, BATTLE OF, ALA., 1864.

**Full Catalog Record.** E492 94 27th M49 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
For their own cause : the 27th United States Colored Troops.
Kent, Ohio : The Kent State University Press, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865 -- PARTICIPATION, AFRICAN AMERICAN.

**Full Catalog Record.** E668 R423 2008eb, Web Accessible Resource. LOCATION = Web Accessible Resource.
Reconstruction people and perspectives.
An independent foreign policy for Canada? : challenges and choices for the future.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- 1945-

Full Catalog Record. F1034.2_A996 2004eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Liberal's at the border : we stand on guard for whom?
UNITED STATES -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- CANADA.

Full Catalog Record. F1034.2_C363 1967eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Canadian annual review for 1966.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- 1945-

Full Catalog Record. F1034.2_C363 1977eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Canadian annual review of politics and public affairs.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- 1945-

Full Catalog Record. F1034.2_C363 1982eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Canadian annual review of politics and public affairs.
CANADA -- ECONOMIC CONDITIONS -- 1945-

Full Catalog Record. F1034.2_C363 1972eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Canadian annual review of politics and public affairs.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- 1945-

Full Catalog Record. F1034.3_V3_O559 1970eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Only to serve : selections from addresses of Governor-General Georges P. Vanier.
FAMILIES -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record. F1034.3_D73_D735 1999eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A stubble-jumper in striped pants : memoirs of a prairie diplomat.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- ASIA.

Full Catalog Record. F1034.3_R627_R634 2000eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Memoirs of a very civil servant : Mackenzie King to Pierre Trudeau.
CANADA -- OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES -- BIOGRAPHY.

Full Catalog Record. F1034.3_M14_H463 2007eh, Web Accessible Resource.
Angus L. Macdonald : a provincial Liberal.
NOVA SCOTIA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Full Catalog Record. F1034.3_I47_I363 1985eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The making of a peacemonger : the memoirs of George Ignatieff.
CANADA -- FOREIGN RELATIONS -- 1945-

We are now a nation : Croats between 'home' and 'homeland'.
CROATIA -- HISTORY -- 1990-

Searching for place: Ukrainian displaced persons, Canada, and the migration of memory.

Canada's Ukrainians: negotiating an identity.
UKRAINIANS -- CANADA -- ETHNIC IDENTITY.

Strangers at the gate: the "Boat People" first ten years in Canada.
IMMIGRANTS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Is God a racist?: the right wing in Canada.
CANADA -- RACE RELATIONS.

Becoming Canadian: memoirs of an invisible immigrant.
IMMIGRANTS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

That sinking feeling: asylum seekers and the search for the lost Indonesian solution.
Collingwood, Australia : Black Incorporated, an imprint of Schwartz Media Pty Limited, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.
AUSTRALIA -- EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION.

Not written in stone: Jews, constitutions and constitutionalism in Canada.
CANADA. FAST (OCLOC)FST01204310.

Ethnicity, politics, and public policy: case studies in Canadian diversity.
CANADA -- ETHNIC RELATIONS -- CASE STUDIES.

We're rooted here and they can't pull us up: essays in African Canadian women's history.
WOMEN, BLACK -- CANADA -- HISTORY.

MENNONITES -- CANADA -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Re-imagining Ukrainian Canadians: history, politics, and identity.
UKRAINIANS -- CANADA -- ETHNIC IDENTITY.

Becoming Canadian: memoirs of an invisible immigrant.
IMMIGRANTS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Strangers at the gate: the "Boat People's" first ten years in Canada.
CANADA -- EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION.
The Atlantic Provinces in confederation.
ATLANTIC PROVINCES -- HISTORY.

Eastern and western perspectives: papers from the Joint Atlantic Canada/Western Canadian Studies Conference.
NORTHWEST, CANADIAN -- CONGRESSES.

Place names of Atlantic Canada.
ATLANTIC PROVINCES -- HISTORY, LOCAL.

The Atlantic region to Confederation: a history.
ATLANTIC PROVINCES -- HISTORY.

Essays on northeastern North America, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
CANADA -- HISTORY -- TO 1763 (NEW FRANCE).

The "conquest" of Acadia: 1710: imperial, colonial, and aboriginal constructions.
ACADIA -- HISTORY.

Guardian of the Gulf: Sydney, Cape Breton, and the Atlantic wars.
SYDNEY (N.S.) -- STRATEGIC ASPECTS.

Full Catalog Record. F1044.5 S14 A244 1985eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Saint John: the making of a colonial urban community.
SAINT JOHN (N.B.) -- HISTORY.

La province de Qu[u00E9]bec.
QU[u00E9]BEC (PROVINCE) -- HISTORY -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The vigil of Quebec.
Toronto, [Ontario]: University of Toronto Press, 1974. IMPRINT = {u00A9}1974.
QU[u00E9]BEC (PROVINCE) -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 1960-

Le deuil d'un pays imagin[u00E9]: r[u00E9]ves, luttes et d[u00E9]route du Canada fran[u00E7]ais: les rapports entre le Qu[u00E9]bec et la francophonie canadienne, 1867-1975.
QU[u00E9]BEC (PROVINCE) -- FAST (OCOLC)FST01207316.

Le Canada peut-il encore survivre?: comment et dans quelles conditions?
QU[u00E9]BEC (PROVINCE) -- ECONOMIC CONDITIONS.

The land of open doors.

Sojourning sisters : the lives and letters of Jessie and Annie McQueen.

Companions of the Peace : diaries and letters of Monica Storrs, 1931-1939.


By great waters : [a Newfoundland and Labrador anthology].

Canadians at last : Canada integrates Newfoundland as a province.

Alfred Valdmanis and the politics of survival.

White tie and decorations : Sir John and Lady Hope Simpson in Newfoundland, 1934-1936.

Notas sobre sirvientes de las Californias y proyecto de obraje en Nuevo México.

El servicio personal de los indios en la Nueva España.
BAHAMAS -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record, F1787.5.G84 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Heroes, martyrs, and political messiahs in revolutionary Cuba, 1946-1958.
CUBA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1205805.

Almost home : maroons between slavery and freedom in Jamaica, Nova Scotia, and Sierra Leone.
New Haven : Yale University Press, [2018].
SIERRA LEONE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1210248.

The war against the pirates : British and American suppression of Caribbean piracy in the early nineteenth century.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

The anthropology of marriage in lowland South America : bending and breaking the rules.
INDIANS OF SOUTH AMERICA -- MARRIAGE CUSTOMS AND RITES -- AMAZON RIVER VALLEY.

The politics of military rule in Brazil, 1964-85.

The confederados : old south immigrants in Brazil.
BRAZIL -- HISTORY -- EMPIRE, 1822-1889.

Francisco Solano L{u00E9}pez and the ruination of Paraguay : honor and egocentrism.
PARAGUAY -- HISTORY -- 1811-1870.

La militarizaci{u00F3}n del estado en Am{u00E9}rica Latina : un an{u00E1}lisis de Uruguay.
M{u00E9}xico : Centro de Estudios Sociol{u00F3}gicos, Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 1976.
URUGUAY. FAST (OCLOC)FST01202667.

Full Catalog Record, F2849.2.B743 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Argentina's missing bones : revisiting the history of the dirty war.
Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2018].
ARGENTINA -- C{U00F3}RDOBA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208241.

The politics of Che Guevara : theory and practice.
CUBA -- HISTORY -- 1933-1959.

Presidents versus federalism in the national legislative process : the Argentine senate in comparative perspective.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
ARGENTINA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1205614.

Hong Kong, China : Hong Kong University Press, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
Yale journal on regulation bulletin.
TRADE REGULATION -- UNITED STATES -- PERIODICALS.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- DICTIONARIES -- GERMAN.

Judges, judging and humour.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A92018}.
LAW / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

LAW -- METHODOLOGY.

Handbook of legal reasoning and argumentation.
Dordrecht : Springer Dordrecht, [2018].
LOGIC. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85078106.

Law as an artifact.
Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, 2018. IMPRINT = {u00A92018}.
LAW (PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1770250.

Law and as an artifact.
Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press, 2018. IMPRINT = {u00A92018}.
LAW (PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1770250.

Consequences : the impact of law and its complexity.
LAW -- UNITED STATES.

The legal order : studies in the foundations of juridical thinking.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A92018}.
LAW (PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1770250.

Proportionality analysis and models of judicial review a theoretical and comparative study.
PROPORTIONALITY IN LAW.


Contemporary issues in banking: regulation, governance and performance.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
BANKING LAW. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/826811.

Maritime interception and the law of naval operations: a study of legal bases and legal regimes in maritime interception operations.
INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW. BICSSC.

Corporate governance and directors' liabilities: legal, economic, and sociological analyses on corporate social responsibility.
INDUSTRIES -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Regulating transnational corporations in domestic and international regimes: an African case study.
MINERAL INDUSTRIES -- AFRICA.

Corporate social responsibility of multinational corporations in developing countries perspectives on anti-corruption.
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF BUSINESS.

Multi-dimensional approaches towards new technology: insights on innovation, patents and competition.
Singapore: Springer Open, [2018].
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85133143.

An economic analysis of intellectual property rights infringement: field studies in developing countries.
LAW AND GLOBALIZATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1743716.

Constructing intellectual property.
LAW.

International law and indigenous knowledge: intellectual property, plant biodiversity, and traditional medicine.
ETHNOPHARMACOLOGY.

Authors, users, and pirates: copyright law and subjectivity.
LAW / ADMINISTRATIVE LAW & REGULATORY PRACTICE. BISACSH.

The law of reputation and brands in the Asia Pacific.
NAMES, PERSONAL -- LAW AND LEGISLATION.

Full Catalog Record. K1701.2 .L3 (INTERNET). Web Accessible Resource.
Labour law documents.
Reconciling international trade and labor protection: why we need to bridge the gap between ILO standards and WTO rules.
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION.

Legal issues in social work practice and research.
Cham: Springer, [2018].
SOCIAL SERVICE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1123192.

Collective actions enhancing access to justice and reconciling multilayer interests?
PUBLIC INTEREST LAW.

Nordic mediation research.
Cham, Switzerland: SpringerOpen, [2018].
MEDIATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1013617.

Arbitration and the constitution.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

Comparative constitutional design.
LAW.

The principles of constitutionalism.
STATE, THE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1131943.

The rule of law and security sector reform conceptualising a complex relationship.
[S.l.]: Ubiquity Press.
SECURITY, INTERNATIONAL. FAST (OCOLC)FST01110895.

Achieving regulatory excellence.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE.

DePaul international human rights law journal.
Chicago, Ill.: DePaul University College of Law, 2015-
INTERNATIONAL LAW -- PERIODICALS.

National human rights action planning.


Law and regulation of air cargo. Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].


An introduction to sensors and instrumentations.
Library Science
Ukraine. a concise encyclopaedia.
UKRAINE -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

Ukraine. a concise encyclopaedia.
UKRAINE -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS.

(Re)visualizing national history : museums and national identities in Europe in the new millennium.
EUROPE -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

The museum makers : the story of the Royal Ontario Museum.
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM -- HISTORY.

Newsweek global [premium database title].
HISTORY, MODERN -- 21ST CENTURY -- DATABASES.

Full Catalog Record. AP63 (INTERNET). Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING / SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT. BICSSC.

Recomposing art and science : artists-in-labs.
HUMANITIES.

Full Catalog Record. AZ105eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING / SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT. BICSSC.

Big digital humanities : imagining a meeting place for the humanities and the digital.
EDUCATION / ESSAYS BISACSH.

Interdisciplining digital humanities : boundary work in an emerging field.
EDUCATION / GENERAL BISACSH.

Hacking the academy : new approaches to scholarship and teaching from digital humanities.
Ann Arbor : University of Michigan Press, {u00A9}2013.
EDUCATION / HIGHER BISACSH.
Cataloguing discrepancies: the printed York Breviary of 1493.

CATHOLIC CHURCH -- LITURGY -- BIBLIOGRAPHY -- CATALOGS.

Cataloging of the hand press: a comparative and analytical study of cataloging rules and formats employed in Europe.
MACHINE-READABLE BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA -- EUROPE -- ANALYSIS.

Indexing: the manual of good practice.
INDEXING.

M{u00E1}s all{u00E1} de los manejo de bases de datos: una aplicaci{u00F3}n bibliogr{u00E1}fica.
M{u00E1}sico, D.F. : Colegio de M{u00E1}sico, 1991.
COMPUTERS / SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION / STORAGE & RETRIEVAL BISACSH.

Museum and archive on the move: changing cultural institutions in the digital era.
ART OBJECTS -- CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION.

Beasley's guide to library research.
RESEARCH -- METHODOLOGY -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Planning document access: options and opportunities.
INFORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT.

The Library of the Sidneys of Penshurst Place circa 1665.
PRIVATE LIBRARIES -- ENGLAND -- PENSHURST -- CATALOGS.

Silent reading and the birth of the narrator.
BOOKS AND READING -- HISTORY -- 17TH CENTURY.

Reading culture and writing practices in nineteenth-century France.
SOCIAL CHANGE -- FRANCE -- HISTORY -- 19TH CENTURY.

The space of the book: print culture in the Russian social imagination.
SOVIET UNION -- INTELLECTUAL LIFE.

The Jesuit series.
EMBLEM BOOKS -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The Jesuit series.
EMBLEM BOOKS -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The Jesuit series.
EARLY PRINTED BOOKS -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

A bibliography of Canadian imprints, 1751-1800.
CANADA -- IMPRINTS.

Bibliography of Canadian bibliographies.
CANADA -- BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES.

Early Canadian printing ; a supplement to Marie Tremaine's A bibliography of Canadian imprints 1751-1800.
CANADA -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Cape Bretoniana : an annotated bibliography.
CAPE BRETON ISLAND (N.S.) -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Peel's bibliography of the Canadian prairies to 1953.
PRAIRIE PROVINCES -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

Guía del Ramo Revolución Mexicana, 1910-1920, del Archivo Histórico de la Defensa Nacional, y de otros repositorios del Gabinete de Manuscritos de la Biblioteca Nacional de México. M{x00F3}xico, D.F. : Colegio de M{x00F3}xico, Centro de Estudios Históricos, 1997.
MEXICO. FAST (OCLOC)FST01211700.

Latin American women writers a resource guide to titles in English.
AMERICAN FICTION -- HISPANIC AMERICAN AUTHORS -- INDEXES.

Italian literature before 1900 in English translation : an annotated bibliography, 1929-2008.
ITALIAN LITERATURE -- TRANSLATIONS INTO ENGLISH -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.

The legends of the saints in Old Norse-Icelandic prose.
CHRISTIAN SAINTS -- LEGENDS -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800 -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Bibliografía de cursos, seminarios y talleres del Programa Interdisciplinario de Estudios de la Mujer (PIEM). M{u00E9}xico, D.F. : El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, Programa Interdisciplinario de Estudios de la Mujer, 1996.


Sensing corporeally: toward a posthuman understanding.

COMPREHENSION (THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE).


Semiotic insights: the data do the talking.
LINGUISTICS.

The primacy of semiosis: an ontology of relations.
ONTOLOGY.

Of cigarettes, high heels, and other interesting things: an introduction to semiotics.
SEMIOTICS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85119950.

Umberto Eco in his own words.
Boston, [Massachusetts]; Berlin, [Germany]: De Gruyter Mouton, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
SEMIOTICS.

Parallels, interactions, and illuminations: traversing Chinese and Western theories of the sign.
SEMIOTICS -- EUROPE, WESTERN.

Doing pragmatics interculturally: cognitive, philosophical, and sociopragmatic perspectives.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter Mouton, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION.

Status and function of languages and language varieties.
LINGUISTICS -- CONGRESSES.

The Norwegian nominal system: a neo-Saussurean perspective.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter Mouton, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES.

The mysterious barricades: language and its limits.
SEMIOTICS.

Language and identity in multilingual Mediterranean settings: challenges for historical sociolinguistics.
MULTILINGUALISM.

Full Catalog Record. P115eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The listening bilingual: speech perception, comprehension, and bilingualism.
SPEECH PERCEPTION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1129230.

Full Catalog Record. P118.2eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The handbook of advanced proficiency in second language acquisition.  
LANGUAGE ARTS & DISCIPLINES / GENERAL. BISACSH.  

The Cambridge handbook of language policy.  
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES.  

Full Catalog Record, P119.3.H55 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].  
SOCIOLINGUISTICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1123847.  

Full Catalog Record, P119.3.A86 2003eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
At war with words.  
WAR AND SOCIETY.  

Full Catalog Record, P119.3.T89 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Defining 'Eastern Europe' : a semantic inquiry into political terminology.  
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].  
EUROPE, EASTERN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245079.  

Full Catalog Record, P119.3.E85eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Brexit, language policy and linguistic diversity.  
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.  
GREAT BRITAIN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204623.  

The first glot international state-of-the-article book : the latest in linguistics.  
LINGUISTICS -- BIBLIOGRAPHY.  

Meaning and normativity.  
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES -- PHILOSOPHY.  

Full Catalog Record, P121.S638 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Spatial interrogatives in Europe and beyond : where, whither, whence.  
LINGUISTICS.  

Full Catalog Record, P121.P477 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Perspectives on Northern Englishes.  
LINGUISTICS.  

Full Catalog Record, P121.W74 2014eb, Web Accessible Resource.  
Wrestling with words and meanings : essays in honour of Keith Allan.  
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- USAGE.  

Contrast: adversative and concessive relations and their expressions in English, German, Spanish, Portuguese on sentence and text level. Berlin, [Germany]; New York, [New York]: Walter de Gruyter, 1996. IMPRINT = {u00A9}1996.

**GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- SYNTAX.**


**FUNCTIONALISM (LINGUISTICS).**


**GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- SYNTAX.**


**FUNCTIONALISM (LINGUISTICS).**


**COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS -- CONGRESSES.**


Lexical semantics, syntax, and event structure.
GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- TEMPORAL CONSTRUCTIONS.

Aspects of split ergativity.
TYPOLOGY (LINGUISTICS).

Adverbial subordination : a typology and history of adverbial subordinators based on European languages.
EUROPE -- LANGUAGES.

The complementizer phase subjects and operators.
GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- SUBORDINATE CONSTRUCTIONS.

Event structures in linguistic form and interpretation.
SEMANTICS.

The syntax and semantics of the left periphery.
GENERATIVE GRAMMAR.

Aspects of grammaticalization : (inter)subjectification and directionality.
GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- GRAMMATICALIZATION.

The fate of mood and modality in language death : evidence from minor finnic.
GRAMMAR, COMPARATIVE AND GENERAL -- MOOD.

Metaphor in communication, science and education.
METAPHOR.

Full Catalog Record, P301.5.P47.E36 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Argumentation theory : a pragma-dialectical perspective.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
PERSUASION (RHETORIC) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1058895.

Digital rhetoric : theory, method, practice.
PHILOLOGY & LINGUISTICS. HILCC.

Full Catalog Record, P301.5.P75.T68 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The elusive brain : literary experiments in the age of neuroscience.
WRITING -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1181657.

Full Catalog Record, P302.35.N8 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Mathematics

Full Catalog Record, QA1.U7 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
Annales mathematicae Silesianae.
Katowice : Uniwersytet {u015A}la{u0328}ski. IMPRINT = <2015-> Warsaw, Poland : De Gruyter Open.
MATHEMATICS -- PERIODICALS.

Full Catalog Record, QA1.A7 A3 (INTERNET), Web Accessible Resource.
Report.
Birmingham [Eng., etc.] Association for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching.
GEOMETRY -- STUDY AND TEACHING -- PERIODICALS.

Data science thinking : the next scientific, technological and economic revolution.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
INFORMATION SCIENCE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/972640.

The space of mathematics : philosophical, epistemological, and historical explorations.
MATHEMATICS -- HISTORY -- CONGRESSES.

Full Catalog Record, QA8.4.P37 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Philosophy's loss of logic to mathematics : an inadequately understood take-over.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
MATHEMATICS -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012213.

Full Catalog Record, QA8.4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
How we understand mathematics : conceptual integration in the language of mathematical description.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
MATHEMATICS -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012213.

Full Catalog Record, QA9.59eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER SCIENCE -- MATHEMATICS -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/ AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008101221.

Proof and computations.
PROOF THEORY.

Full Catalog Record, QA9.64eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Fuzzy operator theory in mathematical analysis.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
OPERATOR THEORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1046419.

The axiom of determinacy, forcing axioms, and the nonstationary ideal.
MODEL THEORY.

Full Catalog Record, QA10.4eb, Web Accessible Resource.
An introduction to single-user information theory.
MATHEMATICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012163.

Full Catalog Record, QA11.2eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Toward equity and social justice in mathematics education.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1034365.

Data privacy games.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1007271.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D32eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/ SUBJECTS/SH2008102037.

Smart data analytics: Zusammenh"aenge erkennen, Potentiale nutzen, Big Data verstehen.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter Oldenbourg, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY -- MANAGEMENT.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D35eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Information and communications security: 19th International Conference, ICICS 2017, Beijing, China, December 6-8, 2017, proceedings.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
DATA STRUCTURES (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 887978.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D338eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Measuring the data universe: data integration using statistical data and metadata exchange.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
DATA INTEGRATION (COMPUTER SCIENCE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1763872.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.C65eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Principles of modeling: essays dedicated to Edward A. Lee on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
COOPERATING OBJECTS (COMPUTER SYSTEMS) HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/ SUBJECTS/SH2012002854.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A43eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Computational thinking: first algorithms, then code.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
COMPUTER ALGORITHMS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/ SH91000149.

Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
DATABASES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/888065.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A94eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
VIRTUAL REALITY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1167688.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.D3eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/888037.

Full Catalog Record. QA76.9.A73eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Formulas in inverse and ill-posed problems.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

An introduction to identification problems via functional analysis.
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS.

Inverse and ill-posed sources problems.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

Direct methods of solving multidimensional inverse hyperbolic problems.
FINITE DIFFERENCES.

Elements of the theory of inverse problems.
Utrecht, the Netherlands : VSP, 1999.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

Introductory course on differential equations.
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.

The gradient discretisation method.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
DISCRETIZATION (MATHEMATICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1940211.

Linear Sobolev type equations and degenerate semigroups of operators.
SEMIGROUPS OF OPERATORS.

Identification problems of wave phenomena : theory and numerics.
Utrecht, the Netherlands : VSP, 1999.
NUMBER THEORY.

Optimal control of PDEs under uncertainty : an introduction with application to optimal shape design of structures.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
MATHEMATICS / MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. BISACSH.

Ill-posed boundary-value problems.
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS.

Nonclassical and inverse problems for pseudoparabolic equations.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.
A survey of fractal dimensions of networks.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
FRACTAL ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1893826.

Methods of algebraic geometry in control theory.
Cham, Switzerland : Birkhäuser, 2018.
GEOMETRY, ALGEBRAIC. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85054140.

Control theory tutorial : basic concepts illustrated by software examples.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer Open, [2018].
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012104.

Robotic manipulators and vehicles : control, estimation and filtering.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ROBOTS -- CONTROL SYSTEMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1099044.

Finite approximations in discrete-time stochastic control : quantized models and asymptotic optimality.
Cham, Switzerland : Birkhäuser, [2018].
STOCHASTIC CONTROL THEORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1133503.

Practical mathematical optimization : basic optimization theory and gradient-based algorithms.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1041273.

Combinatorial optimization : 5th International Symposium, ISCO 2018, Marrakesh, Morocco, April 11-13, 2018, Revised selected papers.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION -- CONGRESSES. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2009120720.

Dynamical inverse problems of distributed systems.
Utrecht ; Boston : VSP, 2002.
APPROXIMATION THEORY.

Multi-objective optimization : evolutionary to hybrid framework.
Singapore : Springer, [2018].
MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1012099.

Topological optimization and optimal transport in the applied sciences.
MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION.

Fundamentals of object tracking.
PROGRAMMING (MATHEMATICS).
Fourier analysis: a signal processing approach.
SIGNAL PROCESSING -- MATHEMATICS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH2008111659.

Current research in nonlinear analysis: in honor of Haim Brezis and Louis Nirenberg.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
NONLINEAR THEORIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1038812.

Volterra equations and inverse problems.
Utrecht, the Netherlands: VSP, 1999.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

Thabit ibn Qurra's restoration of Euclid's data: text, translation, commentary.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
GEOMETRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/940864.

An excursion through elementary mathematics. Euclidean geometry.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018].
POLYTOPES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1070819.

Introduction to geometry and topology.
Cham, Switzerland: Birkh"{a}user, 2018.
TOPOLOGY. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85136089.

International perspectives on the teaching and learning of geometry in secondary schools.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
GEOMETRY -- STUDY AND TEACHING (SECONDARY) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/940891.

History and measurement of the base and derived units.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
MEASUREMENT. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1715944.

N-gons.
SET THEORY.

How to fold it: the mathematics of linkages, origami, and polyhedra.
PROTEIN FOLDING.

Introduction to the theory of schemes.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.
SHEAF THEORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1115421.

Relational topology.
Cham: Springer, 2018.
TOPOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1152692.
Volume conjecture for knots.

Mathematical modeling through topological surgery and applications.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.

Generic coarse geometry of leaves.
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018.

Variational problems in differential geometry.
University of Leeds, 2009.

Mechanics in differential geometry.
Leiden, Netherlands; Boston, Massachusetts: VSP, 2006. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2006.

Integral geometry and inverse problems for kinetic equations.

Integral geometry of tensor fields.


Classical mechanics with Mathematica.
Cham: Birkhauser, 2018.

Continuum mechanics and thermodynamics from fundamental concepts to governing equations.

Basics of continuum plasticity.

Dynamics of particles and rigid bodies: a self-learning approach.
To make the earth whole the art of citizen diplomacy in an age of religious militancy.
RELIGION AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS -- CASE STUDIES.

The interfaith alternative : embracing spiritual diversity.
RELIGIOUS PLURALISM.

The origins of Yahwism.
MIDDLE EAST -- RELIGION.

Creation and recreation.
CREATION (LITERARY, ARTISTIC, ETC.).

Mystical science and practical religion : Muslim, Hindu, and Sikh discourse on science and technology.
TECHNOLOGY -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS.

Theologically engaged anthropology.
THEOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1149559.

Selected letters of Sir J. G. Frazer.
MYTHOLOGISTS -- BIOGRAPHY.

Virginity revisited : configurations of the unpossessed body.
VIRGINITY -- MYTHOLOGY.

Learning from other religious traditions : leaving room for holy envy.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
RELIGIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1093898.

Unraveling and reweaving sacred canon in Africana womanhood.
WOMEN AND RELIGION -- FEMINIST CRITICISM.

Same-sex marriage and religious liberty emerging conflicts.
FREEDOM OF RELIGION.
APOTHEOSIS -- COMPARATIVE STUDIES -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

The greatest possible being.
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1060826.

Sacrifice in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
RELIGION / GENERAL. BISACSH.

The problem of ritual efficacy.
RITUAL.

Medieval Welsh pilgrimage, c.1100--1500.
WALES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1207649.

The heart of wisdom a philosophy of spiritual life.
SPIRITUAL LIFE.

Apollodoriana : ancient myths, new crossroads ; studies in honour of Francesc J. Quertero.
MYTHOLOGY, GREEK -- CONGRESSES.

The seer and the city : religion, politics, and colonial ideology in ancient Greece.
Oakland, California : University of California Press, [2017].
GREECE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1208380.

Historical dictionary of Hinduism.
HINDUISM -- DICTIONARIES.

Full Catalog Record. BL1138.26eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Freud's Mah{u0101}bh{u0101}rata.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2018].
RELIGION / COMPARATIVE RELIGION. BISACSH.

Inventing and reinventing the goddess : contemporary iterations of Hindu deities on the move.
HINDUISM -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Women in Daoism.
TAOIST WOMEN -- HISTORY.

The transformation of Yiguan Dao in Taiwan : adapting to a changing religious economy.
TAIWAN -- RELIGION.

Islam, Judaism, and Zoroastrianism.
INDIA -- RELIGIOUS LIFE AND CUSTOMS. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/ SUBJECTS/SH2008115447.

Japanese culture: the religious and philosophical foundations.
Tokyo, [Japan]; Rutland, Vermont; Singapore: Tuttle Publishing, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
BUDDHISM -- JAPAN.

Full Catalog Record. BL2441.3 .T44 2011eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Religion and ritual in ancient Egypt.
EGYPT -- ANTIQUITIES.

Faith, morality, and civil society.
UNITED STATES -- RELIGION -- 1960-

God & apple pie: religious myths and visions of America.
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS.

Religion, culture, and the state: reflections on the Bouchard-Taylor report.
QU{U00E9}BEC (PROVINCE) -- ETHNIC RELATIONS.

En muchos lugares y todos los d{u00ED}as: virgenes, santos, y ni{u00F1}os Dios: m{u00ED}stica y religiosidad popular en Xochimilco.
M{u00ED}xico: El Colegio de M{u00ED}xico, Centro de Estudios Socio{u00F1}gicos, 1997.
XOCHIMILCO (D.F., MEXICO) -- VIDA SOCIAL Y COSTUMBRES. RENIB.

Boyle on atheism.
GOD -- PROOF.

La{u00EF}cit{u00E9} et humanisme.
QU{U00E9}BEC. FAST (OCOLC)FST01207316.

Laicidad y valores en un Estado dem{u00F3}cr{u00F3}tico.
M{u00ED}xico: Secretar{u00ED}a de Gobernaci{u00F3}n: Colegio de M{u00ED}xico, 2000.
MEXICO. FAST (OCOLC)FST01211700.

Let the wise listen and add to their learning (Prov. 1:5): festschrift for G{u00FC}nter Stemberger on the occasion of his 75th birthday.
Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2016].

**JUDAISM.**

Second temple Jewish Paideia in context.
JEWISH RELIGIOUS EDUCATION -- HISTORY.

Full Catalog Record. **BM195.S74 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Jewish materialism : the intellectual revolution of the 1870s.
EUROPE, EASTERN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1245079.

Full Catalog Record. **BM205.R315 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Jews on the frontier : religion and mobility in nineteenth century America.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Contact and ideology in a multilingual community : Yiddish and Hebrew among the Ultra-Orthodox.
YIDDISH LANGUAGE -- SOCIAL ASPECTS -- ISRAEL.

The Jerusalem Talmud : second order: Mo'ed : Tractates Seqalim, Sukkah, Ros Hassanah, and Yom Tov (Besah).
TALMUD YERUSHALMI. BE{U1E93}AH -- COMMENTARIES.

The Jerusalem Talmud. [Talmud Yerushalmi].
Berlin : De Gruyter, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2013.
RABBINICAL LITERATURE.

Chattel or person? : the status of women in the Mishnah.
WOMEN IN RABBINICAL LITERATURE.

Full Catalog Record. **BM520.84eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Crafting the 613 Commandments : Maimonides on the Enumeration, Classification and Formulation of the Scriptural Commandments.
JEWISH LAW. FAST (OCOLC)FST00982801.

Wealth and poverty in Jewish tradition.
West Lafayette, Indiana : Purdue University Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
JUDAISM AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS.

The Jewish Jesus revelation, reflection, reclamation.
West Lafayette, Ind. : Purdue University Press, c2011.
CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS -- JUDAISM.

Historical dictionary of prophets in Islam and Judaism.
Lanham, Maryland : Scarecrow, 2002.
PROPHETS -- BIOGRAPHY -- DICTIONARIES.

Etrog : how a Chinese fruit became a Jewish symbol.
Women and men in the Qur'an.
Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
WOMEN IN THE QUR'AN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1861916.

RELIGION / ISLAM / HISTORY BISACSH.

ISLAMIC EMPIRE -- ETHNIC RELATIONS -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS.

Muslim custodians of Jewish spaces in Morocco: drinking the milk of trust. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
MIDDLE EAST. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1241586.

SOUTH ASIA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1244520.

ISLAMIC COUNTRIES HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85068436 -- RELIGIOUS LIFE AND CUSTOMS.
HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH00007603.

ISLAMIC COUNTRIES. FAST (OCLOC)FST01244130.

Full Catalog Record. BP173.7eb. Web Accessible Resource.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Full Catalog Record. BP190.5.F76eb. Web Accessible Resource.
MUSLIMS -- ETHNIC IDENTITY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1031046.

K{U016B}FAH (IRAQ) -- RELIGION.

CULTS.

CULTS.
Rhythm : a theological category.
THEOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1149559.

Northrop Frye's student essays, 1932-1938.
RELIGION.

Pagan & Christian creeds : their origin and meaning.
PAGANISM.

The Early Franciscans and their Rule.
CHURCH HISTORY.

The first seven ecumenical councils (325-787) : their history and theology.
THEOLOGY, DOCTRINAL -- HISTORY -- MIDDLE AGES, 600-1500.

The prayer and complaint of the plowman unto Christe.
REFORMATION -- SOURCES.

A proper dialogue betwene a gentillman and an husbandman.
CHURCH PROPERTY -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

Twilight of the Renaissance : the life of Juan de Vald{u00E9}s.
PAPAL STATES -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 16TH CENTURY.

GREAT BRITAIN -- CHURCH HISTORY -- 16TH CENTURY.

CHRISTIANITY -- UNITED STATES.

Religion and American politics : from the colonial period to the 1980s.
UNITED STATES -- CHURCH HISTORY.

Catholicism and the shaping of 19th century America.
UNITED STATES -- HISTORY -- 19TH CENTURY.
The political economy of the interior Gold Coast: the Asante and the era of legitimate trading, 1807-1875.
GHANA -- RELATIONS -- EUROPE.

GHANA -- COLONIAL INFLUENCE -- HISTORY.

Historical dictionary of Ghana.
GHANA -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

The political philosophy of Chief Obafemi Awolowo.
NIGERIA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT -- 1960-

Historical dictionary of Sierra Leone.
SIERRA LEONE -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Historical dictionary of Liberia.
LIBERIA -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Historical dictionary of Angola.
ANGOLA -- HISTORY -- DICTIONARIES.

Race, class and power: Harold Wolpe and the radical critique of Apartheid.
SOUTH AFRICA -- RACE RELATIONS.

Congolese social networks: living on the margins in Muizenberg, Cape Town.
SOUTH AFRICA -- EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Poverty, war, and violence in South Africa.
SOUTH AFRICA -- COLONIZATION.

The birth of a new South Africa.
SOUTH AFRICA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Inside out, India and China: local politics go global.
CHINA -- ECONOMIC CONDITIONS -- REGIONAL DISPARITIES.
MANDAEAN LANGUAGE.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6066 .M367 2007eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Arabic in a flash.
ARABIC LANGUAGE.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6074 .A73 2000eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Arabic as a minority language.
SOCIOLINGUISTICS.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6075 .A73 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Arabic historical dialectology : linguistic and sociolinguistic approaches.
ARAB COUNTRIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1240128.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6121 .A48 1990eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Metrical structure of Arabic.
ARABIC LANGUAGE -- SYLLABICATION.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6166 .M36 2006eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Arabic in a flash.
ARABIC LANGUAGE -- VOCABULARY.

**Full Catalog Record.** PJ6395 .M6813 1989eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Pragmatic functions in a functional grammar of Arabic.
FUNCTIONALISM (LINGUISTICS).

Advances in maltese linguistics.
MALTESE LANGUAGE.

A grammar of epic Sanskrit.
SANSKRIT LANGUAGE -- GRAMMAR.

**Full Catalog Record.** PK1718.C45 Z925 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The life of Sharatchandra Chattopadhyay drifter and dreamer.
AUTHORS, BENGALI -- 20TH CENTURY -- BIOGRAPHY.

Making out in Hindi.
HINDI LANGUAGE.

**Full Catalog Record.** PK3798.K27eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A Vaisnava poet in early modern Bengal : Kavikarnap{u016B}ra's splendour of speech.
RELIGIOUS POETRY, INDIC. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1094247.

**Full Catalog Record.** PK3798.K65eb, Web Accessible Resource.
El ascenso de la luna de la iluminaci{u00F3}n.
M{u00E9}xico, D.F. : El Colegio de Mexico, 1984.
Diversifying Greek tragedy on the contemporary US stage.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Full Catalog Record. PA3465_B765 2007eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Broken laughter : select fragments of Greek comedy.
GREEK DRAMA (COMEDY) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Aeschylus' Oresteia : a literary commentary.
TRAGEDY.

Full Catalog Record. PA3829_C663 1996eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Aeschylus : the earlier plays and related studies.
TRAGEDY.

Aristophanes and the poetics of competition.
GREEK DRAMA (COMEDY) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Pseudo-Euripides, Rhesus.
CLASSICAL DRAMA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record. PA3978_W43 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
The music of tragedy : performance and imagination in Euripidean theater.
LITERARY CRITICISM / ANCIENT & CLASSICAL. BISACSH.

Poetry in fragments : studies on the Hesiodic corpus and its afterlife.
GREEK POETRY.

Full Catalog Record. PA4020_C673 2016eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Homer's Iliad. the Basel commentary.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK.

Full Catalog Record. PA4037.A5_K754 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Homer's Iliad. The Basel commentary.
EPIC POETRY, GREEK -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record. PA4037_W777 2015eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Homer and the question of strife from Erasmus to Hobbes.
HOMER -- TRANSLATIONS.

Full Catalog Record. PA4037_H34 2007eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A referential commentary and lexicon to Iliad VIII.
TROJAN WAR -- LITERATURE AND THE WAR.

Full Catalog Record. PA4037_C2588 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
A brief history of the verb to be.
Cambridge, Massachusetts : MIT Press [2017].

**Full Catalog Record. PE1369 .V35 2004eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- VERB -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PE1404 .W533 2008eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Wiki writing : collaborative learning in the college classroom.
Ann Arbor : Digital Culture Books, an imprint of the University of Michigan Press and the University of Michigan Library, {u00A9}2008.
WIKI SITES. GTT.

**Full Catalog Record. PE1408 .S4554 2013eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The Oxford guide to effective writing and speaking : how to communicate clearly.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- SPOKEN ENGLISH.

**Full Catalog Record. PE1580 .D36 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A thesaurus of English word roots.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS.

**Full Catalog Record. PE1611 .S675 1999eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Encyclopedic learners' dictionaries : a study of their design features from the user perspective.
T{u00FC}bingen, Germany : Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1999. IMPRINT = {u00A9}1999.
LEXICOGRAPHY.

**Full Catalog Record. PE2751 .H358 1988eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
The ideology of English : French perceptions of English as a world language.
PUBLIC OPINION -- FRANCE.

**Full Catalog Record. PE2835 .R83 2014eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
AMERICANISMS -- HANDBOOKS, MANUALS, ETC.

Prince Edward Island sayings.
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND -- LANGUAGES -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PE3245.P75 .D538 1996eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Dictionary of Prince Edward Island English.
POPULAR CULTURE -- PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PE3721 .L555 2017eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
A dictionary of English rhyming slangs.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE -- SLANG -- DICTIONARIES.

**Full Catalog Record. PE1479.E6eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
University English for academic purposes in China : a phenomenological interview study.
CHINA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1206073.

**Full Catalog Record. PF361 .S96 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource.
Northrop Frye's uncollected prose.

Passion, humiliation, revenge hatred in man-woman relationships in the 19th and 20th century Russian novel.

Writing at Russia's border.

Russian cubo-futurism 1910-1930: a study in avant-gardism.

Ghostly paradoxes: modern spiritualism and Russian culture in the age of realism.

For humanity's sake: the Bildungsroman in Russian culture.

Tolstoy and the religious culture of his time: a biography of a long conversion, 1845-1887.

The lady with the dog: and other stories.

Mandel'shtam's poetics: a challenge to postmodernism.

The art of compromise: the life and work of Leonid Leonov.

The all-encompassing eye of Ukraine: Ivan Nechui-Levyts'kyi's realist prose.
PAKISTAN -- IN MOTION PICTURES.

Essays in Islamic philology, history, and philosophy.
CIVILIZATION, ARAB.

Subjectivity in 'Attar, Persian Sufism, and European mysticism.
West Lafayette, Indiana : Purdue University Press, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE.

A grammar of Hinuq.
Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter Mouton, c2013.
GINUKH LANGUAGE -- GRAMMAR.

Full Catalog Record, PL205_F87 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Towards Turkish American literature : narratives of multiculturalism in post-imperial Turkey.
Frankfurt am Main ; New York : Peter Lang, 2017.
LITERARY CRITICISM / EUROPEAN / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, PL523_K457 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Japanese Hiragana and Katakana practice pad.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_A16 2008eb, Web Accessible Resource.
250 essential Japanese kanji characters.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE -- TEXTBOOKS FOR FOREIGN SPEAKERS -- ENGLISH.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_T659 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Essential Japanese Kanji.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE -- TEXTBOOKS FOR FOREIGN SPEAKERS -- ENGLISH.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_M33 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Japanese hiragana and katakana flash cards.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE -- WRITING -- KANA.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_U558 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Essential Japanese Kanji.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE -- TEXTBOOKS FOR FOREIGN SPEAKERS -- ENGLISH.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_S286 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Learning Japanese kanji.
JAPANESE LANGUAGE -- TEXTBOOKS FOR FOREIGN SPEAKERS -- ENGLISH.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_W357 2017eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Read Japanese kanji today : the easy way to learn the 400 basic kanji.
JAPAN. FAST (OCLOC)FST01204082.

Full Catalog Record, PL528_K584 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Japanese kanji made easy : learn 1000 kanji and kana the fun and easy way.
BUDDHIST MONKS -- CHINA -- FICTION.

Cuentos.
M [{u00E9}]. El Colegio de M [{u00E9}]. 2002.
CHINESE LITERATURE. FAST (OCOLC)FST00857595.

Oral and literary continuities in modern Tibetan literature: the inescapable nation.
TIBET AUTONOMOUS REGION (CHINA) -- CIVILIZATION.

Read till it shatters: nationalism and identity in modern Thai literature.
THAILAND. FAST (OCOLC)FST01205310.

Easy Vietnamese: learn to speak Vietnamese quickly!
VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE -- SPOKEN VIETNAMESE.

Tuttle concise Vietnamese dictionary: Vietnamese-English English-Vietnamese.
Tokyo, Japan; Rutland, Vermont; Singapore: Tuttle Publishing, 2008. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2008.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

National language planning & language shifts in Malaysian minority communities: speaking in many tongues.
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, {u00A9}2011.
MALAYSIA. FAST (OCOLC)FST01204590.

Arjuna+wiw[{u0101}]ha the marriage of Arjuna of Mpu Ka{u1E47}wa.
LANGUAGE STUDIES (2003).

Complex predicates in Oceanic languages: studies in the dynamics of binding and boundness.
OCEANIC LANGUAGES -- GRAMMAR.

A dictionary of Owa: a language of the Solomon Islands.
Boston: De Gruyter Mouton, [2014]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.
MELANESIAN LANGUAGES -- DICTIONARIES.

A grammar of Unua.
Boston: De Gruyter Mouton, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
MALEKULA (VANUATU) -- LANGUAGES.

A grammar of Vures, Vanuatu.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter Mouton, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
VURES LANGUAGE -- GRAMMAR.

Verb classification in Australian languages.
POLITICS AND LITERATURE.

State power, stigmatization, and youth resistance culture in the French banlieues: uncanny citizenship. 
IDENTITY (PSYCHOLOGY) -- FRANCE.

The material, the real, and the fractured self: subjectivity and representation from Rimbaud to Reda. 
MODERNISM (LITERATURE) -- FRANCE.

NARRATION (RHETORIC) -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Correspondance générale d'Hélvétius. 1761-1774 / Lettres 465 - 720. 
FRENCH LITERATURE -- 18TH CENTURY.

Beasts of love: Richard de Fournival's Bestiaire d'amour and a woman's response. 
COURTLY LOVE IN LITERATURE.

The Ch{á}teauroux Version of the "Chanson de Roland" : a fully annotated critical text. 
Berlin, [Germany] ; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014. 
ROLAND (LEGENDARY CHARACTER) -- ROMANCES.

El romancero y la Chanson des Saxons. 
M{é}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{é}xico, 2006. 
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY BISACSH.

The juggler of Notre Dame and the medievalizing of modernity. 
Cambridge, UK: Open Book Publisher, 2018. 
MIDDLE AGES -- INFLUENCE. FAST (OCOLC)FST01020316.

INTROSPECTION IN LITERATURE.

The would-be author: Molière and the comedy of print. 
West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. 
AUTHORS IN LITERATURE.

"Naturalisme pas mort" : lettres in{é}dites de Paul Alexis {é}mile Zola, 1871-1900. 
ALEXIS, PAUL, 1851-1901.

Prison terms: representing confinement during and after Italian fascism.

FASCISM IN LITERATURE.


Irresistible signs: the genius of language and Italian national identity.
ITALIAN LITERATURE -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.


Rewriting the journey in contemporary Italian literature: figures of subjectivity in progress.
FEMINISM IN LITERATURE.


The other Italy: the literary canon in dialect.
CANON (LITERATURE).


Enlightening encounters: photography in Italian literature.
PHOTOGRAPHY IN LITERATURE.


Landscapes in between: environmental change in modern Italian literature and film.
ECOLOGY IN MOTION PICTURES.


The mirage of America in contemporary Italian literature and film.
UNITED STATES -- IN MOTION PICTURES.


The ugly woman: transgressive aesthetic models in Italian poetry from the Middle Ages to the Baroque.
MISOGYNY IN LITERATURE.


Race and narrative in Italian women's writing since unification.
NARRATION (RHETORIC).


Italian women writers: gender and everyday life in fiction and journalism, 1870-1910.
ITALIAN FICTION -- 19TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.


Sentences: the memoirs and letters of Italian political prisoners from Benvenuto Cellini to Aldo Moro.
LIBERTY IN LITERATURE.

Full Catalog Record. PQ4065.R687 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Speaking spirits: ventriloquizing the dead in Renaissance Italy.
Toronto, [Ontario]: University of Toronto Press, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.
DEAD IN LITERATURE.

Hermes' lyre: Italian poetic self-commentary from Dante to Tommaso Campanella.

The invention of modern Italian literature: strategies of creative imagination.
ITALIAN LITERATURE -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The revolt of the scribe in modern Italian literature.
AUTHORSHIP -- SOCIAL ASPECTS -- ITALY -- HISTORY -- 19TH CENTURY.

Censorship and literature in fascist Italy.
ITALY -- CULTURAL POLICY -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

Neoavanguardia: Italian experimental literature and arts in the 1960s.
ARTS -- EXPERIMENTAL METHODS.

After words: suicide and authorship in twentieth-century Italy.
AUTHORS AND READERS -- ITALY -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

The tigress in the snow: motherhood and literature in twentieth-century Italy.
MOTHERHOOD -- ITALY -- HISTORY -- 20TH CENTURY.

The quest for epic: from Ariosto to Tasso.
ITALIAN POETRY -- 16TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The new avant-garde in Italy: theoretical debate and poetic practices.
AVANT-GARDE (AESTHETICS) -- ITALY.

The romance epics of Boiardo, Ariosto, and Tasso: from public duty to private pleasure.
ROMANCES, ITALIAN -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Lelia's kiss: imagining gender, sex, and marriage in Italian Renaissance comedy.
THEATER -- ITALY -- HISTORY.

Gender, narrative, and dissonance in the modern Italian novel.
WOMEN IN LITERATURE.

Dissent and philosophy in the Middle Ages: Dante and his precursors. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2002. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2002. PHILOSOPHY, MEDIEVAL.

The biblical Dante.

Dante's idea of friendship: the transformation of a classical concept.

The poetics of Dante's Paradiso.

In Dante's Tenzone with Forese Donati: the reprehension of vice.

"My muse will have a story to paint": selected prose of Ludovico Ariosto.

Kissing the wild woman: art, beauty, and the reformation of the Italian prose romance in Giulia Bigolina's Urania.

Lodovico Dolce, Renaissance man of letters.

Lorenzo di Filippo Strozzi and Niccolo Machiavelli: patron, client, and the Pistola fatta per la peste/an epistle written concerning the plague.

Memory and identity in the narratives of Soledad Puertolas: constructing the past and the self.


IDENTITY (PHILOSOPHICAL CONCEPT) IN LITERATURE.


Crítica textual: un enfoque multidisciplinario para la edición de textos.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico; Universidad Nacional Aut{u00F3}noma de M{u00E9}xico; Universidad Aut{u00F3}noma Metropolitana, 2009.

MEXIKO. IDSZBZ.


Entre la tradición y el canon: homenaje a Yvette Jim{eacute};ez de B{u00E1}ez.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2009.

MEXICO. FAST (OCLOC)FST01211700.


Los contempor{u00E1}neos en el laberinto de la crítica.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, Centro de Estudios Ling{u00FC}sticos y Literarios, 1994.

MEXIKO GND.


Doscientos a{u00F1}nos de narrativa mexicana.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2010.

MEXICAN FICTION. FAST (OCLOC)FST01019203.


Revista Di{eacute}alogos: antolog{u00ED}a.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2008.

SPANISH LITERATURE. FAST (OCLOC)FST01128568.


Debido recuerdo de agradecimiento leal.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2007.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY BISACSH.


The writing in the stars: a Jungian reading of the poetry of Octavio Paz.


ARCHETYPE (PSYCHOLOGY) IN LITERATURE.


Homenaje a Tom{u00E1}s Segovia: maestro, ensayista, traductor y sobre todo poeta.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2014.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record. PQ7297.R386eb. Web Accessible Resource.

Escrutando la muerte de mi padre.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2014.

FUNERAL ORATIONS.


Las guerras culturales de Octavio Paz.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, 2014.

MEXICO. FAST (OCLOC)FST01211700.


Jos{eacute} Emilio Pacheco: reescritura en movimiento.

M{u00E9}xico, D.F.: El Colegio de M{u00E9}xico, Centro de Estudios Ling{u00FC}sticos y Literarios, 2014.

BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY / LITERARY BISACSH.
Theorizing the local music, practice, and experience in South Asia and beyond.


**Full Catalog Record**: ML340.5 .G3513 2002eb, Web Accessible Resource.

**MUSIC -- SOUTH ASIA -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**.

Y {u014D}gaku Japanese music in the twentieth century.


**MUSIC -- JAPAN -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML345.15 R43 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Recollecting resonances : Indonesian-Dutch musical encounters.

Boston : Brill, [2013]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.

**NEDERLAND. GTT.**

**Full Catalog Record**: ML385 .T864 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.


**MUSIC TEACHERS -- UNITED STATES -- BIOGRAPHY**.


Musical landscapes in color : conversations with Black American composers.


**AFRICAN AMERICANS -- MUSIC -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML395 .M87 2006eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Music and the creative spirit innovators in jazz, improvisation, and the avant garde.


**CREATION (LITERARY, ARTISTIC, ETC.)**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML400 .E57 2014eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Mavericks of sound : conversations with artists who shaped indie and roots music.


**ALTERNATIVE ROCK MUSIC -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**.


R. Murray Schafer.


**COMPOSERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML410.R96 H45 2010eb, Web Accessible Resource.

George Russell the story of an American composer.


**COMPOSERS -- UNITED STATES -- BIOGRAPHY**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML410.K385 H57 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.

The Jerome Kern encyclopedia.


**MUSICALS -- ENCYCLOPEDIAS**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML410.B2084 A3 2011eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Representing black music culture then, now, and when again?


**AFRICAN AMERICANS -- MUSIC -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM**.

**Full Catalog Record**: ML410.B2084 A3 2011eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Nikolay Myaskovsky : the conscience of Russian music.


**COMPOSERS -- SOVIET UNION -- BIOGRAPHY**.

Healey Willan: life and music.
COMPOSERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

The Neapolitan Canzone in the early nineteenth century as cultivated in the Passatempi Musicali of Guillaume Cottrau.
MUSIC -- ITALY -- NAPLES -- 19TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Harry Somers.
COMPOSERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Peggy Gilbert & her all-girl band.
WOMEN JAZZ MUSICIANS -- BIOGRAPHY.

Bruce Springsteen: American poet and prophet.
SPRINGSTEEN, BRUCE -- INFLUENCE.

Madonna, bawdy & soul.
SEX IN POPULAR CULTURE.

Bon Jovi America's ultimate band.
Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press, c2013.
ROCK MUSICIANS -- UNITED STATES -- BIOGRAPHY.

Sir Ernest MacMillan: the importance of being Canadian.
COMPOSERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

CONDUCTORS (MUSIC) -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Full Catalog Record, ML457eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Logic of experimentation: reshaping music performance in and through artistic research.
MUSIC / INSTRUCTION & STUDY / GENERAL BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, ML747_S54 2009eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The story of boogie-woogie a left hand like God.
PIANO MUSIC (BOOGIE WOOGIE) -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record, ML1005_C65 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The Paraguayan harp: from colonial transplant to national emblem.
HARPISTS -- PARAGUAY -- BIOGRAPHY.

Full Catalog Record, ML1211.4_A44 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.
American orchestras in the nineteenth century.
MUSIC -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.

Alternative voices : essays on contemporary vocal and choral composition.
VOCAL MUSIC -- 20TH CENTURY -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Father Lee's opera quiz book.
PUZZLES.

Broadway to Main Street : how show tunes enchanted America.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

Full Catalog Record. ML.3187.5 .I65 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Singing the congregation : how contemporary worship music forms evangelical community.
UNITED STATES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204155.

The relentless pursuit of tone : timbre in popular music.
ROCKMUSIK. GND (DE-588)4115774-6.

Cultural codes makings of a Black music philosophy : an interpretive history from spirituals to hip hop.
POPULAR MUSIC -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

The jazz bubble : neoclassical jazz in neoliberal culture.
CALIFORNIA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1204928.

The barbershop singer : inside the social world of a musical hobby.
MUSIC -- SOCIAL ASPECTS.

Geek rock : an exploration of music and subculture.
ROCK MUSIC -- HISTORY AND CRITICISM.

Full Catalog Record. ML.3545eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Punk crisis : the global punk rock revolution.
PUNK ROCK MUSIC. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1084153.

Traditional musics in the modern world : transmission, evolution, and challenges.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
MUSIC / REFERENCE. BISACSH.
Philosophy and freedom: the legacy of James Doull. 


The problem of naturalism: analytic perspectives, continental virtues. 


Hermeneutics and reflection: Heidegger and Husserl on the concept of phenomenology. 


Building a social democracy: the promise of rhetorical pragmatism. 


Rationality and cognition: against relativism-pragmatism. 


What reason promises: essays on reason, nature, and history. 


Semantic challenges to realism: Dummett and Putnam. 


Skepticism and political thought in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 


Skepticism and life processes. 


The significance of philosophical scepticism. 


Meaning scepticism.

SKEPTICISM.

**Full Catalog Record.** B842 .A48 2002eb, Web Accessible Resource.
After poststructuralism : writing the intellectual history of theory.
THEORY (PHILOSOPHY) -- HISTORY.

Utilitarianism : restorations, repairs, renovations : variations on Bentham's master-idea, that disputes about social policy should be settled by statistical evidence about the comparative consequences for those affected.
SOCIAL POLICY.

**Full Catalog Record.** B931.P454eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Two dozen (or so) arguments for God : the Plantinga Project.
New York, NY, United States of America : Oxford University Press, [2018].
GOD -- PROOF. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/944100.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.P44 A8528 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Charles S. Peirce's phenomenology : analysis and consciousness.
PHILOSOPHY / HISTORY & SURVEYS / MODERN. BISACSH.

William James on radical empiricism and religion.
PRAGMATISM.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.J24 R84 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The demons of William James : religious pragmatism explores unusual mental states.
Cham : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
RELIGION -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1093794.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.R234 B97 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.
A critique of Ayn Rand's philosophy of religion : the gospel according to John Galt.
TEA PARTY MOVEMENT.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.R45 R43 2009eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Reason, method, and value : a reader on the philosophy of Nicholas Rescher.
RESCHER, NICHOLAS -- CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.M45354 R48 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Revolutionary hope essays in honor of William L. McBride.
PHILOSOPHY, AMERICAN -- 20TH CENTURY.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.P44 .R854 1997eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The rule of reason : the philosophy of Charles Sanders Peirce.
PEIRCE, CHARLES S. (CHARLES SANDERS), 1839-1914.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.W7eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The collected works and correspondence of Chauncey Wright.
PHILOSOPHERS -- UNITED STATES -- CORRESPONDENCE.

**Full Catalog Record.** B945.P44 F67 2011eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Peirce and the threat of nominalism.

NOMINALISM.

Peirce, signs, and meaning.

SEMIOTICS -- HISTORY.

Truth and the end of inquiry a Peircean account of truth.

INQUIRY (THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE).

George Grant : selected letters.

PHILOSOPHERS -- CANADA -- CORRESPONDENCE.

Lonergan on philosophic pluralism : the polymorphism of consciousness as the key to philosophy.

CONSCIOUSNESS.

Collected works of George Grant.


George Grant and the theology of the cross : the Christian foundations of his thought.

PHILOSOPHICAL THEOLOGY.

George Grant: a biography.

PHILOSOPHERS -- CANADA -- BIOGRAPHY.

Lonergan's quest : a study of desire in the authoring of Insight.

KNOWLEDGE, THEORY OF.

Collected works of George Grant.

PHILOSOPHY, CANADIAN -- 20TH CENTURY.

Collected works of George Grant.

CANADA -- POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT.

Method in metaphysics : Lonergan and the future of analytical philosophy.

LONERGAN, BERNARD J. F.
RELIGION -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1093794.


POETRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1067691.

Der Briefwechsel.
TWARDOWSKI, KAZIMIERZ, 1866-1938 -- CORRESPONDENCE.

Nietzsche, naturalism, and normativity.
NORMATIVITY (ETHICS).

The moral meaning of nature : Nietzsche's Darwinian religion and its critics.
GERMANY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1210272.

The barbarism of reason : Max Weber and the twilight of enlightenment.
SOCIOLOGY -- PHILOSOPHY.

A Wittgensteinian way with paradoxes.
PARADOXES.

Wittgenstein's remarks on Frazer : the text and the matter.
Berlin ; Boston : De Gruyter, [2016]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.
WITTGENSTEIN, LUDWIG, 1889-1951 -- RELIGION.

Language learning in Wittgenstein's later philosophy.
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION.

Exploring certainty : Wittgenstein and wide fields of thought.
CERTAINTY.

Ludwig Wittgenstein.
PHILOSOPHY / HISTORY & SURVEYS / MODERN. BISACSH.

From Kant to Croce : modern philosophy in Italy, 1800-1950.
PHILOSOPHERS -- ITALY -- BIOGRAPHY.

Breviary of aesthetics : four lectures.
AESTHETICS.

The legacy of Benedetto Croce : contemporary critical views.
Benedetto Croce and Italian fascism.

Baruch de Spinoza : theologischpolitischer Traktat.
Berlin, Germany : Akademie Verlag, 2014. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2014.

Doing without Free Will : Spinoza and Contemporary Moral Problems.

Nature and necessity in Spinoza's philosophy.

Persistence through Time in Spinoza.

Kierkegaardian reflections on the problem of pluralism.

Kierkegaard's category of repetition : a reconstruction.

The Lvov-Warsaw school, past and present.
Cham, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user, [2018].

No exit : Arab existentialism, Jean-Paul Sartre, and decolonization.

Normative justification of a global ethic a perspective from African philosophy.

A companion to philosophy in Australia & New Zealand.
PHILOSOPHY / METAPHYSICS. BISACSH.


Full Catalog Record. **BD115_M28a (INTERNET)**, Web Accessible Resource. Logos : anales del Seminario de Metaf{u00ED}sica. Madrid : Servicio de Publicaciones, Universidad Complutense, 1999-. METAPHYSICS -- PERIODICALS.


EXPLANATION.

Individuation, process, and scientific practices.
SCIENCE -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1108336.

Full Catalog Record. **BD411eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Infinity in early modern philosophy.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
PHILOSOPHY / METAPHYSICS. BISACSH.

Crimes of reason : on mind, nature, and the paranormal.
EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION.

Miscellaneous writings.
BOTANY -- MISCELLANEA.

Causality, interpretation, and the mind.
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND.

Full Catalog Record. **BD431eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Universal biology after Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel : the philosopher's guide to life in the universe.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/998301.

Life concepts from Aristotle to Darwin : on vegetable souls.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
LIFE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1198505.

Beyond blood identities posthumanity in the twenty-first century.
ETHICS.

The bodily self : selected essays on self-consciousness.
Cambridge, Massachusetts : The MIT Press, [2018].
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS (AWARENESS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1732884.

Action.
MIND AND BODY.

Agent, action, and reason.
HUMAN BEINGS.

Against authenticity : why you shouldn't be yourself.
AUTHENTICITY (PHILOSOPHY).

Impersonations : troubling the person in law and culture.
CULTURE AND LAW.

Philosophy of communication ethics : alterity and the other.
COMMUNICATION -- MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS.

Alien life and human purpose : a rhetorical examination through history.
ETHICS.

Full Catalog Record, BD545eb, Web Accessible Resource.
The case against theism : why the evidence disproves God's existence.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
RELIGIONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1093898.

A philosophy of sacred nature : prospects for ecstatic naturalism.
NATURALISM.

Four-dimensionalism an ontology of persistence and time.
FOURTH DIMENSION.

Full Catalog Record, BD648eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Form, matter, substance.
METAPHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1018304.

Full Catalog Record, BF20eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Diversity in harmony : insights from psychology : proceedings of the 31st International Congress of Psychology.
PSYCHOLOGY / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, BF38eb, Web Accessible Resource.
Outline of theoretical psychology : critical investigations.
PSYCHOLOGY / REFERENCE. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, BF39.2.R37eb, Web Accessible Resource.
PACIFIC AREA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1243504.

Applied multidimensional scaling and unfolding.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1028871.

Lacan and the posthuman.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
Freud's India : Sigmund Freud and India's first psychoanalyst Girindrasekhar Bose.
INDIA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1210276.

This way out.
Lanham, Maryland : University Press of America, Inc., 2010. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2010.
GROUP PSYCHOTHERAPY -- WASHINGTON (D.C.) -- CASE STUDIES.

An advanced guide to psychological thinking : critical and historical perspectives.
PSYCHOLOGY.

Ignes fatui.
Lanham, MD : University Press Of America, c2012.
LOGIC.

Future psychoanalysis : toward a psychology of the human subject.
PSYCHOANALYSIS -- METHODOLOGY.

The sensory order : an inquiry into the foundations of theoretical psychology.
PSYCHOLOGY.

Blindspots : the many ways we cannot see.
VISUAL PERCEPTION.

The unity of perception : content, consciousness, evidence.
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1060840.

The foundation of the unconscious Schelling, Freud and the birth of the modern psyche.
PSYCHOANALYSIS -- HISTORY.

Extraordinary knowing : science, skepticism, and the inexplicable powers of the human mind.
PARAPSYCHOLOGY.

Intuition, imagination, and philosophical methodology.
METHODOLOGY.

Life's rewards : linking dopamine, incentive learning, schizophrenia, and the mind.
AGITATION (PSYCHOLOGY).

Embracing anxiety : coming back with hope.
ANXIETY.

A conceptual and therapeutic analysis of fear.
[Cham, Switzerland] : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1060840.

The new security : individual, community and cultural experiences.
SECURITY (PSYCHOLOGY) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1110867.

Full Catalog Record. BF576eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Developing socio-emotional intelligence in higher education scholars.
Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan, [2018].
SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1122559.

Full Catalog Record. BF582_L66 2018eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Translating happiness : a cross-cultural lexicon of well-being.
PSYCHOLINGUISTICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1081323.

The illusion of conscious will.
Cambridge, Massachusetts : The MIT Press, [2018].
WILL. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1198525.

Weakness of will and practical irrationality.
PRACTICAL REASON.

European review of applied psychology.
Paris, 1991-
PSYCHOLOGY, APPLIED.

Counseling across and beyond cultures : exploring the work of Clemmont E. Vontress in clinical practice.
CROSS-CULTURAL COUNSELING.

The intelligent international negotiator.
WIN-WIN.

Mindfulness in the academy : practices and perspectives from scholars.
HIGHER & FURTHER EDUCATION, TERTIARY EDUCATION. BICSSC.

The five golden rules of negotiation.
The latte years: a story of beyond losses, gains the after and photo.
Collingwood, Victoria : Nero, 2016. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2016.

A scientific search for altruism: do we care only about ourselves?

Extreme forgiveness.

Consuming identities: visual culture in nineteenth-century San Francisco.

Inner speech: new voices.

Resilience the science of mastering life's greatest challenges.

Death and the adolescent: a resource handbook for bereavement support groups in schools.

The aesthetics of desire and surprise: phenomenology and speculation.

Seeing the face, seeing the soul: Polemon's Physiognomy from classical antiquity to medieval Islam.

What is it like to be dead?: Christianity, the occult, and near-death experiences.

Social dreaming, associative thinking and intensities of affect.
SKEPTICISM.

METAETHICS.

CONSCIENCE, EXAMINATION OF -- EARLY WORKS TO 1800.

FEMINIST ETHICS.

THEODICY -- HISTORY OF DOCTRINES -- 17TH CENTURY -- CONGRESSES.

GOOD AND EVIL.

CASUISTRY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/848491.

PRAISE.

VIOLENCE -- MORAL AND ETHICAL ASPECTS.

FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM.

SKEPTICISM.
Free will, neuroethics, psychology and theology. Wilmington, Delaware; Málaga, Spain: Vernon Press, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.

FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM -- PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 4 6 1 . S 6 3 4 1 9 9 8 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


FREE WILL AND DETERMINISM.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 4 6 1 . C 3 7 2 0 1 2 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.

Free will and consciousness a determinist account of the illusion of free will. Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2012.

PHENOMENOLOGY.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 4 7 1 . A 5 3 7 2 0 0 1 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


FAITH AND REASON -- CHRISTIANITY.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 4 7 6 . A 4 5 2 0 1 2 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


FORGIVENESS -- RELIGIOUS ASPECTS -- JUDAISM.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 0 0 . T 7 8 B 3 7 2 0 1 7 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


LEADERSHIP.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 0 0 . T 7 8 B 8 4 2 0 0 9 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


CIVILIZATION, MODERN -- PHILOSOPHY.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 2 1 . A 5 3 7 2 0 1 5 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


VIRTUES.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 2 1 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


POLITICAL SCIENCE -- PHILOSOPHY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1069819.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 2 1 . V 5 6 3 5 2 0 1 4 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


ETHICS.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 3 1 . U 6 8 2 0 0 9 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


SITUATION ETHICS.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 3 3 . H 9 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


UGANDA. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1210282.

**Full Catalog Record. B J 1 5 3 3 . I 5 8 R 6 7 2 0 1 5 e b.** Web Accessible Resource.


The contextual character of moral integrity: transcultural psychological applications. [Cham, Switzerland]: Palgrave Macmillan, [2018]. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1122816.


Wisdom: folk, arcane, practical, religious, philosophical, mystical. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. LIFE -- QUOTATIONS, MAXIMS, ETC.


Full Catalog Record, BJ1595.5.W664 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Women in philosophical counseling: the anima of thought in action. Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2015. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015. WOMEN -- CONDUCT OF LIFE.


Physics


Galileo Galilei: at the threshold of the scientific age. Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. SCIENCE / HISTORY. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QB44.3.N678 2012eb, Web Accessible Resource.


Full Catalog Record, QB44.3eb, Web Accessible Resource.


Full Catalog Record, QB63.Z33 2018eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Making time : astronomical time measurement in Tokugawa Japan.
JAPAN. WEB ACCESSIBLE RESOURCE.

Inertial navigation systems with geodetic applications.
EARTH (PLANET) -- FIGURE -- MEASUREMENT.

Handbook of mathematical geodesy : functional analytic and potential theoretic methods.
Cham : Birkhäuser, 2018.
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / CARTOGRAPHY.

Tools of radio astronomy -- problems and solutions.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
ASTRONOMY, SPACE & TIME.

The Cambridge photographic moon atlas.
MOON -- OBSERVATIONS.

Granite skyscrapers : how rock shaped earth and other worlds.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / EARTH SCIENCES / GENERAL.

Search for dark matter with the ATLAS Detector : probing final states of missing energy and an energetic jet or top quarks.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
DARK MATTER (ASTRONOMY).

Astrometry for astrophysics methods, models, and applications.
ASTROMETRY.

Introduction to black hole physics.
STARS -- EVOLUTION.

Relativistic cosmology.
RELATIVISTIC QUANTUM THEORY.
Investigation methods for inverse problems.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

Inverse problems for kinetic and other evolution equations.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

The role of topology in materials.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
TOPOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1152692.

Theory and simulation of random phenomena : mathematical foundations and physical applications.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
STATISTICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1132103.

Inverse problems for partial differential equations.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.

Full Catalog Record, QC24.5eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Do colors exist? : and other profound physics questions.
Cham, Switzerland : Birkh{u00E4}user, user, 2018.
PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1063025.

The role of exergy in energy and the environment.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / MECHANICS / SOLIDS. BISACSH.

Full Catalog Record, QC83eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Encyclopaedia of historical metrology, weights, and measures.
Cham : Birkh{u00E4}user, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1173497.

Production metrology.
M{u00FC}nchen : Oldenbourg Verlag, [2002]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2002.
METROLOGY.

Full Catalog Record, QC125.2eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Classical mechanics and electromagnetism in accelerator physics.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
PARTICLE ACCELERATORS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1054042.

Full Catalog Record, QC145.2eb. Web Accessible Resource.
Flow and transport in subsurface environment.
POROUS MATERIALS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1071907.

An Introduction to nuclear physics.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS.
**Full Catalog Record, QC174.3 .V613 2018eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record, QC174.45eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Interplay of quantum and statistical fluctuations in critical quantum matter.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

Quantum phase transitions.
QUANTUM THEORY.

**Full Catalog Record, QC175.2eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Transport phenomena in multiphase systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
TRANSPORT THEORY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1154987.

Narrow plasmon resonances in hybrid systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
PLASMONS (PHYSICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1066408.

Electrical properties of materials.
SOLIDS -- ELECTRIC PROPERTIES. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/ 1125511.

X-ray nanochemistry : concepts and development.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
X-RAYS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1181857.

**Full Catalog Record, QC177.F74 2018eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Ether and modernity : the recalcitrance of an epistemic object in the early twentieth century.
ETHER (SPACE) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/915803.

**Full Catalog Record, QC179eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Control of the gravitational wave interferometric detector advanced Virgo.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY. BISACSH.

**Full Catalog Record, QC225.7 .S68 2018eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Sound analysis and synthesis with R.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SOUND. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1126935.

**Full Catalog Record, QC318.T47eb**, Web Accessible Resource.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SCIENCE / MECHANICS / THERMODYNAMICS. BISACSH.

The road to Maxwell's demon.
STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMICS.
Buoyancy-driven flow in fluid-saturated porous media near a bounding surface.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING / MECHANICAL. BISACSH.

Ellipsometry of functional organic surfaces and films.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018.
SURFACES (TECHNOLOGY) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1139278.

Enhancing the light output of solid-state emitters.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1125449.

Spectrally resolved detector arrays for multiplexed biomedical fluorescence imaging.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, [2018].
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1129108.

Helium nano-bubble formation in tungsten : measurement with grazing- incidence small angle x-ray scattering.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
TUNGSTEN. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1158887.

L'\'{u00E9}lectrique - The Electric Age.
SOCIOLOGY.

Semiconductor quantum optics.
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS.

Spectroscopy of semiconductors : numerical analysis bridging quantum mechanics and experiments.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1129108.

Handbook of porous silicon.
Cham : Springer, 2018.
SOLID STATE PHYSICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1125456.

Classical electrodynamics : a modern perspective.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. BICSSC.

Inverse problems for Maxwell's equations.
INVERSE PROBLEMS (DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS).

Real-time quantum dynamics of electron-phonon systems.
Cham, Switzerland : Springer, 2018.
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1085098.
Full Catalog Record. 

**QC793eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
PARTICLES (NUCLEAR PHYSICS) FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1054130.

**QC793.3.B4 E975 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
The Euroschool on Exotic Beams. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. 
RADIOACTIVE NUCLEAR BEAMS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1087679.

**QC793.3.G38eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Spinning strings and correlation functions in the AdS/CFT correspondence. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. 
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / GENERAL. BISACSH.

**QC793.5.N42 B55 2018eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Introduction to the physics of massive and mixed neutrinos. 
Cham: Springer, [2018]. 
NEUTRINOS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1036602.

**QC793.5.P728eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Exploring the size of the proton: by means of deeply virtual Compton scattering at CERN. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018. 
PROTONS -- SCATTERING. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1080097.

**QC793.5.N4625eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Neutrino Physics in Present and Future Kamioka Water-\{u010C\}erenkov Detectors with Neutron Tagging. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. 
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY. BISACSH.

**QC793.5.B62eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Microwave cavities and detectors for axion research: proceedings of the 2nd International Workshop. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018. 
SCIENCE / PHYSICS / QUANTUM THEORY. BISACSH.

**QC793.5.E628 J63 2012eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Atoms in intense laser fields. 
MULTIPHOTON IONIZATION.

**QC793.5.P42eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Photons: the history and mental models of light quanta. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, [2018]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2018. 
PHOTONS. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/1062076.

**QC794eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Zeptosecond dynamics of transfer-triggered breakup: mechanisms, timescales, and consequences for fusion. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018. 
ATOMIC & MOLECULAR PHYSICS. BICSSC.

**QC809.P5eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
Characterizing space plasmas: a data driven approach. 
Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2018. 
SOLAR WIND. HTTP://ID.LOC.GOV/AUTHORITIES/SUBJECTS/SH85124550.

**QC855eb.** Web Accessible Resource. 
The Palgrave Handbook of climate history. 
CLIMATOLOGY. FAST HTTP://ID.WORLDCAT.ORG/FAST/864281.
Liberal socialism: an alternative social ideal grounded in Rawls and Marx.

**Full Catalog Record.** HX83.B745 2016eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Trotskyism in the United States: historical essays and reconsiderations.

**RADICALISM -- UNITED STATES -- HISTORY.**


Refomers, rebels and revolutionaries: the Western Canadian radical movement, 1899-1919.

**LABOR UNIONS -- POLITICAL ACTIVITY -- CANADA -- HISTORY.**


The proletarian dream: socialism, culture, and emotion in Germany, 1863 -1933.
Berlin, [Germany]; Boston, [Massachusetts]: De Gruyter, 2017. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2017.

**WORKING CLASS -- GERMANY -- HISTORY -- 19TH CENTURY.**


Polish revolutionary populism: a study in agrarian socialist thought from the 1830s to the 1850s.

**SOCIALISM -- POLAND -- HISTORY.**

**Full Catalog Record.** HX523.M37663 2014eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Marxism and urban culture.

**CITY AND TOWN LIFE.**

**Full Catalog Record.** HX550.L52 2015eb, Web Accessible Resource.

Socialism ... seriously: a brief guide to human liberation.
Chicago, IL: Haymarket Books, [2015]. IMPRINT = {u00A9}2015.

**SOCIALISM AND LIBERTY.**

**Full Catalog Record.** HX653.W457 2013eb, Web Accessible Resource.
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